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Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

As a part of Beijing Electron Positron Collider （BEPC）project, Beijing Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (BSRF) (http://english.bsrf.ihep.cas.cn) was constructed almost in parallel with BEPC and 

has been opened to users since 1991. After the upgrading project of BEPCII, BSRF runs in 2.5GeV 

full-energy injection and 250mA beam current in the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation. The 

intensity of hard X-ray has increased one magnitude and the stability was also improved greatly.  

 

Fig 1 BSRF Beamline Distribution 

Currently, there are 3 experimental halls（12#, 13#, 15#）, 5 insertion devices, 14 beamlines and 

14 experimental stations at BSRF. The synchrotron radiation light of BSRF covers the energy from 

vacuum ultraviolet to hard X-ray, and supports many kinds of experimental techniques, such as 

X-ray topography, X-ray Imaging, Small Angle X-ray Scattering, Diffuse X-ray Scattering, 

Biological Macromolecule Structure, X-ray Fluorescence Analysis ， X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure ， Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Circular Dichroism Spectra, Soft X-ray Calibration, 

Mid-energy X-ray Optics, High Pressure Structure, and X-ray lithography, which can be applied to 

lots of fundamental and applied researches, such as Condensed Matter Physics, High Pressure 

Physics, Chemistry, Material Science, Biology, Geoscience, Environmental Science, 

Micro-electronics, Micromachining, Metrology, Optics and Probing Technique. 

The accumulated experimental time for the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation is at least 

three months per year. Additionally, ten beamlines (Medium energy X-ray experimental Station, Soft 
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X-ray experimental Station, Photoelectron Spectroscopy Station, Vacuum Ultraviolet Station, Small 

Angle X-ray Scattering Station, Diffraction and Spectroscopy Station, Diffuse X-ray Scattering 

Station, XAFS Station, X-ray Diffraction Station and X-ray Lithography Station) could also run 

while BEPCII was working for high energy physics, which is called as coupling mode and supplies 

more experimental time to users. Totally, BSRF could supply beamtime to upwards of 500 

experiments for over 1000 users from more than 100 institutes and universities at home and abroad. 
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2018 Operation of BSRF 

Two cycles of dedicated synchrotron radiation running were offered in 2018. The first cycle was 

from 17th June to 27th July; the second cycle was from 1st October to 12th November. The proposals 

covered lots of research fields, such as material science, chemistry and chemical engineering, 

environmental science and geoscience, life science, condensed matter physics, methodology, device 

researches, etc. Except the basic research projects, some urgently needed national research items 

were also supported by BSRF. Lots of experimental results were obtained. 

In the first cycle of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 893.07 hours’ effective beamtime 

was offered to users, 310 proposals from 106 research institutes at home (23 institutes of CAS, 73 

universities of Ministry of Education and 10 institutes of other ministries) and 6 research institutes 

abroad were supported.  

In the second cycle of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 936.15 hours’ effective 

beamtime was offered to users, 336 proposals from 110 research institutes at home  (29 institutes of 

CAS, 73 universities of Ministry of Education, 7 institutes of other ministries and 1 companies) and 

7 research institutes abroad were supported.  

   

 

Fig.1 (left) Users of 1W1A-Diffuse X-ray Scattering Station were collecting experimental data; (right) Users 

of 4W1A- X-ray Imaging Station were collecting experimental data.  
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Fig.2 (left) Proposals areas of BSRF in 2018; (right) User distribution in China in 2018. 
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The Summary of the Researches Launched on BSRF 

491 articles were published by users in 2018, including 194 articles published in the journals 

belonging to the first class of the JCR journal ranking made by CAS one of which was published in 

Science. Here are some typical examples of users’ researches. 

Near Zero Area Compressibility in a Perovskite-Like Metal−Organic 

Frameworks [C(NH2)3][Cd(HCOO)3] 

Zero linear/ area compressibility (ZLC/ZAC), with which property the material neither expands 

nor contracts in one/two specific direction(s) over a certain pressure range. The excellent property 

endows ZLC/ZAC materials with potential applications such as in sonar, hydrophones, and 

telecommunication optical fibers that can keep their dimensions unchanged under high-pressure 

conditions such as the deep-sea environments. However, no zero compressibility materials have been 

reported ever. A research team from State Key Laboratory of Superhard Materials in Jilin University 

discovered the first near ZAC material [C(NH2)3][Cd(HCOO)3] ([C(NH2)3]+ = guanidinium). The 

related research has been published on July 6th, 2018 in ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces. 

The team utilized diamond anvil cells to investigate the structural variations of 

[C(NH2)3][Cd(HCOO)3] under high pressures. Over the pressure range of 0–0.53 GPa, the ADXRD 

patterns which were carried out at 4W2-High Pressure Station of BSRF show that the (2−10) Bragg 

peak position kept nearly unmoved under compression, which indicates that the d-spacing of the 

(2−10) plane neither expanded nor contracted under compression. The Pawley refinements of the 

crystal structures indicated that the c-axis underwent a dramatic decrease in length, while the a- and 

the b- axes only shrank by about 0.04% from 0 GPa to 0.53 GPa, generating a 0.94 TPa−1 linear 

compressibility along the a- and the b- axes. Such a value of compressibility is far less than typical 

values for crystalline materials (5−20 TPa−1). 

Further analysis on the [C(NH2)3][Cd(HCOO)3] crystal structures showed a one-to-one mapping 

relationships between the lattice parameters and frameworks parameters, and the near ZAC effect 

along the ab-plane is ascribed to the rhombohedral [Cd(HCOO)3]
− frameworks. In the compression 

process, pressure shortens the length of the Cd−OCO−Cd chains (denoted as r), while the increases 
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the Cd···Cd···Cd angles (denoted as θ). The decrease in r and the increase in θ have the opposite 

effect on the variation of length in lattice parameters a and b. The competitive relationship between r 

and θ gives rise to the high steadiness of the a- and b-axis, which contracted by only 0.04% up to 

0.53 GPa, indicating a near zero area compressibility along the ab-plane. As for the c-axis, both the 

decrease in r and the increase in θ could result to the contraction of the c-axis. As a result of the 

combined action of r and θ, the c-axis was shortened remarkably under compression with a large 

linear compressibility. 

 

DFT calculations were performed to better investigate the variations of framework under 

compression. The C−O bond lengths and O−C−O angles undergo very subtle changes under 

compression, indicating the high rigidity of sp2 hybridized formate ligand. Therefore, the decrease in 

r is mainly caused by the decreases of Cd−O bond lengths and Cd−O−C angles. Meanwhile, the 

increase in the O−Cd−O angles accounts for the increase in framework angles θ under compression. 

This study opens up an exciting new research field, the effects of external pressure on zero 

compressibility, which is of crucial importance for application of zero compressibility materials in 

the future. 
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Efficient ternary polymer solar cells with two well-compatible donors and one 

ultra-narrow bandgap nonfullerene acceptor 

Nonfullerene polymer solar cells (PSCs) are fabricated by using one wide bandgap donor 

PBDB-T and one ultra-narrow bandgap acceptor IEICO-4F as the active layers. One medium 

bandgap donor PTB7-Th is selected as the third component due to the similar highest occupied 

molecular orbital level compared to that of PBDB-T and their complementary absorption spectra. 

The champion power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PSCs is increased from 10.25% to 11.62% via 

incorporating 20 wt% PTB7-Th in donors, with enhanced short circuit current (JSC) of 24.14 mA 

cm-2 and fill factor (FF) of 65.03%. The main contribution of PTB7-Th can be summarized as the 

improved photon harvesting and enhanced exciton utilization of PBDB-T due to the efficient energy 

transfer from PBDB-T to PTB7-Th. Meanwhile, PTB7-Th can also act as a regulator to adjust 

PBDB-T molecular arrangement for optimizing charge transport, resulting in the enhanced FF of 

ternary PSCs. The open circuit voltage (VOC) of ternary PSCs can be kept constant as that of binary 

PSCs due to the similar highest occupied molecular orbital levels of two donors. This work can be 

cited as Adv. Energy Mater., 2018, 8, 1702854. 

 

This work have attracted widely attentions since published on Apr. 2018. So far, the paper has 

been cited up to 60 times retrieved from Web of Science, which is included as Highly Cited Paper. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&q

id=13&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=3 

At Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) 1W1A station，the grazing incidence X-ray 

Article： 

Qingxin Zeng, Kai Wang,* and Bo Zou, Near Zero Area Compressibility in a Perovskite-Like 

Metal–Organic Frameworks [C(NH2)3][Cd(HCOO)3], ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 10(2018)，

23481-23484. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=13&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=3
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=13&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=3
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diffraction measurement was used to investigate the effect of PTB7-Th content on molecular 

arrangement in blend films. For the ternary blend films, the enhanced (100) peak intensity with the 

appearance of new (200) peak of PBDB-T can be clearly discernible in both OOP and IP directions, 

indicating the formation of mixed edge-on and face-on orientations (called 3D texture) in ternary 

blend films. The occurrence of face-on molecular arrangement should be beneficial to charge 

transport along the normal direction of the substrate. 

 

Article： 

Xiaoling Ma, Yang Mi, Fujun Zhang*, Qiaoshi An, Miao Zhang, Zhenghao Hu, Xinfeng Liu*, Jian Zhang, and 

Weihua Tang. Efficient Ternary Polymer Solar Cells with Two Well-Compatible Donors and One Ultranarrow 

Bandgap Nonfullerene Acceptor. Adv. Energy Mater., 2018, 8, 1702854. 
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Ternary nonfullerene polymer solar cells with efficiency >13.7% by 

integrating the advantages of the materials and two binary cells 

Ternary strategy has been demonstrated an effective approach to improve the performance of 

polymer solar cells (PSCs). Up to now, most of ternary PSCs were designed by selecting materials 

with complementary absorption spectra, leading to the enhanced photon harvesting. In this work, 

another material selection method was proposed to focus on the complementary photovoltaic 

parameters of two binary PSCs, in addition to the complementary absorption spectra of materials. 

Based on the selection method, ternary PSCs are fabricated by two well-compatible small molecular 

nonfullerene acceptors (INPIC-4F and MeIC1) and one polymer donor PBDB-T. The PCE of 

INPIC-4F and MeIC1 based binary PSCs is 12.55% or 11.53%, respectively. The short circuit current 

(JSC) of INPIC-4F based binary PSCs is larger than that of MeIC1 based binary PSCs, the fill factor 

(FF) and open circuit voltage (VOC) are exactly opposite. Based on the efficient binary PSCs, a high 

PCE of 13.73% is achieved in the ternary PSCs with 50 wt% MeIC1 in acceptors, resulting from the 

simultaneously improved short circuit current (JSC) of 21.86 mA cm-2, open circuit voltage (VOC) of 

0.88 V, fill factor (FF) of 71.39%. The PCE improvement of ternary PSCs should be mainly 

attributed to the simultaneously optimized photon harvesting and film morphology of ternary active 

layers. Based on this selection method, IT-M and MeIC were selected as the third component, 

leading to improved PCE of 13.05% and 13.4%, which further demonstrated the universality of 

selection method. This work was published in Energy & Environmental Science, 11, 2018, 2134. 

 

This work have attracted widely attentions since published on Aug. 2018. So far, the paper has 

been cited up to 42 times retrieved from Web of Science, which is included as Highly Cited Paper. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&q

id=2&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=1 

At Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) 1W1A station，the grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction measurement was used to investigate the effect of MeIC1 content on molecular 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=2&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=1
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=2&SID=5BSXBbDg5ZNCDBPq3bL&page=1&doc=1
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arrangement in blend films. In blend films, (100) diffraction intensity in IP direction and (010) 

diffraction intensity in OOP direction can be simultaneously increased and then decreased along with 

the incorporation of MeIC1. The more ordered face-on molecular arrangement can be obtained in the 

ternary blend films with 50 wt% MeIC1 in acceptors. It should be highlighted that diffraction peak of 

(100) in OOP direction is shifted toward high diffraction vector (q) values along with the 

incorporation of MeIC1, indicating that d-spacing distance of lamellar structure can be decreased to 

form the more tightly packed lamellar stacking. The more ordered face-on orientation is propitious to 

charge transport in the optimized ternary blend films. 

 

Ternary non-fullerene polymer solar cells with high fill factor 

Ternary polymer solar cells (PSCs) with one donor and two acceptors exhibit great potential to 

achieve high power conversion efficiency (PCE) due to the rapid progress of highly efficient 

non-fullerene acceptors. In this work, highly efficient ternary non-fullerene PSCs were successfully 

fabricated based on PBDB-T as donor and non-fullerene materials ITCPTC mixed with IDT6CN-M 

as acceptors. ITCPTC has relatively narrow bandgap and high absorption coefficient compared with 

IDT6CN-M, which well explains the relatively large short-circuit current density of 17.44 mA/cm2 

for ITCPTC based binary PSCs. Meanwhile, IDT6CN-M based binary PSCs exhibit the relatively 

high fill factor (FF) of 75.3% and open-circuit voltage of 0.915 V. The advantages of two binary 

PSCs with complementary photovoltaic parameters can be integrated into ternary device. The PCE of 

11.92% and FF of 76.5% were achieved for ternary PSCs with 60 wt% ITCPTC content in acceptors, 

which should be among the top values for ternary non-fullerene PSCs. About 8% or 13% PCE 

improvement can be obtained compared with ITCPTC (11.02%) or IDT6CN-M (10.51%) based 

binary PSCs, which should be attributed to the enhanced photon harvesting and their good 

compatibility for synergistic improvement of exciton utilization and charge transport in the ternary 

active layers. Besides complementary absorption spectra, complementary photovoltaic parameter of 

binary devices is also an important selection criterion for highly efficient ternary PSCs. This work 

can be cited as Energy & Environmental Science, 11, 2018, 841-849. 

Article： 

Xiaoling Ma, Wei Gao, Jiangsheng Yu, Qiaoshi An, Miao Zhang, Zhenghao Hu, Jianxiao Wang, Weihua Tang,* 

Chuluo Yang,* and Fujun Zhang*. Efficient ternary non-fullerene polymer solar cells with PCE of 11.92% and 

FF of 76.5%. Energy & Environmental Science, 11, 2018, 2134. 
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This work have attracted widely attentions since published on Feb 2018. So far, the paper has 

been cited up to 52 times retrieved from Web of Science, which is included as Highly Cited Paper 

and Hot Paper. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&q

id=1&SID=7ACRKyeWKphMwTDtuhm&page=1&doc=1 

At Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) 1W1A station，the grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction measurement was used to investigate the effect of ITCPTC content on molecular 

arrangement in blend films. Along with the increase of ITCPTC content in acceptors, the diffraction 

peak location of blend films keep constant, indicating that two acceptors should be well mixed into 

matrix network formed by donor PBDB-T. The (100) diffraction intensity is the weakest along 

out-of-plain direction while the strongest along in-plain direction for blend films with 60 wt% 

ITCPTC content. The results reveal that the face-on molecular orientation is increased in the 

optimized ternary lend films, which should be propitious to chrge transport along the normal 

direction of substrates. 

 

Simultaneously improved efficiency and average visible transmittance of 

semitransparent polymer solar cells with two ultra-narrow bandgap nonfullerene 

acceptors 

Semitransparent PSCs have attracted much attention due to their potential applications in 

building-integrated photovoltaic and other field. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) and average 

visible transmittance (AVT) are two major parameters for semitransparent PSCs. The usually 

Article： 

Miao Zhang, Wei Gao, Fujun Zhang*, Yang Mi, Wenbin Wang, Qiaoshi An, Jian Wang, Xiaoling Ma, Jianli 

Miao, Zhenghao Hu, Xinfeng Liu, Jian Zhang and Chuluo Yang*, Efficient ternary non-fullerene polymer solar 

cells with PCE of 11.92% and FF of 76.5%. Energy & Environmental Science, 2018,11, 841-849. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=1&SID=7ACRKyeWKphMwTDtuhm&page=1&doc=1
http://apps.webofknowledge.com/full_record.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&qid=1&SID=7ACRKyeWKphMwTDtuhm&page=1&doc=1
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competitive relationship between PCE and AVT makes it a big challenge to simultaneously improve 

PCE and AVT of semitransparent PSCs. In this work, semitransparent ternary PSCs were prepared 

with narrow or ultra-narrow band gap materials as the active layers. The PCE and AVT of 

semitransparent ternary PSCs are simultaneously improved, which is never reported in other 

literatures. The content of the third component IEICO-4F was optimized in opaque PSCs with 100 

nm Ag as electrode. The PCE of opaque ternary PSCs was increased to 11.94% by incorporating 15 

wt% IEICO-4F in acceptors, with simultaneously improved JSC, VOC, and FF. An interesting 

phenomenon was observed that the absorption edge of ternary blend films is apparently red-lifted 

compared with those of two binary blend films. The extended photon harvesting in NIR region 

should contribute to performance improvement, especially for semitransparent PSCs without AVT 

loss. Based on the optimal experimental conditions on opaque PSCs, the semitransparent PSCs were 

prepared with 15 nm Ag as electrode due to its balanced conductivity and transmittance. The PCE 

and AVT of semitransparent ternary PSCs was simultaneously improved to 8.23% and 20.78% by 

incorporating 15 wt% IEICO-4F in acceptors compared with PTB7-Th: COi8DFIC based 

semitransparent binary PSCs. This work was published in J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 21485. 

 

This work was published on Oct. 2018. So far, the paper has been cited up to 10 times retrieved 

from Google Scholar 

https://cc.glgoo.top/scholar?q=Simultaneously+improved+efficiency+and+average+visible+transmitt

ance+of+semitransparent+polymer+solar+cells+with+two+ultra-narrow+bandgap+nonfullerene+acc

eptors%E2%80%A0 

At Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) 1W1A station，the grazing incidence X-ray 

diffraction measurement was used to investigate the effect of IEICO-4F content on molecular 

arrangement in blend films. It is apparent that (100) diffraction peak intensity in IP direction of blend 

films can be increased and then decreased along with the increase of IEICO-4F content. The 

increased and then decreased (100) diffraction peak intensity suggests that PTB7-Th molecular 

arrangement can be adjusted by incorporating IEICO-4F, which well explained the varied hole 

mobility in corresponding active layers. Meanwhile, the (010) diffraction peaks in OOP direction of 
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blend films are slightly shifted toward high diffraction vector (q) values along with the incorporation 

of IEICO-4F, indicating more tightly packed π−π stacking. The more ordered face-on orientation 

and tightly packed π−π stacking should be beneficial to charge transport along the normal direction 

of substrate, which can well explain the enhanced charge mobility and the relatively large FF of the 

optimized ternary PSCs. 

 

Ultrathin and Vacancy-rich CoAl-Layered Double Hydroxide/Graphite 

Oxide Catalysts: Promotional Effect of Vacancies 

Selective oxidation of primary alcohols with heterogeneous catalysts is a crucial 

environment-friendly process to synthesize many organic intermediates. Co-containing layered 

double hydroxides (LDHs), which simultaneously possess the attractive features of uniformly 

dispersed active metals within the brucite-like layers and abundant hydroxyl groups, are potential 

non-noble-metal catalysts for the aerobic oxidation of alcohols. However, due to the limitation of the 

bulk LDHs layer spacing, the accessibility of the active components in other layers is lower than that 

of the surface layer, thus the intrinsic activity of bulk Co-containing LDHs is relatively low than 

expected. The team of Prof. Li Dianqing and Feng Junting from State Key Laboratory of Chemical 

Resource Engineering of Beijing University of Chemical Technology has proposed an approach to 

increase the accessibility of inner active sites and promote the catalytic performance by exfoliating 

bulk CoAl-LDHs into ultrathin and vacancy-rich nanosheets. Their research has been published on 

March 7st, 2018 in ACS Catalysis. 

In this work, the ultrathin and vacancy-rich CoAl-LDHs nanosheets were assembled with 

graphite oxide (GO) to afford a hybrid CoAl-ELDH/GO catalyst. AFM, XAFS and PAS indicate that 

the thickness of the exfoliated LDH platelets is about 3 nm, with a large number of oxygen vacancies 

(VO) and cobalt vacancies (VCo) in the host layers. In the benzyl alcohol oxidation probe reaction, 

CoAl-ELDH/GO shows excellent performance with a TOF of 1.14 h–1, which is nearly five times 

that of the unexfoliated bulk CoAl-LDHs (0.23 h–1) precursor. DFT calculations of adsorption 

energy reveal the role of VO and VCo–Co–OHδ– as the preferable adsorption and cleavage sites for 

benzyl alcohol. Meanwhile, the oxygen storage capacity and mobility are facilitated by the oxygen 

vacancies and surface lattice oxygen sites.  

Article： 

Xiaoling Ma, Zuo Xiao, Qiaoshi An, Miao Zhang, Zhenghao Hu, Jianxiao Wang, Liming Ding * and Fujun 

Zhang*, Simultaneously improved efficiency and average visible transmittance of semitransparent polymer solar 

cells with two ultra-narrow bandgap nonfullerene acceptors. J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 21485. 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2018/ta/c8ta08891h/unauth
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2018/ta/c8ta08891h/unauth
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The Co K-edge XAFS spectra of bulk CoAl-LDHs and ultrathin CoAl-ELDH/GO, as well as structure of 

ultrathin CoAl-LDHs nanosheets in CoAl-ELDH/GO catalyst. Fourier transformed XAFS functions show that the 

Co-O and Co-Co coordination numbers (5.5 and 2.8, respectively) in the CoAl-ELDH/GO catalyst are significantly 

lower than the corresponding values in bulk CoAl-LDHs (6.0 and 3.8, respectively), indicating formation of oxygen 

vacancies (VO) and cobalt vacancies (VCo). 

This research offers an effective strategy to fabricate the two-dimensional material with 

increased active sites accessibility and abundant vacancies to improve the intrinsic activity, and 

provides scientific insight into the dependence of catalytic performance on vacancies. In this work, 

synchrotron sources have provided the team essential help to unveil the vacancy-rich fine structures. 

 

Fe Isolated Single Atoms on S, N Codoped Carbon by Copolymer Pyrolysis 

Strategy for Highly Efficient Oxygen Reduction Reaction 

The development of next generation energy conversion and storage devices, such as fuel cells 

and metal air batteries, depends heavily on the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) of electrocatalysts. 

Iron/nitrogen doped carbon (Fe/NC) catalysts have become a promising new generation of catalytic 

materials to replace noble metals in recent years. Accurate control of structural parameters of 

iron-based catalysts and a thorough understanding of ORR mechanism are expected to further 

optimize their catalytic efficiency. Isolated single atomic site materials have the advantage of high 

atomic utilization; besides, it possesses uniform and controllable active sites. Therefore, it is an ideal 

strategy to design uniformly distributed Fe single atoms dispersed material with controllable 

Article： 

Qian Wang, Lifang Chen, Shaoliang Guan, Xin Zhang, Bin Wang, Xingzhong Cao, Zhi Yu, Yufei He, David 

G. Evans, Junting Feng*, Dianqing Li*, Ultrathin and Vacancy-rich CoAl-Layered Double Hydroxide/Graphite 

Oxide Catalysts: Promotional Effect of Cobalt Vacancies and Oxygen Vacancies in Alcohol Oxidation. ACS 

Catal.2018, 8, 43104-3115 
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structure for improving catalytic efficiency and learning the specific catalytic mechanism. Related 

work was published in Advanced Materials. 

Using the strategy of pyrolyzing of pyrrole-thiophene copolymers, single atomic dispersed 

iron-based catalysts were synthesized on nitrogen and sulfur co-doped carbon supports. The 

synthesis strategy consists of three steps: the copolymer of pyrrole and thiophene (PPy-co-PTh) was 

firstly synthesized, then it was immersed in acetylacetone iron salt solution and stirred overnight to 

absorb Fe precursor. After centrifugation and drying overnight, the samples were pyrolyzed in an Ar 

atmosphere at 900 oC. The polymer loaded with iron acetylacetonate was carbonized at high 

temperature and converted into a porous carbon catalyst (Fe-ISA/SNC) co-doped with nitrogen and 

sulfur loaded with Fe single atom. The characterization of high-resolution electron microscopy and 

spherical aberration correction electron microscopy shows that Fe, N, S and other elements are 

uniformly distributed on the surface of the material, and Fe is distributed in the form of single atom 

on the surface of the material. 

The local structure parameters of Fe atoms in Fe-ISA/SNC are further analyzed by XAFS data 

obtained from Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Device (BSRF). Fitting curves show that Fe atoms are 

coordinated by four N atoms in Fe-ISA/SNC, but four Fe-N bonds split into two groups of Fe-N 

bond lengths. At the same time, the valence state of S in the sample can be analyzed by S-K-edge 

XANES spectra. It is further speculated that the bonding between S and atoms with higher 

electronegativity results in the occurrence of positive valence. On the contrary, the samples without 

sulfur doping only show one set of Fe-N bond lengths. This difference may be due to the influence of 

sulfur doping on the coordination of Fe and N atoms, resulting in the deviation of the bond lengths of 

Fe-N. Subsequently, the assumption was further verified and optimized by the results of DFT 

calculation. Finally, the structure of FeN4S2 active center was conjectured. 
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The catalyst exhibited good electrochemical oxygen reduction activity and selectivity in 0.1 M 

solution. By contrast experiments, we found that N, S co-doped samples have higher half-wave 

potential than pure N-doped samples, which means that sulfur doping method can improve the 

activity of the catalyst. Meanwhile, the catalyst exhibited good stability and selectivity for oxygen 

reduction. This study provides a new idea for the preparation of atom-level dispersed non-noble 

metal electrochemical oxygen reduction catalyst. 

 

Single Cobalt Atoms Anchored on N-Doped Graphene with Dual Reaction 

Sites Developed for Efficient Fenton-like Catalysis 

Recently, a research team led by Prof. Yanqiang Huang and Prof. Tao Zhang at Dalian Institute of 

Chemical Physics (DICP) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) collaborated with Prof. Bin 

Liu from Nanyang Technological University of Singapore reported their findings on developing 

Article： 

Q. H. Li, Dr. W. X. Chen, Prof. H. Xiao, Dr. Z. Li, W.-C. Cheong, R. A. Shen, N. H. Fu, Prof. C. Chen, Prof. 

D. S. Wang, Fe Isolated Single Atoms on S, N Codoped Carbon by Copolymer Pyrolysis Strategy for Highly 

Efficient Oxygen Reduction Reaction, Adv. Mater., 2018, 1800588. 
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single cobalt atom catalysts for efficient Fenton-like catalysis in J. Am. Chem. Soc. and was selected 

as supplementary cover article. 

 

Fenton-like process via activation of peroxymonosulfate (PMS), as a clean and efficient approach 

to generate reactive oxygen-containing radicals for the elimination of recalcitrant organic pollutants, 

has been regarded as a promising strategy to deal with the ever-growing environmental pollution and 

the scarcity of fresh water resources resulted from rapid civilization and industrialization. However, 

development of improved catalysts with adequate activity and stability is still a long-term goal to 

realize their practical application. As a radical predominant reaction, the half-life periods of most 

reactive oxygen-containing radicals generated from PMS activation are quite short. In this regard, 

approaches to minimize the migration distance of the reactive radicals to the target organic molecules 

are therefore highly desirable for maximizing the catalytic performance. 

In this study, DICP researchers report single cobalt atoms anchored on porous N-doped graphene 

as highly reactive and stable Fenton-like catalysts for efficient catalytic oxidation of bisphenol A 

(BPA) via activation of PMS. The single-Co-atom catalysts prepared in this work not only provide 

abundant CoN4 sites with optimal binding energy for PMS activation to produce singlet oxygen as 
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active species, but also afford rich pyrrolic N sites for organics adsorption. The dual reaction sites 

greatly reduce the migration distance for the active species and thus improve the Fenton-like 

catalytic performance.  

The Fourier transforms of the Co K edge EXAFS spectra of the catalyst which were obtained at 

Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility can be well fitted using the scattering path of Co-Co from 

metallic Co structure and Co-N from CoN4 structure, indicate that single Co atoms with CoN4 

configuration have been anchored on N-Doped graphene. The study details the first insights into 

single-atom based catalysts for the Fenton-like reaction. Moreover, the proposed dual-reaction-site 

mechanism shall shed light on the development of other “single-atom catalysts” in future. 

 

Engineering Cobalt Defects in Cobalt Oxide for Highly Efficient Electrocatalytic 

Oxygen Evolution 

Defect engineering is an effective way to modulate the electric states and provide active sites for 

electrocatalytic reactions. However, most studied oxygen vacancies are unstable and susceptible 

under the oxygen circumstance. Here, we in-situ fabricated cobalt-defected Co3-xO4 (Figure 1) for 

efficient oxygen evolution reaction (OER). XAFS and PALS characterizations show the crystals are 

abundant with Co vacancies and distortion structure. DFT calculations indicate the metal defects lead 

to obvious electronic delocalization, which enhances the carrier transport to participate the water 

splitting reactions along the defective conducting channels, and the water adsorption/activation on 

catalyst surface. Therefore, cobalt-defected Co3-xO4 shows remarkably high OER activity by 

delivering much lower overpotential of 268 mV@10 mA∙cm−2 (with a small Tafel slope of 38.2 

mV/dec) for OER in KOH electrolyte, compared with normal Co3O4 (376 mV), IrO2 (340 mV) and 

RuO2 (276 mV). This work opens up a promising approach to construct electronic delocalization 

structure in metal oxides for high-performance electrochemical catalysts. This work was published 

on ACS Catalysis on May 27, 2018 and has been cited for 33 times now. 

Article： 

Xuning Li, Xiang Huang, Shibo Xi, Shu Miao, Jie Ding, Weizheng Cai, Song Liu, Xiaoli Yang, Hongbin Yang, 

Jiajian Gao, Junhu Wang, Yanqiang Huang,* Tao Zhang, and Bin Liu*. Single cobalt atoms anchored on porous 

N-doped graphene with dual reaction sites for efficient Fenton-like catalysis, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 140 (2018) 

12469. 
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Figure 1. Schematic formation of Co vacancies in Co3-xO4 via the thermal calcination of CoGly 

precursor. 

Then, the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine 

structure (EXAFS) studies were carried out at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility to finely 

investigate the crystal structure. As shown in Figure 2a, the Co K-edges for Co-300 and Co-500 are 

approximately 0.18 eV and 0.13 eV higher in energy than that of standard Co3O4, respectively, 

confirming they possess a relatively higher oxidation state owing to the lower Co/O ratio. Then, R 

space was obtained by Fourier transforming from wavevector k (Figure 2b). All samples show four 

prominent peaks mainly caused by the single scattering of Co-O (Reff 1.923 Å), Co-Co1 (Reff 2.858 

Å), Co-Co2 (Reff 3.351 Å), Co-Co3 (Reff 4.950 Å), respectively. The amplitude of R space depends 

on the coordination number and mean-square disorder, with the positive correlation to the high 

coordination number and negative correlation to the low mean-square disorder, and vice versa. From 

the peaks of Co-Coi (i= 1, 2, 3), it is obvious that Co-300 and Co-500, especially the former, have 

obvious lower Co coordination number and higher mean-square disorder, indicating the presence of 

large amount Co defects in the crystals (8.7 % for Co-300). 
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Figure 2. (a) XANES, and (b) Fourier transforms of k-space oscillations for Co3O4, Co-500 and 

Co-300. 

In this work, abundant Co vacancies have been introduced into Co3-xO4 to modulate the 
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electronic structure for high electrocatalytic OER performance. The existence of Co vacancies in 

Co3O4 leads to obvious delocalized electrons structure, providing more active catalytic sites with 

high electrical conductivity and initial water adsorption ability, further exhibiting a remarkably high 

electrocatalytic OER performance (with a low overpotential of 268 mV@10 mA·cm−2 and a small 

Tafel slope of 38.2 mV/dec). Importantly, Co-defected Co3-xO4 (Co-300) shows ≥10 times higher 

turnover frequency than normal Co3O4. Therefore, this result presents metal-defected oxides as a 

new kind of efficient electrocatalyst for OER. 

 

Doping-enhanced short-range order of perovskite nanocrystals for near-unity 

violet luminescence quantum yield 

All-inorganic perovskite nanocrystals (NCs), especially CsPbX3 (X=Cl, Br, I), have emerged as 

a new generation of semiconducting optoelectronic materials. Currently, the photoluminescence 

quantum yields (PLQY) of CsPbBr3 and CsPbI3 NCs have reached over 90% in the green and red 

spectra ranges, respectively. However, CsPbX3 (X=Cl or Cl/Br) NCs exhibit very low PLQY in the 

violet, indicating that there is a high density of structural defects. A team led by Professor Hong-Tao 

Sun from College of Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Soochow University, 

found a novel general strategy for the synthesis of violet-emitting CsPbCl3 NCs with near-unity PLQY 

by doping of optically inactive ions. Structural and theoretical analyses indicate that Ni doping could 

enhance short-range order of CsPbCl3 lattice and suppress the formation of defects, such as Cl 

vacancies. This work offers a facile route to high-efficiency violet-emitting perovskite NCs. Their 

research has been published on July 16th, 2018 in Journal of the American Chemical Society. 

This team has shown that doping of optically inactive Ni ions could make the PLQY of CsPbCl3 

NCs reach near-unity. One of the benefits for the use of optically inactive ions as dopants lies in 

avoiding energy transfer from the charge carries of CsPbCl3 NCs to dopants, which favours the 

band-edge emission of CsPbCl3 NCs. Beyond this, they have also investigated the structures of 

undoped and doped CsPbCl3 NCs by X-ray absorption spectra. XANES and EXAFS analyses 

indicated that Ni doping has no clear effect on the oxidation state of Pb, but could efficiently enhance 

the short-range order of the lattice (Figure 1). Combined with the results of density functional theory 

calculations, they gave an explanation of near-unity PLQY of CsPbCl3 NCs: undoped NCs easily 

Article： 

Rongrong Zhang, Yong-Chao Zhang, Lun Pan,* Guo-Qiang Shen, Nasir Mahmood, Yu-Hang Ma, Yang Shi, 

Wenyan Jia, Li Wang, Xiangwen Zhang, Wei Xu, Ji-Jun Zou*, Engineering cobalt defects in cobalt oxide for 

highly efficient electrocatalytic oxygen evolution,ACS Catalysis,8,5,3803-3811, 2018. 
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form deep defect states, such as Cl vacancies, which could act as charge carries traps and result in 

low PLQYs, but Ni doping could greatly improve the short-range order and defect formation energy 

of CsPbCl3, thus greatly suppressing the nonradiative recombination and leading to high-efficiency 

violet emissions. Interestingly, this method can be extended to other violet-emitting perovskite NCs, 

such as CsPb(Cl/Br)3 NCs. 

 

Figure 1. Pb LIII-edge XANES (a) and EXAFS (b,c) spectra of undoped and doped CsPbCl3 NCs. The X-ray 

absorption spectra were obtained from BSRF. The results shows that Ni doping could inhibit the formation of Cl 

vacancies, and improve the short-range order of the CsPbCl3 lattice. 

Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility helps this team analyse the local coordination 

environment of Pb, which provide important support for confirming the mechanism of 

doping-enabled near-unity PLQY of CsPbCl3 NCs. “we highlight this approach as a sufficiently 

general route for greatly enhancing the PLQY of perovskite NCs, which could open the door for a 

range of applications in violet-emitting perovskite-based devices. Synchrotron radiation technologies 

play an essential role in understanding their luminescence mechanism. ” explains Hong-Tao Sun, the 

team leader and the professor of College of Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, 

Soochow University. 

 

In Situ Thermal Atomization To Convert Supported Nickel Nanoparticles 

into Surface-Bound Nickel Single-Atom Catalysts 

The ideal CO2 electroreduction heterogeneous catalyst should contain highly dispersed active 

species on the support and sufficient accessible surface to prevent the problem of the mass transfer. 

Article： 

Zi-Jun Yong,† Shao-Qiang Guo,† Ju-Ping Ma,† Jun-Ying Zhang,† Zhi-Yong Li, Ya-Meng Chen, Bin-Bin Zhang, 

Yang Zhou, Jie Shu, Jia-Li Gu, Li-Rong Zheng, Osman M. Bakr, and Hong-Tao Sun*, Doping-Enhanced 

Short-Range Order of Perovskite Nanocrystals for Near-Unity Violet Luminescence Quantum Yield. Journal of 

the American Chemistry Society, 140 (2018), 9942-9951. 
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Hence, a porous support is adopted, which could not only stabilize the reactive sites but also 

guarantee the fast adsorption of reactants and desorption of products. Recently, single-atom catalysts 

have drawn much attention for the electroreduction of CO2 owing to their electrochemical 

performances and atom economy. However, the main problem is that most of the synthetic methods 

for single-atoms catalysts are based on the bottom up strategy, in which the metal ions are adsorbed 

on the defect-containing matrix and then reduced to form single atoms in the whole support. Based 

on this bottom-up method, the porous supports are incapable of confining most of the atomic metal 

species to the surface as they cannot prevent the migration of metal within the support matrix. This 

will result in the homogeneous distribution of single metal sites within the entire matrix rather than 

on the surface, and results in of mass transportation issues and deactivation of the catalytic process. 

Professor Wu Yuen and Prof. Li Zhenyu (co-communication author) of the University of Science and 

Technology of China used a new top-down strategy to convert the supported nickel metal 

nanoparticles into thermally stable nickel single atoms, most of which are located on the surface of 

the carrier. A research paper entitled "In Situ Thermal Atomization to Convert Supported Nickel 

Nanoparticles into Surface-Bound Nickel Single-Atom Catalysts" was published on Angew. Chem. 

Int. Ed. 

The Ni NPs could break surface C-C bonds. At the same time, when Ni NPs diffuse within the 

N-doped carbon matrix, the Ni atoms can be bound to the N-rich defects. As a result, Ni NPs are 

gradually eroded and finally transformed into an atomic dispersion. CO2 electroreduction tests have 

shown that the surface rich in nickel single atoms has superior performance over the supported nickel 

nanoparticles and other similar catalysts. 
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Figure 1. a) FT-EXAFS spectra of Ni foil, SE-Ni SAs@PNC, Ni NPs@NC, and Ni NPs@C. WT-EXAFS of b) 

SE-Ni SAs@PNC, c) Ni NPs@NC and d) Ni NPs@C. e) N K-edge NEXAFS spectra of NC and SE-Ni SAs@PNC, 

see text for details. f) N2 adsorption and desorption isotherm and g) the corresponding pore diameter distribution 

for SE-Ni SAs@PNC and NC calculated by the HK method. 

X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS) measurement is adopted to characterize the local 

coordination of Ni samples at the atomic level. As exhibited in the X-ray absorption near-edge 

structure (XANES) spectra, the position of the white line peak for Ni NPs@C is closer to the 

position of Ni foil after a heating process, indicating the zero valence state of Ni NPs. In contrast, the 

position of SE-Ni SAs@PNC is above the position of Ni foil, demonstrating the partial positive 

charged Ni SAs. Further structural information for Ni atoms can be obtained from the extended 

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurement. Before the heating process, the Ni NPs@NC 

shows a main coordination peak at 2.15 Å, which can be ascribed to the Ni-Ni path. After a heating 

process, a dominant peak assigned to the Ni-N coordination at 1.32 Å appears and the corresponding 

Ni-Ni peak at 2.15 Å disappears for the SE-Ni SAs@PNC. This strongly supports the alteration of 

local structures of Ni species from the Ni–Ni coordination to Ni-N coordination before and after the 

thermal atomization process. When the support is replaced by XC-72, a strong peak attributed to the 
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Ni–Ni path is observed and the Ni–N is absent, demonstrating the thermal atomization do not occur 

over the pure carbon support. Wavelet transform (WT) is adopted to further analyze Ni K-edge 

EXAFS oscillations. The WT contour plots of SE-Ni SAs@PNC exhibit only one intensity 

maximum at 4.1 Å-1, which can be assigned to the Ni–N coordination. No intensity maximum 

corresponds to Ni–Ni coordination can be observed when compared with the WT plots of Ni foil, 

also excluding the presence of large Ni clusters and nanoparticles. In contrast, the WT maximums at 

6.7 and 6.8 Å-1 for Ni NPs@NC and Ni NPs@C can be both assigned to the Ni–Ni bonding. To 

obtain the quantitative chemical configuration of Ni atom, quantitative EXAFS fitting is performed 

to extract the structural parameters. The first shell of the Ni atoms in SE-Ni SAs@PNC exhibits a 

coordination number of 4.3 and a mean bond length of 1.89 Å, whereas the Ni NPs@NC shows a 

nearly full coordination number of 12 and a 2.48 Å bond length. Hence, The Beijing Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility gives an exact structural model at the atomic level for the catalyst we have 

prepared, which provides a powerful help for us to understand the real catalytic active sites. 

In summary, an enrichment of the surface of porous NC by Ni single atoms has been induced by 

thermal atomization. Compared to systems in which Ni single atoms are distributed throughout the 

whole matrix, the surface Ni single atoms on the porous NC support shows favorable mass transfer 

for CO2 electroreduction, delivering excellent activity, selectivity and stability. Our findings can 

provide a new opportunity to synthesize the single-atom enriched surfaces for further improving the 

atom utilization. 

 

Insight into the aggregation structure of fused-ring electron acceptor in its 

donor: acceptor blended film 

The hierarchical structure of nonfullerene electron acceptor molecules in the photoactive layer 

of an organic photovoltaic (OPV) cell is the key determining the device performance. However, the 

aggregate structure is yet much unknown to us and it is still very unclear of the origins of the 

scattering signals of the graze-incidence wide-angle X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) of the acceptor in its 

donor:acceptor (D:A) blend. The research group from Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (ICCAS) synthesized a new fused-ring electron acceptor (FREA) and obtained its single 

crystal structure. They have given a clearer picture of this FREA and clearer assignments of its 

GIXRD signals in its D:A blend by correlating its single crystal data and the GIXRD data. The 

Article: 

Jian Yang, Zongyang Qiu, Changming Zhao, Weichen Wei, Wenxing Chen, Zhijun Li, Yunteng Qu, Juncai 

Dong, Jun Luo, Zhenyu Li,* and Yuen Wu,* In Situ Thermal Atomization To Convert Supported Nickel 

Nanoparticles into Surface-Bound Nickel Single-Atom Catalysts. Angewandte Chemie International Edition 57, 

43(2018), 14095-14100. 
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results have been published on Adv. Energy Mater. online on Sept. 21, 2018. 

They found that this molecule formed two kinds of J-dimmer and further J-architecture through 

the packing of these two kinds of J-dimmer packing, which is benefited for the exciton diffusion and 

electron transport in the 3-D directions. By using synchrotron radiation at BSRF, they measured the 

GIXRD data of the D:A blends formed under different conditions. By correlating the single crystal 

data of this molecule and its GIXRD data, they can answer 1) why does the acceptor show a broad 

(010) signal at the out-of-plane direction? 2) Why are there an intense scattering (100) peak at the 

in-plane direction and again another (100) intense peak at the out-of-plane? 3) Why is there a weak 

signal at 0.4-0.45nm? They also pointed out that the out-of-plane (100) signal can be more suitable 

than the in-plane (100) signal used for judging the out-of-plane crystallinity of the acceptor molecule 

in the D:A blend. 

 

They also investigated the effects of solvent additive (DIO, 1,8-diiodooctane) and thermal 

annealing on the crystallinity and device performance. They found that compared to the use of DIO, 

treatment of thermal annealing can effectively increase the crystallinity, leading to increased 

short-circuit current-density (Jsc), while the use of DIO can lead to the formation of finer 

morphology, which helps to increase the device fill factor (FF). The combination of DIO and thermal 

annealing thus increases the Jsc and FF, which finally yields a PCE of 10.5%. 
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Surface Modulation of Hierarchical MoS2 Nanosheets by Ni Single Atoms 

for Enhanced Electrocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution 

Surface modulation at the atomic level has been an important approach for tuning surface 

chemistry and boosting the catalytic performance. Here, we demonstrate a surface modulation 

strategy through the decoration of isolated Ni atoms onto the basal plane of hierarchical MoS2 

nanosheets supported on multichannel carbon nanofibers for boosted hydrogen evolution activity. 

X-ray absorption fine structure investigation and density functional theory (DFT) calculation reveal 

that the MoS2 surface decorated with isolated Ni atoms displays highly strengthened H binding. 

Benefiting from the unique tubular structure and basal plane modulation, the newly developed MoS2 

catalyst exhibits excellent hydrogen evolution activity and stability. This single-atom modification 

strategy opens up new avenues for tuning the intrinsic catalytic activity towards electrocatalytic 

water splitting and other energy-related processes. 

 

Article: 

Dong Yan#, Wenxu Liu#,  Jiannian Yao and Chuanlang Zhan*, Fused-Ring Nonfullerene Acceptor Forming 

Interpenetrating J-Architecture for Fullerene-Free Polymer Solar Cells, Adv. Energy Mater., 2018, 8 (31), 

1800204. 
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Figure 1. (a) Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra of MCM@MoS2-Ni and Ni foil. (b) Experimental and best-fitted 

EXAFS spectra in R space for MCM@MoS2-Ni. WT for the k3-weighted EXAFS signals for (c) MCM@MoS2-Ni 

and (d) Ni foil. (e) Experimental and best-fitted EXAFS spectra in K space for MCM@MoS2-Ni. (f) Experimental 

XANES spectra for MCM@MoS2-Ni and Ni foil. 

The coordination environment of Ni centers is investigated by the extended X-ray absorption 

fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopies which 

were carried out at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The EXAFS spectra demonstrate that 

there is no Ni-Ni bonding in MCM@MoS2-Ni, thus ruling out the existence of Ni particles or 

clusters. Instead, a dominant peak centered at 1.63 Å is clearly observed, and should be attributed to 

the Ni-S bonding. A radial distance resolution in the K space is provided by Wavelet transform (WT) 

simulation. The WT intensity maximum at ~7.96 Å-1 associated with the Ni-Ni connection is not 

observed. These results further illustrate that the Ni species in MCM@MoS2-Ni are atomically 

dispersed without aggregation. The coordination sphere of the atomically dispersed centers is further 

quantified by least-squares EXAFS curve-fitting analysis. The best-fitted results clearly confirm that 

the bond length of Ni-S is 2.19 Å, much shorter than the Mo-S bonding (2.37 Å) in MoS2. As shown 

in the XANES spectra, the intensity of the Ni L3-edge in MCM@MoS2-Ni is much higher than that 

of Ni foil. This phenomenon indicates the electron transfer from Ni to S in the MCM@MoS2-Ni 

hybrid via the Ni-S bonding, resulting in the formation of positively charged Ni centers. We further 

carry out XANES simulation of the MoS2-Ni moiety, which is built by the Ni substitution of Mo 

atom in the distorted coordination configuration. The three features (denoted as a, b, c) of the 

experimental XANES spectrum for MCM@MoS2-Ni are all satisfactorily reproduced, thus fully 

corroborating the structure of the isolated Ni atom decorated MoS2.  

A surface modulation strategy has been developed for the effective decoration of isolated Ni 

atoms on hierarchical MoS2 nanosheets supported on MCM nanofibers. X-ray absorption fine 

structure analyses unambiguously reveal that the decorated Ni atoms produce shortened Ni-S 

bonding and distorted configuration over the basal plane of MoS2. DFT calculations reveal that the 

decoration of isolated Ni atoms could form new electronic states to tune the adsorption behavior of H 

atoms on the coordinated S atoms. The synthesized MCM@MoS2-Ni electrocatalyst is found to be a 

highly active and stable for HER. The present work might represent a good strategy to trigger the 

electrocatalytic activity of inert basal plane of MoS2 for HER and other energy-related catalytic 

processes. Related results are published on Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1807086. 
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Article： 

Huabin Zhang, Le Yu, Tao Chen, Wei Zhou, and Xiong Wen (David) Lou*, Surface Modulation of Hierarchical 

MoS2 Nanosheets by Ni Single Atoms for Enhanced Electrocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution, Adv. Funct. Mater. 

2018, 28, 1807086. 
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A Modular Strategy for Decorating Isolated Cobalt Atoms into Multichannel 

Carbon Matrix for Electrocatalytic Oxygen Reduction 

The development of non-noble metal electrocatalysts with high oxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR) activity has been a hot research topic. Among these newly developed electrocatalysts, 

single-atom catalysts (SACs) with isolated active sites have been considered as promising candidates 

for the ORR. As the configurations and geometric structures of SACs may cast significant influence 

on the catalytic performance, it is highly desirable to establish a synthetic method with atomic-level 

precision. Herein, we report a facile and reproducible strategy for decorating isolated cobalt (Co) 

sites with pre-designed configuration into interconnected multichannel carbon matrix (Co@MCM).  

 

Figure 1. (a) Co K-edge EXAFS spectra of Co@PS-PAN, Co@MCM and Co foil which were carried out at 

Beijing Synchrotron Facility. (b) Fourier transforms of experimental EXAFS spectrum in K space and the best 

fitting result for Co@MCM. (c) WT for the k3-weighted EXAFS signals of Co@PS-PAN, Co@MCM and Co foil. 

(d) Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra in R space and the best fitting result for Co@MCM. (e) Co K-edge 

XANES experimental spectra of Co@PS-PAN, Co@MCM and Co foil.  

As confirmed by X-ray absorption fine structure investigation, the pre-designed CoN4 

configuration and geometric structure are well maintained in the newly developed Co@MCM. The 

decorated CoN4 units together with the multichannel carbon substrate with high conductivity and 

porosity endow the catalyst with excellent activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The 

best-fitting analyses clearly show that the coordination number of the Co centers in the first 

coordination sphere of Co@PS-PAN is estimated to be 4.14 at the distance of 2.01 Å. For 

Co@MCM, the coordination number of the nearest-neighbor N atoms surrounding the isolated Co 

atom is confirmed as 2.21 and 1.78 at the distance of 1.90 and 2.10 Å, respectively. These results 

clearly demonstrate the slightly-distorted square-pyramidal configuration for the isolated cobalt 

centers and the presence of unsaturated CoN4 active sites in Co@MCM. 
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In conclusion, we have reported the modular strategy for decorating isolated Co centers into 

multichannel carbon matrix with pre-designed configuration. EXAFS and XANES analyses 

unambiguously identify that the isolated cobalt centers in as-synthesized Co@MCM adopt an 

identical CoN4 configuration. DFT simulation verifies that singly dispersed cobalt sites can greatly 

accelerate the hydrogenation of O2* species. As expected, the Co@MCM exhibits an excellent 

activity for ORR because of the features of the isolated centers and the multichannel substrate. 

Moreover, it also shows a great stability and good methanol tolerance. Our research defines a 

universal and efficient synthetic strategy for single-atom catalysts with pre-designed configuration 

for diverse electro-catalytic applications. Related results are published on Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 

11, 1980-1984. 

 

High Pressure Induced in-Situ Phase Transformation of metal@semiconductor 

Core-shell Nanocrystals with Large Lattice Mismatch 

Stability and phase transformation of phases, morphologies, hetero-interface of inorganic 

nanomaterials under high pressure are significant for applications such as high pressure sensors. 

Novel phase transformations of CdS or CdSe nanocrystal (quantum dots) under high pressure were 

widely studied. However, few report is on the hetero-structure nanocrystals, especially isotropic 

core-shell structure with quantum size. Zhang group from Beijing key laboratory of construction 

tailorable advanced functional materials and green applications, Beijing Institute of Technology have 

originally synthesized Au@CdS core-shell nanocrystals with CdS single crystalline shell via 

nonepitaxial method (Science 2010, 327, 1634；Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54，3683；Adv. 

Mater. 2014, 26, 1387；Adv. Mater. 2016, 28, 3094). They cooperated with Xiaodong Li and Lirong 

Zheng from Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) and studied deeply the in-situ phase 

transformation under high pressure by such special structured core/shell NCs sample. The result 

partially was published in Journal of the Physical Chemistry Letters journal, 2018. 

The Au@CdS core-shell nanocrystals with single crystalline shell and clear atomic interface 

were obtained via nonepitaxial growth method, providing the well-defined material model for study 

on the phase transformation and the according mechanism under high pressure. The core-shell 

structure and interface of Au@CdS were found remaining well during the high pressure treatment, 

but the wurtzite CdS shell transformed into rocksalt CdS shell. Differing from the bulk CdS and 

Article： 

Huabin Zhang, Wei Zhou, Tao Chen, Bu Yuan Guan, Zhen Li, and Xiong Wen (David) Lou*, A modular strategy 

for decorating isolated cobalt atoms into multichannel carbon matrix for electrocatalytic oxygen reduction, 

Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 1980-1984. 
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epitaxial growth Au/CdS hetero-structure, the in-situ phase transformation of Au@CdS only 

depended on the given pressure and the interaction between Au core and CdS shell, no defect effects 

being taken into account. These results are of great scientific significance in studying on the 

interaction of nanomaterials with lattice mismatch during high-pressure phase transformation. 

 

With the help of ADXRD in BSRF, the study on in-situ characterized the phase transformation 

process was realized. The results showed that the pressure for phase transformation of wurtzite CdS 

shell was over 5.0 GPa, higher than that of bulk CdS. The wurtzite CdS shell completely transformed 

into rocksalt CdS shell till the given pressure was up to 7.5 Gpa and the rocksalt CdS shell remained 

when the given pressure increased to 24.2 GPa and released. The core-shell nanostructure and 

interface between Au core and CdS shell remained well during the phase transformation. Combining 

with Raman characterization, the Raman shirt of Au@CdS core-shell nanocrystals was discovered 

non-linear depending on give pressure, which differed from the case of bulk CdS. It testified that the 

interaction between Au core and CdS shell played a role on the phase transformation of CdS shell 

under high pressure. By comparing to the high pressure treatment of Au nanocrystals and CdS 

nanocrystals, the difference of phase transformation further confirmed that large lattice mismatch and 

interface strain promote the phase transformation of CdS shell. 

 

Article: 

M. Ji, H. Wang, Y. Gong, H. Cheng, L. Zheng, X. Li, L. Huang, J. Liu, Z. Nie, Q. Zeng, M. Xu, J. Liu, X. Wang, 

P. Qian, C. Zhu, J. Wang, X. Li and J. Zhang, High Pressure Induced in Situ Solid-State Phase Transformation of 

Nonepitaxial Grown Metal@Semiconductor Nanocrystals J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2018, 9, 6544-6549. 
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Refining Defect States in W18O49 by Mo Doping: A Strategy for Tuning N2 

Activation towards Solar-Driven Nitrogen Fixation 

The synthesis of ammonia has been traditionally accomplished through the Haber−Bosch 

process that usually employs iron-based catalysts to fixate nitrogen (N2) with hydrogen (H2) under 

rigorous reaction conditions (i.e., 15−25 MPa and 673−873 K), consuming more than 1% of global 

energy supply. Photocatalysis, in which semiconductor directly harvests solar energy to generate 

electron−hole pairs, may supply energetic electrons for N2 activation and thus offer an appealing 

approach to the fixation of N2 to ammonia at ambient conditions. However, due to the extremely 

large bond energy, the ultrastable N≡N bond have yet to receive energetic electrons toward efficient 

activation and dissociation, often forming a bottleneck. Thus, develop highly efficient photocatalyst 

for N2 fixation to ammonia remain a grand challenge. Professor Yujie Xiong’ s team cooperated with 

Professor Xiaojun Wu’s theoretical calculation team, both from the University of Science and 

Technology of China (USTC), have found that efficient N2 activation and dissociation at active sites 

could be facilitated by refining the defect states of metal oxide semiconductor photocatalysts via 

doping, enabling a substantially enhanced performance for photocatalytic N2 fixation to ammonia. 

This work is published online in the Journal of the American Chemical Society (J. Am. Chem. 

Soc. DOI: 10.1021/jacs.8b02076). 

 

It has been commonly recognized that the rate determining step of N2 fixation process is the 

dissociation of the N≡N bond, due to the extremely large bond energy of 940.95 kJ mol−1. For 

photocatalysts, surface defects can serve as the active sites for N2 chemisorption. And then 

photoexcited electrons transfer from photocatalyst into the antibonding orbitals of N2 molecules, 

facilitating the N≡N bond dissociation. To date, although it has been reported that defect engineered 

photocatalysts can achieve photocatalytic N2 fixation to ammonia, the overall performance is still 
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limited by some bottlenecks. Firstly, the chemisorption of N2 molecules on catalytic sites needs to be 

further regulated to facilitate the transfer of photoexcited electrons from photocatalyst to N2 

molecules and improve the activation of N2 molecules. Secondly, it is necessary to inhibit the energy 

relaxation of photoexcited electrons at the defects to reduce the energy loss in electrons transferring.  

To tackle the above challenges, Professor Yujie Xiong’ s team have developed an excellent 

candidate for photocatalytic N2 fixation to ammonia by doping Mo species into defect-rich W18O49 

ultrathin nanowires. The important fine structure information have been obtained by performing 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). W L3-edge 

XANES spectra show that Mo doped W18O49 exhibit a higher unoccupied electron density state in W 

5d orbitals, indicating the reduction of electron density in W atoms. Meanwhile, the k3-weighted 

Fourier-transform extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra suggest that the doped 

Mo species do not alter W−O bonds but shorten W/Mo−W bonds. These results could arise from the 

substitution for W atom to form Mo−W bonds. Furtherly, O K-edge XAS measurements unraveled 

the enhanced M−O covalency induced by Mo doping, which can promote the electron transfer 

between metal active sites to chemisorbed N2 molecules. 

 Combining the synchrotron radiation technology, in situ infrared spectroscopy and theoretical 

calculation, the researchers reveal that the doped Mo species induce multisynergetic effects on N2 

activation and dissociation by refining the defect states in W18O49. On the one hand, the doped Mo 

species elevate the defect band center toward the Fermi level, preserving more energy in 

photoexcited electrons for N2 reduction. On the other hand, the Mo−W centers serve as the active 

sites for chemisorbing N2 molecules, whose heterogeneity polarizes the adsorbed N2 molecules for 

better activation. Meanwhile, the enhanced metal−oxygen covalency in photocatalyst lattice 

promotes the electron transfer to N2 molecules. With these subtle modulations integrated, the 

refinement of defect states induced by Mo doping allows active sites to efficiently impelle the N≡N 

bond dissociation, thus enable a substantially enhanced performance for photocatalytic N2 fixation. 

This work provides fresh insights into the design of photocatalyst for N2 fixation and reaffirms the 

versatility of subtle electronic structure modulation in tuning catalytic activity. 

 

 

Article: 

Ning Zhang,† Abdul Jalil,† Daoxiong Wu,† Shuangming Chen, Yifei Liu, Chao Gao,* Wei Ye, Zeming Qi, 

Huanxin Ju, Chengming Wang, Xiaojun Wu,* Li Song, Junfa Zhu, and Yujie Xiong*, Refining Defect States in 

W18O49 by Mo Doping: A Strategy for Tuning N2 Activation towards Solar-Driven Nitrogen Fixation.  J. Am. 

Chem. Soc. 2018, 140, 9434–9443. 
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Construction and oxygen reduction reaction catalysis of carbon- based iron 

phthalocyanine single-atom catalysts 

Many studies have confirmed that materials containing Fe-N-C unit have a good potential 

catalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). With the development of carbon materials, 

especially graphene, it is possible to prepare monatomic catalysts containing Fe-N-C units. Iron 

phthalocyanine (FePc), as a small molecule containing Fe-N-C unit, was proved to have catalytic 

effect on ORR in the 1960s. But because FePc is easy to agglomerate and low conductivity, its ORR 

catalytic activity has been seriously limited. How to build a monatomic catalyst carbon-based FePc 

composites? At present, all kinds of carbon-based FePc composites, whether synthesized by chemical 

or physical methods or even by powder grinding, can significantly improve their catalytic 

performance for ORR. The popular explanation is that there is a strong non-covalent bonding 

between FePc and carbon materials. Is that all? 

 

Fe(II)Pc/Fe(III)Pc/rGO valence-changed single molecular heterostructure and its ORR catalytic 

activity 

Using GO as the substrate, Kang’group from Fujian Institute of Research on the Structure of 

Matter, Chinese Academy of Sciences  (FJIRSM) successfully prepared FePc/rGO composites with 

uniform dispersion of FePc by controlling the ratio of FePc precursor ferric perchlorate 

phthalocyanine to GO. In the ORR catalytic process, the onset potential (1.000 vs 0.973 V) and 

half-wave potential (delta e1/2 =100 mV) were more positive as compared to commercial Pt/C. The 

results of SEM, TEM, XRD, FRIR and XPS strongly suggested that there were chemical bonds 

between FePc and graphene. 

Benefitting from  Beijing synchrotron radiation facility (BSRF), we used 1W1B beam line to 

compare XANES and XAFS of Fe foil, FePc and FePc/rGO, and directly confirmed the existence of 

Fe(III)-o-c bond between FePc and rGO. Based on the first principle theory, we also theoretically 
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confirmed that the formation of this chemical bond should play a key role in improving the catalytic 

performance of ORR. We further found that the formation of Fe-O-C bond enabled us to firstly 

obtain molecular-level heterojunction of Fe(II)Pc/Fe(III)Pc/rGO, which had highly synergistic 

catalytic effect on ORR, as shown in the above figure. The results were published on Nano Energy 

in 2018. 

Link：https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2018.02.026 

In the following experiments, were also successfully prepared CNTs-based FePc composites with 

uniform dispersion of FePc, namely monatomic Fe catalyst via the liquid phase chemical and 

physical method, respectively. According to comprehensive characterization and analysis, we finally 

confirmed that the bond of Fe-O-C should is easy to form, ubiquitous and plays a key role in 

carbon-based FePc composites for ORR catalysis. Related achievements have also been published in 

Journal of power Sources and Electrochimica Acta in 2018. 

 

Interphase strain engineering for giant polarization in super-tetragonal 

thin films of ferroelectricity 

Ferroelectric materials are an important functional material, widely used in the field of 

ferroelectric memories, tunable microwave devices, large-capacity capacitors, piezoelectric sensor 

devices, etc. The rich properties of ferroelectric materials utilize the basic functional primitive of 

ferroelectric polarization. A general and practical method for strain engineering, interphase strain, to 

obtain super tetragonality and giant polarization, has been demonstrated by Prof. Xianran Xing’ team 

from University of Science & Technology Beijing, which was published in Science (2018, 361, 

494-497). The XAS and XPS data obtained at 4B9B-XPS beamline of Beijing synchrotron radiation 

facility plays an indispensable role in the orbital hybridization of electronic structures, and the 

characterization and analysis of crystal structures, plays an important role in the publication of this 

work. The idea of "interphase strain" is as follows: if two kinds of materials with similar crystal 

structures, but different lattice parameters, are growth into a single-lattice-parameter epitaxial film, 

the material of the small lattice is inevitably subjected to the tensile stress from the large lattice 

material, thereby introducing a large strain. The regulation of lattice strain can cause significant 

changes in the physical and chemical properties of the material. This method has been realized by 

Article: 

Jia Guo, Xiaomei Yan, Qin Liu, Qiang Li, Xiao Xu, Longtian Kang*, Zhanmin Cao**, Guoliang Chai**, Jun 

Chen, Yaobing Wang and Jiannian Yao, The synthesis and synergistic catalysis of iron phthalocyanine and its 

graphene-based axial complex for enhanced oxygen reduction, Nano Energy, 2018,46, 347-355. 
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creating a single-lattice-parameter epitaxial composite film from two tetragonal materials with 

different lattice parameters, PbTiO3 ferroelectrics and PbO non-ferroelectrics, on the SrTiO3 

substrate. The results show that the method improves the lattice distortion of PbTiO3 to c/a = 1.238. 

The remanent polarization is as high as 236.3 μC/cm2, which is nearly twice the highest value of the 

known ferroelectrics. This composite ferroelectric thin film is very stable, and the super-tetragonal 

ferroelectric phase is stable up to 725 °C. This new approach for strain engineering related with 

regulation of lattice strain could enhance the physical and chemical properties of other functional 

materials, such as superconductivity, giant magnetoresistance, multiferroic, and catalysis, etc., 

corresponding to the interaction between the lattice and the charge, the spin and the orbit. 

 

Fig. The schematic diagram of interphase strain approach 

 

Article: 

Linxing Zhang, Jun Chen*, Longlong Fan, Oswaldo Diéguez, Jiangli Cao, Zhao Pan, Yilin Wang, Jinguo Wang, 

Moon Kim, Shiqing Deng, Jiaou Wang, Huanhua Wang, Jinxia Deng, Ranbo Yu, James F. Scott, Xianran Xing*, 

Giant polarization in super-tetragonal thin films through interphase strain. Science, 2018, 361, 494-497. 
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SiO2-protected shell mediated templating synthesis of Fe–N-doped carbon 

nanofibers and their enhanced oxygen reduction reaction performance 

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) plays an important role in the commercialization of many 

energy storage and conversion systems such as fuel cells and chlor-alkali electrolyzers. Pt and its 

alloys are currently the most efficient ORR catalysts. However, the prohibitive cost and scarcity of Pt 

dramatically hamper the widespread application of these ORR-involved energy devices. To solve this 

tough problem, intensive research efforts have been devoted to the preparation of alternative, lowcost, 

and high-performance metal-free and non-precious-metal (NPM) catalysts. Generally, 

nitrogen-coordinated metals supported on carbon (Me/N/C, Me = Fe and/or Co) catalysts have been 

considered to be the most promising candidates to replace Pt-based catalysts. A variety of Me/N/C 

catalysts have been developed, some of which even display comparable ORR activity and stability in 

an alkaline electrolyte to the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts, but the ORR performance of Me/N/C 

catalysts in acidic media is still unsatisfactory. In order to improve the ORR activity in acidic media, 

Hai-Wei Liang and Shu-Hong Yu group have reported a facile so-called SiO2-protected shell 

mediated pyrolysis strategy based on polypyrrole-coated carbonaceous nanofibers (CNF@PPy), 

which can significantly restrict the free migration of iron species and the growth of inorganic 

Fe-based nanoparticles during the pyrolysis process and thus facilitate the formation of highly active 

Fe–Nx sites. They collected the Fe K-edge XAFS spectrum on the 1W1B beamline of BSRF, and 

proved the structural stability based on XANES and EXAFS analyses. Compared to the catalysts 

prepared without SiO2-protection, the prepared p-Fe–N-CNF catalyst exhibited much enhanced ORR 

performance in terms of the onset potential, half-wave potential, and electron transfer number. The 

paper is published on Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 2208-2215. 
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Fig. Schematic illustration of the fabrication processes of the up-Fe–NCNF (top) and p-Fe–N-CNF (bottom) 

catalysts. 

 

General synthesis and definitive structural identification of MN4C4 single-atom 

catalysts with tunable electrocatalytic activities 

Single-atom catalysts (SACs) have recently attracted broad research interest as they com

bine the merits of both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts. Rational design and synthe

sis of SACs are of immense significance but have so far been plagued by the lack of a def

initive correlation between structure and catalytic properties. An international group led by Pr

of. Duan from University of California, Los Angeles, collaborated with researchers from Beij

ing SynchrotronRadiation Facility (BSRF), reported a general approach to a series of monodi

spersed atomic transition metals (for example, Fe, Co, Ni) embedded in nitrogen-doped graph

ene with a common MN4C4 moiety, identified by systematic X-ray absorption fine structure 

(XAFS) analyses and direct transmission electron microscopy imaging. The unambiguous stru

cture determination allowed density functional theoretical prediction of MN4C4 moieties as ef

ficient oxygen evolution catalysts with activities following the trend Ni > Co > Fe, which was

Article: 

Bi-Cheng Hu, Zhen-Yu Wu, Sheng-Qi Chu, Hong-Wu Zhu, Hai-Wei Liang,* Jing Zhang and Shu-Hong Yu*, 

SiO2-protected shell mediated templating synthesis of Fe–N-doped carbon nanofibers and their enhanced oxygen 

reduction reaction performance. Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 2208-2215 
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 confirmed by electrochemical measurements. Determination of atomistic structure and its cor

relation with catalytic properties represents a critical step towards the rational design and syn

thesis of precious or nonprecious SACs with exceptional atom utilization efficiency and catal

ytic activities. All the XAFS spectra were acquiredat beamlines of BSRF, which provided es

sential support for this work, and the rock-solid structural identification by BSRF researchers,

 can be considered as a reference for future studies facing structural characterization of atom

ic transitionmetal–nitrogen moieties supported in carbon (M-N-C) materials by XAFS. 

 

Fig. Synthesis of single-atom catalysts. 

 

Regulation of Blue Phosphorus Gap by Electronic Superlattice 

Blue phosphorus, a previously unknown phase of phosphorus, has been recentlypredicted

 by theoretical calculations and shares its layered structure and high stability with black phos

phorus, a rapidly rising two-dimensional (2D) material. It possesses an electronic structure in

 which charge carriers transport with small effective mass. A high mobility of charge carrier

s is respected. In addition, excellent scalability and compatibility with current phosphorous-ba

sed 2D materials make blue phosphorene extremely appealing for a wide range of applicatio

ns, especially next-generation photoelectronic devices. Recently, blue phosphorene has been s

uccessfully fabricated by epitaxial deposition on metallic substrates. It shows a buckled hone

ycomb lattice. A large lattice mismatch has been identified, which leads a significant in-plan

e strain present in eptaxial blue phosphorene. The influence of the electronic state hydbridati

on between blue phosphorene and the metallic substrate is expected to strongly affect electro

nic structures in epitaxial blue phosphrene layers as compared to theoretically predicted “free

Article: 

Huilong Fei, Juncai Dong, Yexin Feng, Christopher S. Allen, Chengzhang Wan, Boris Volosskiy, Mufan Li, 

Zipeng Zhao, Yiliu Wang, Hongtao Sun, Pengfei An, Wenxing Chen, Zhiying Guo, Chain Lee, Dongliang Chen, 

Imran Shakir*, Mingjie Liu, Tiandou Hu, Yadong Li, Angus I. Kirkland, Xiangfeng Duan* and Yu Huang*, 

General synthesis and definitive structural identification of MN4C4 single-atom catalysts with tunable 

electrocatalytic activities, Nature Catalysis, 1, 63-72, 2018. 
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-standing” blue phosphorene. Unfortuately, the detailed electronic structure of blue phosphore

ne remains unknown, which is of significant importance in further development of blue-phos

porene-based devices. Prof. Yi Du’s team from the University of Wollongong in Australia an

d Jiaou Wang’s group from Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility jointly researched and pro

duced high-quality blue-phosphorus samples, and found that the influence of the substrate on

 the strong tensile stress of blue phosphorus is mainly in the valley. The result was publishe

d in ACS NANO (ACS Nano 12, 5059, 2018). The ARPES results obtained at 4B9B-XPS b

eamline of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility show that the electronic superlattice produc

es a strong band folding phenomenon and modulates the band gap of blue phosphorus. Com

bined calculations found that the blue phosphorus on the Au(111) substrate has a small carri

er effective mass and a greater mobility than black phosphorus. These efforts provide the ba

sis for the further design of the electronic structure of blue phosphorus. 

   

Fig. Top (a) and side (b) views along the [11̅0] Au direction of the relaxed model of atomic structure of the 

4×4 phosphorene/5×5 Au(111) configuration. (c) Schematic diagram of the evolution from the relaxed atomic 

structure model to the simulated STM image and then to the experimental STM image (from left to right). 

 

Article: 
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Synchrotron radiation small-angle X-ray scattering analysis of self-assembly 

structures 

Atom cluster and nanoparticle as building blocks self-assembly to form multi-dimensiona

l superlattice structure in accordance with certain geometric rules. The coupling of building b

locks in the self-assembly makes the self-assembly show different physical and chemical pro

perties from the building blocks and the bulks. In this study, Prof. Tie Wang’ team from In

stitute of Chemistry, CAS designed the oligonuclear cluster assemblies with hexagonal and la

yered stacking structures to achieve the regulation of mechanical properties of the materials 

by using the different hydrophilic and hydrophobic volume ratios of silver clusters connected

 with different lengths of n-alkanes acids ligands (Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1706327). They als

o realized raman detection of specific volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in human breath b

y using gold nanoparticle self-assembly @MOF composite as the surface enhanced Raman sc

attering (SERS) substrate. Effective amplification of detection signals was realized by self-ass

embly of close face-centered cubic stacking (fcc) (Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1702275). In this s

tudy, the technique carried out at 1W2A-SAXS beamline of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation F

acility was used to analyze the self-assembly structure, laying a research foundation for expl

oring the property changes caused by differences in the assembly structure. 

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.201706327
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/adma.201702275
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Fig. （a）Diagrammatic sketch of synthesizing GSP@ZIF‐8 core–shell structure.（b）Morphologies and assembly 

structures of Ag‐MXA superclusters. 

 

Zero linear compressibility in nondense borates with a “Lu-Ban Stool” like 

structure 

Discovering materials that exhibit zero linear compressibility (ZLC) behavior under hydr

ostatic pressure is extremely difficult. To date, only a handful of ZLC materials have been f

ound, and almost all of them are ultrahard materials with densified structures. Here, to explo

re ZLC in nondense materials, a structural model analogous to the structure of the “Lu‐Ba

n stool,” a product of traditional Chinese woodworking invented 2500 years ago, is proposed

 by Prof. Zheshuai Lin’ team from Institute of Physics and Chemistry, CAS (Adv. Mater. 2

018, 30, 1801313). The application of this model to borates leads to the discovery of ZLC i

n AEB2O4 (AE = Ca and Sr) with the unique “Lu‐Ban stool”‐like structure by the In-situ

 high pressure XRD technique carried out at 4w2-High Pressure beamline at Beijing Synchro

tron Radiation Facility, which can obtain a subtle mechanical balance between pressure‐indu

ced expansion and contraction effects. Coupled with the very wide ultraviolet transparent win

dows, the ZLC behavior of AEB2O4 may result in some unique but important applications. T

he applications of the “Lu‐Ban stool” model open a new route for pursuing ZLC materials

 in nondense structural systems. 

Article: 

Xiaoyun Qin, Dan Luo, Zhenjie Xue, Qian Song, and Tie Wang*, Self-Assembled Ag-MXA Superclusters with 
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Xuezhi Qiao, Bensheng Su, Cong Liu, Qian Song, Dan Luo, Guang Mo, and Tie Wang*, Selective Surface 

Enhanced Raman Scattering for Quantitative Detection of Lung Cancer Biomarkers in Superparticle@MOF 
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/adma.201702275
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Fig. ZLC in AEB2O4 and related mechanism. 

 

 

The Formation of Polymer Cubosomes or Hexasomes in a Rod-Coil Amphiphilic 

Block Copolymer 

Polymer cubosomes are composed of twocontinuous interpenetrating networks in a matrix 

withtriply periodic minimal surfaces, while polymer hexasomes contain hexagonally-packed hollow 

hoops internally. In this work, the team led by Prof. Qifeng Zhou, Prof. Xinghe Fan and Prof. Zhihao 

Shen elucidated the influences of the hydrophobic length, initial polymer concentration, and solvent 

power on the formation of polymer cubosomes and hexasomes self-assembled by 

poly(ethyleneoxide)-b-poly{2,5-bis[(4-methoxyphenyl)-oxycarbonyl]styrene} (PEO-b-PMPCS). 

They consider that the underlying reason for the formation of these complex structures is the suitable 

headtail a symmetry between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks. With the help 1W2A-SAXS 

beamline of Beijing synchrotron Radiation Facility, these complex structures were successfully 

characterized (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 10132). 

Article: Xingxing Jiang, Yi Yang, Maxim S. Molokeev, Pifu Gong, Fei Liang, Shuaihua Wang, Lei Liu, Xiang 

Wu, Xiaodong Li, Yanchun Li, Shaofan Wu, Wei Li, Yicheng Wu, and Zheshuai Lin* , Zero Linear 

Compressibility in Nondense Borates with a “Lu-Ban Stool”-Like Structure. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1801313 
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Fig. Diagram of the formation of the complex structures as an increasing headtail asymmetry 

between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks. 

 

The Study of Phase Transition of Discharge Product in Li-Air Battery Using 

In-situ X-ray Diffraction Method 

Lithium-air battery is a type of efficient and low-cost metal-air cell with high specific c

apacity and small pollution. Therefore, it is considered to be one of the most promising seco

ndary battery systems. However, the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)

Article: 

Xiaolin Lyu, Anqi Xiao, Wei Zhang, Pingping Hou, Kehua Gu, Zhehao Tang, Hongbing Pan, Fan Wu, Zhihao 

Shen,* and Xing-He Fan, Head–Tail Asymmetry as the Determining Factor in the Formation of Polymer 

Cubosomes or Hexasomes in a Rod–Coil Amphiphilic Block Copolymer. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 10132 
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 and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) on the cathode, and the high overpotential, poor cycle

 stability and low rate capacity have severely blocked the development and application of Li

-air battery. The design and development of bifunctional cathode catalysts with high activity 

and efficiency on both ORR and OER is highly desired for Li-air battery. The study of stru

cture evolution in Li-air battery, especially for catalyst and discharge product, is very import

ant to further understanding the reaction mechanism on cathode. The use of Synchrotron X-r

ay diffraction couple with Mythen detector can reveal the phase transition of catalyst, diacha

rge-product and even by-product under electrochemical conditions directly, which is of great 

guiding significance to accelerate development of Li-air battery. Till now, by using the in-sit

u X-ray diffraction device of 4B9A-XRD beamline at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility,

 Prof. Xiangfeng Liu’ team from University of Chinese Academy of Sciences has done seve

ral important researches on reversible phase transition of Li2O2 and Na2O2 for Li-air battery 

and Na-O2 battery. The research about Na2O2 has been published ACS Catal. (ACS Catal. 2

018, 8, 8953−8960). 

 

Fig. Diagram of Na–O2 battery using CoO/CoP heterostructured nanosheets as cathode catalysts 
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Three-dimensional characterization of nanoporous magnesium and its hydrogen 

generation performance 

Traditional methods of hydrogen production include decomposition of fossil fuels, water 

decomposition and bio-hydrogen production. Recently, a new method of onsite hydrogen generation 

has received more and more attention, in which hydrogen can be immediately produced by a rapidly 

hydrolysis reaction. Professor Song Xiping, from the State Key Laboratory for Advanced Metals and 

Materials, University of Science and Technology Beijing, has prepared a nanoporous magnesium 

material which can react with saline water to produce hydrogen rapidly. 

Nanoporous magnesium is composed of metallic magnesium skeleton and pore. How to 

characterize its internal structure and pore spatial distribution is a challenge. Synchrotron radiation 

nano imaging technology is an efficient way to meet the challenge.  

In this study, the 4W1A line station in BSRF is employed, and the results indicate that the 

magnesium samples are a kind of nanoporous materials, with the pore diameter of about 300 nm, and 

the porosity of 72% (Fig. 1).  

The nanoporous magnesium shows unique electrochemical characteristics. The electrode 

potential of the nanoporous magnesium is more negative than that of the other magnesium materials 

(Fig. 2). The hydrogen production ability of the nanoporous magnesium is better than that of the 

other magnesium materials, with higher hydrogen generation amount and faster hydrogen generation 

rate. At 50 C, the hydrogen generation rate can reach 311 ml/g/min, which is one of the fastest 

hydrogen production materials at present (Fig. 3). Relevant research results are published in the 

Journal of Power Sources. 

Article: 

Junkai Wang, Rui Gao, Lirong Zheng, Zhongjun Chen, Zhonghua Wu, Limei Sun*, Zhongbo Hu, Xiangfeng 

Liu*, CoO/CoP Heterostructured Nanosheets with an O–P Interpenetrated Interface as a Bifunctional 

Electrocatalyst for Na–O2 Battery. ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 8953−8960. 
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Fig.1 The stereogram of block-like nanoporous (BNP) Mg by synchrotron radiation imaging (a1), together 

with the distribution and size of these nano pores (a2) (a3); The stereogram of cell-like nanoporous (CNP) Mg by 

synchrotron radiation imaging (b1), together with the distribution and size of these nano pores (b2) (b3). 
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Fig.2 Tafel curves of AZ61 plate, Mg plate, BNP Mg and CNP Mg in 10 mass % NaCl electrolyte. 

 

Fig.3 Curves of hydrogen generation amount vs. hydrolysis reaction time. (a) Different Mg materials in 10 

mass % NaCl at 25°C: AZ61 plate, Mg plate, BNP Mg and CNP Mg. (b) BNP Mg with and without substrate in 10 

mass % NaCl at 25°C. (c) The effect of the NaCl solution concentration on the hydrogen generation property of 

BNP Mg with substrate at 25°C. (d) The effect of temperature on the hydrogen generation property of BNP Mg 

with substrate in 5 mass% NaCl, the inset figure shows the Arrhenius plot for the activation energy of the BNP Mg 

with substrate. 
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Black Phosphorus Quantum Dot/Ti3C2 MXene Nanosheet Composites for 

Efficient Electrochemical Lithium/Sodium-Ion Storage 

The exploration of new and efficient energy storage mechanisms through nanostructured 

electrode design is crucial for the development of high-performance rechargeable batteries. Here we 

employ black phosphorus quantum dots (BPQDs) and Ti3C2 nanosheets (TNSs) as battery and 

pseudocapacitive components, respectively, to construct BPQD/TNS composite anodes with novel 

battery-capacitive dual-model energy storage mechanism (DMES) for lithium-ion and sodium-ion 

batteries. Specifically, as a battery-type component, BPQDs anchored on the TNSs are endowed with 

improved conductivity and relieved stress upon cycling, enabling a high-capacity and stable energy 

storage. Meanwhile, the pseudocapacitive TNS component with further atomic charge polarization 

induced by P−O−Ti interfacial bonds between the two components allows enhanced charge 

adsorption and efficient interfacial electron transfer, contributing a higher pseudocapacitive value 

and fast energy storage. The DMES mechanism was evidenced by substantial characterizations of 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and synchrotron radiation at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (BSRF) 1W1B-XAFS X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy, 4B7A station in BSRF, 

density functional theory calculations and kinetics analyses. Consequently, the composite electrode 

exhibits superior battery performance, especially for lithium storage, such as high capacity (910 mAh 

g-1 at 100 mA g-1), long cycling stability (2400 cycles with a capacity retention over 100%) and high 

rate capability, representing the best comprehensive battery performance in BP-based anodes to date. 

Their research has been published on August 1st, 2018 in Advanced Energy Materials. 

Figure 1a shows a low magnification TEM image of the BPQD/TNS composite formed after the 

assembly process. It can be seen that the BPQDs are uniformly dispersed on the surface of TNSs. 

XANES and EXAFS were performed to give intrinsic structure information at atomic level. The 

XANES curves of the BPQD/TNS composite and TNSs in Figure b show their near-edge absorption 

energy between those of TiO2 and Ti foil, indicating the oxidation state of Ti is between the two 

references. In Figure c, FT-EXAFSs of the samples display two peaks in the range of 1.5−3.0 Å, 

corresponding to the Ti−O(C) and Ti−Ti pairs, respectively. FT-EXAFS of the BPQD/TNS 

composite presents a similar oscillation (Ti−O bonding, in the yellow area) to the TNSs and TiO2 

with a remarkable amplitude reduction, indicating the different local atomic arrangements in the 

BPQD/TNS sample. To obtain quantitative structural information, analyze and calculate extension 

edges the extended edge of Ti. Moreover, Ti atoms in the BPQD/TNS composite display a higher 

Article: 

J. R. Liu, H. Wang, Q. X. Yuan, X. P. Song. A novel material of nanoporous magnesium for hydrogen generation 

with salt water. Journal of Power Sources, 2018, 395 : 8-15. 
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coordination number (7) and a longer mean bond length of Ti−O(C) (2.08 Å) than those (6 and 2.06 

Å, respectively) in TNSs, due to the presence of P atoms forming P−O−Ti bonds. Figure d shows the 

P K-edge of BP bulk and the BPQD/TNS composite. The white line peak is recorded at 2145.0 eV in 

black phosphorus, assigned to the electronic transitions from P 1s→P 3p.  For the BPQD/TNS 

sample, two additional main absorptions feature on the P K-edge absorption spectrum occurred at 

2151 eV and 2153 eV, which are assigned to the groups containing O and P with electronic 

transitions from P 1s→O 2p. The P K-edge of the BPQD/TNS composite further confirms the 

presence of the P−O−Ti interfacial bonds in the composite. The P−O−Ti bonds formed at the 

interfaces between TNSs and BPQDs are beneficial for interfacial electron transfer and interfacial 

structural stability of the composite, playing an important role in the electrochemical performance of 

the BPQD/TNS electrodes. 

 

 

Article: 

Ruijin Meng*, Jimei Huang*, Yutong Feng, Lianhai Zu, Chengxin Peng, Lirong Zheng, Lei Zheng, Zhibin Chen, 

Guanglei Liu, Bingjie Chen, Yongli Mi & JinhuYang, Black Phosphorus Quantum Dot/Ti3C2 MXene Nanosheet 

Composites for Efficient Electrochemical Lithium/Sodium‐Ion Storage, Advanced Energy Materials, 8 (26), 

2018, 1801514. 
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The formation of (NiFe)S2 pyrite mesocrystals as efficient pre-catalysts for water 

oxidation 

Electrolysis water splitting is one of the key issues toward the utilization of H2. The oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER) in the anode in water splitting is the more energy-consuming reaction 

compared to the hydrogen evolution. Thus, it is highly required to find efficient OER catalysts, and 

reveal their structure-property relationship. Transition metal chalcogenides have become one of the 

hot topics in OER. However, whether the chalcogenides would totally evolve to oxides or hydroxides 

in OER is still under debate. A research group in Tsinghua University have prepared (Ni,Fe)S2 

mesocrystals and researched their performance in OER. They found that the high activities of 

(Ni,Fe)S2 mesocrystals were attributed to their self-optimization to form S-doped hydroxides under 

OER conditions. This work has been published in Chemical Science. 

To study the structure-property relationship of (Ni,Fe)S2 in OER, the researchers used glassy 

carbon electrodes to prepare the working electrodes. They found that the cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

measurement before activity test showed a very different first cycle comparing to the following 

cycles. Further characterization revealed that the morphology and composition all changed 

dramatically after CV measurement. The morphology changed from mesocrystal to porous flocculent 

structures, while the composition changed to S-doped hydroxides. Such a process can be seen as a 

self-optimization process. Further activity tests indicated that such materials delivered high activity 

and stability in OER. The overpotential required to reach a current density of 10mA/cm2 was less 

than 260mV, which was superior to other relevant studies in the literature. The materials also showed 

high Faraday efficiency toward water oxidation. Altogether, the (Ni,Fe)S2 mesocrystal is a good 

pre-catalyst, and can evolve to more active S-doped hydroxides through a self-optimization process 

under OER conditions. 

 

Comparing the soft-X ray adsorption spectra (using synchrotron radiation at BSRF) between relevant metal 

hydroxides, (Ni,Fe)S2 and S-doped hydroxides (OH series denoted for hydroxides with different Fe content; PC 

series denoted for (Ni,Fe)S2 with different Fe content; lines below PC series denoted for S-doped hydroxides). The 

Ni L edge in PC-1 and PC-4 showed no obvious change, and was obviously different from that of the hydroxides. 
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Typically, peak centered at higher energy means higher valence. Thus, it can be inferred that the valence in sulfide 

was lower than that in hydroxides. In Fe L edge absorption, sulfides after CV measurement showed double peaks, 

and peaks which indicated higher valence in (Ni,Fe)S2 showed a relevant smaller peak area, suggesting the lower 

valence of Fe.   

This work not only researched the self-optimization process of metal sulfides in OER, but also 

clearly indicated that the residue S doping is important to enhance the OER activity. At last, the 

researchers raise more questions that are interesting to explore: 1. why S anions can survive under 

high anodic conditions (stabilized by Fe?); 2. how the S anions interact with metals after CV scans? 

3. would there be anion type single atom catalysts? 

 

Single Pt Atoms Confined into a Metal-Organic Framework for photocatalytic 

water splitting 

With maximized atomic efficiency, single atom catalysts have shown excellent catalytic 

performance toward diverse reactions, including oxidation, hydrogenation, water-gas shift, 

electrocatalysis, etc. Unfortunately, given the high surface energy, single atoms are typically mobile 

and prone to aggregation. The fabrication of single atom catalysts that are stable during catalytic 

reaction remains a significant challenge. To this end, the key point is to develop suitable supports 

that possess strong interaction with the single metal atoms. Prof. Hai-Long Jiang from University of 

Science and Technology of China (USTC) and his coworkers reported the construction of 

single-atom Pt catalysts stabilized by MOFs and then investigate their activity for photocatalytic 

hydrogen production. The related results are published on January 8th, 2018 in Advanced Materials 

under the title of "Single Pt Atoms Confined into a Metal-Organic Framework for Efficient 

Photocatalysis". 

Article: 

Bing Ni, Ting H, Jia-ou Wang, Simin Zhang, Chen Ouyang, Yong Long, Jing Zhuang and Xun Wang*, The 

formation of (NiFe)S2 pyrite mesocrystals as efficient pre-catalysts for water oxidation. Chem. Sci. 2018, 9, 

2762-2767. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the structure of the MOFs-limited single-atom Pt and its photocatalytic 

process. 

A method for stabilizing single-atom Pt using nitrogen sites of a porphyrinic MOFs is reported 

by this group. The hard X-ray absorption spectrum of single-atom Pt catalyst was collected and 

analyzed by the 1W1B beamline of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The X-ray 

absorption near-edge spectrum (XANES) illustrates the oxide state of Pt in single-atom catalyst. 

Through the analysis and fitting of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum, 

it can be found that the isolated Pt atoms are coordinated with N atoms and there is no Pt-Pt bond. 

The above characterization provides reliable experimental evidence for the existence of single-atom 

Pt. 

More significantly, since single-atom Pt can maximize atomic utilization, the optimized 

single-atom Pt catalyst, Al-TCPP-0.1Pt, exhibits excellent photocatalytic hydrogen production 

efficiency under visible light irradiation. Meanwhile, its turnover frequency (TOF) is 30 h-1, which is 

30 times that of the corresponding MOF-stabilized Pt nanoparticles. Ultrafast spectral 

characterization and density functional calculations show that the introduction of single-atom Pt into 

Al-TCPP forms an efficient electron transfer channel and increases the hydrogen binding energy, 

thereby significantly increasing the activity of photocatalytic hydrogen production. This work not 

only provides a novel preparation method for MOF-based single-atom catalysts, but also supplies a 

new route toward the design of highly efficient MOF-based photocatalysts. 

From this work, it can be seen that MOFs hold great potential and advantages for the 

preparation of single-atom catalysts. At the same time, this work demonstrates the critical role of 

advanced characterization techniques for synchrotron radiation in the characterization and structural 

analysis of single-atom catalysts. 
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1D/1D Hierarchical Nickel Sulfide/Phosphide Nanostructures for Electrocatalytic 

Water Oxidation 

As one of important half reactions in electrocatalytic water splitting, the anodic oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER) needs higher energy to be driven because of a complicated four-electron 

transfer process and sluggish oxygen-oxygen bond formation, strikingly limiting the development of 

solar energy conversion and storage. The electrocatalysts could effectively lower overpotential and 

decrease energy consumption, and their electrocatalytic performances are correlated with the number 

of active sites and intrinsic activity. Therefore, further improved performance would be achieved by 

exposing more active sites for materials that possess highly intrinsic catalytic activity for OER. The 

new clean energy research group from School of Materials Science and Engineering of East China 

University of Science and Technology has gained insight into the design of high-efficiency 

electrocatalysts for OER. Their research has been published on August 6th, 2018 in ACS Energy 

Letters. 

The team prepared a metallic nickel sulfide/phosphide hybrid (NiSxPy, consisting of highly 

dispersed Ni3S2 and Ni12P5) by phosphating typical one-dimensional (1D) Ni3S2 nanorods. The 

catalyst has 1D/1D hierarchical nanostructures with uniform distribution of 1D nanowires grown on 

1D nanorods. The extended nanowires features lengths ranging from 350 to 400 nm and diameters of 

around 15-20 nm. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 

characterizations demonstrate that the NiSxPy bulk maintains metallic properties after the OER test, 

implying good conductivity during the reaction. Furthermore, the in situ-generated NiOOH species 

(NiSxPy-O) on the surface could be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), and XAFS measurements. Moreover, the 1D/1D nanostructures expose more 

active sites, along with accelerating the electron transfer. Consequently, the NiSxPy-O exhibits an 

extraordinary OER performance, which could be ascribed to the synergism of more exposed active 

sites from unique structures and intrinsically improved activity. The NiSxPy-O only needs an 

overpotential of 192 mV (with 100% iR compensation) in 1.0 M KOH (pH = 13.6) to achieve the O2 

partial current density of 10 mA cm-2. Moreover, a jO2 of 10 mA cm-2 at an overpotential of 315 mV 

(with 100% iR compensation) is attained in near-neutral conditions (0.5 M KHCO3, pH = 8.54). 

Article: 

Xinzuo Fang, Qichao Shang, Yu Wang, Long Jiao, Tao Yao, Yafei Li, Qun Zhang, Yi Luo, and Hai-Long Jiang*, 

Single Pt Atoms Confined into a Metal–Organic Framework for Efficient Photocatalysis. Adv. Mater. (30)2018, 

1705112. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.201705112/full
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The variations of oxidation states and coordination environment of Ni atoms were probed using 

synchrotron radiation at BSRF. The Ni K-edge XANES spectra present that the white line intensity 

of NiO is the highest while that of Ni foil is the lowest among all samples. The results for the energy 

of the absorption edge combined with the intensity of the white line demonstrate that the valence of 

Ni in hybrid NiSxPy is between those in the Ni3S2 and Ni2P (Figure a and c). After the OER test, Ni in 

each sample exhibits higher valence than that of the corresponding pristine sample, which can be 

attributed to the oxidation of Ni sites. It is noted that the valence of Ni in hybrid NiSxPy after the 

OER test is still lower than that in the pristine Ni2P sample, implying that the bulk maintains metallic 

sulfide and phosphide phases. Moreover, as shown in the Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra of hybrid 

NiSxPy (Figure b and d), It deserves noting that the first peak at 1.61 Å (peak I) results from the 

single-scattering path of Ni-O, the second peak at 1.76 Å (peak II) is derived from the 

single-scattering path of Ni-P, and the peak emerging at 2.15 Å (peak III) corresponds to the 

single-scattering path of Ni-Ni. The spectrum of hybrid NiSxPy is dominated by a peak at 2 Å, which 

can be fitted for the most backscattering event characteristic of Ni-Ni bonds and a minor amount of 

Ni-X bonds (X = O, S, or P). After the OER measurement, detailed analysis of the predominant FT 

peak at around 1.73 Å gives proof to the presence of O or P as the nearest neighbor in Ni local 

coordination (Ni-O or Ni-POx), which further verifies the partial oxidation of nickel atoms. 

Meanwhile, the retained FT peak from single-scattering of the Ni-Ni path at around 2.14 Å indicates 

the existence of metallic phases. 
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These results could pave a new way to design metallic OER catalysts with 1D/1D hierarchical 

nanostructures, promoting the applications of alkaline and neutral electrolyzers. The synchrotron 

sources have helped the team to clearly observe the structure change of NiSxPy sample before and 

after reaction, which provides evidences to further understand the reaction mechanism. 

 

Synchrotron Radiation Absorption Spectroscopy Analysis of Atomic Cobalt 

Intercalated V2C MXene and Lithium Storage Applications 

Two-dimensional layered transition metal carbides and nitrides (MXenes) are new classes of 

two-dimensional materials discovered in recent years. Based on their high electrical conductivity and 

unique layered structure, MXenes represented by Ti3C2Tx and V2CTx are widely used in energy 

storage systems such as lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors. However, the actual reported 

energy storage capacity of MXenes is far lower than the theoretical value, so it is crucial to further 

improve its energy storage capacity. Professor Li Song, National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, 

University of Science and Technology of China, successfully designed and prepared V2C MXene 

electrode materials with ultra-high lithium storage capacity and excellent cycle stability via cobalt 

ion intercalation strategy. The results were published on June 25th, 2018 in Advanced Materials. 

The team obtain V2C MXene with interplanar spacing of 0.735 nm (less than the previous 

reported) by HF etching at 35°C. The lithium storage capacity is 686.7 mA h g-1 at 0.1 A g-1 which is 

closer to the theoretical lithium storage capacity of V2C MXene (940 mA h g-1). On this basis, V2C 

Article: 

Huai Qin Fu, Le Zhang, Chong Wu Wang, Li Rong Zheng, Peng Fei Liu,* and Hua Gui Yang* 1D/1D 

Hierarchical Nickel Sulfide/Phosphide Nanostructures for Electrocatalytic Water Oxidation. ACS Energy Letters 

3(2018), 2021-2029. 
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MXene with an interplanar spacing of 0.952 nm is obtained by K+ pre-intercalation and Co2+ 

exchange. Synchrotron radiation X-ray absorption spectroscopy confirm that the Co intercalated V2C 

MXene has a stable V-O-Co bond between the layers, in which most of Co2+ atoms are intercalated 

inside the interlayer, and Co3+ atoms are in the near surface. The average valence of cobalt ions in 

V2C is finally calculated to be +2.12. This Co-ion intercalated V2C MXene electrode achieved a 

superior energy storage capability up to 1117.3 mA h g-1 at 0.1 A g-1, and there is almost no capacity 

attenuation after 15,000 cycles. 

 

Information on the structure of cobalt ion intercalation V2C MXene and the valence state of 

cobalt ions obtained in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF).  

The research engineers the layer spacing of V2C MXene by cobalt ion intercalation method, 

which greatly improves the lithium storage capacity and cycle stability. At the same time, the 

formation of V-O-Co bond is studied by synchrotron radiation X-ray absorption spectroscopy, 

providing theoretical support for performance optimization. This work also demonstrates that the 

XAFS method is a powerful characterization method in the field of MXene's intercalation structure 

analysis. 
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A Polymer Encapsulation Strategy to Synthesize Metal 

Isolated-Single-Atomic-Site Catalysts 

Isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts have attracted a great deal of research attention in the field 

of materials and catalysis recently, because of their high activity, high selectivity and low cost due to 

the atomically dispersed metal atoms. However, the metal atoms tend to aggregate during the 

synthetic process due to the ultrahigh surface energy of the metal atoms, which limits the wide 

application of isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts. There are still some limitations in the current 

synthetic methods, such as tedious synthetic processes, necessary acid wash step which wastes lots of 

metal precursors, poor universality, and so on. Therefore, an easier, more general, and less wasteful 

strategy for the synthesis of isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts is needed. A team from Department 

of Chemistry, Tsinghua University has successfully developed a facile and general polymer 

encapsulation strategy to synthesize metal isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts. The related research 

results have been published on April 12th 2018 in Advanced Materials.  

The team found that nitrogen-doped carbon supported metal isolated-single-atomic-site 

catalysts can be successfully obtained through a polymer encapsulation strategy. The metal 

precursors are firstly mixed with the monomers and then are in situ encapsulated in the framework of 

the polymer after polymerization. After high temperature pyrolysis, the metal 

isolated-single-atomic-sites are created within the polymer-derived nitrogen doped carbon support. 

The team proves the feasibility of this strategy using metal acetylacetonate as the metal precursor 

and dopamine as the monomer. They successfully obtained various metal isolated-single-atomic-site 

catalysts, including non-noble metals (Co, Ni, Mn, Cu, etc.) and noble-metals (Pd, etc.). Moreover, 

the obtained Co isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts demonstrated comparable performance in 

oxygen reduction reaction to commercial 20% Pt/C.  

Article: 

C. Wang, H. Xie, S. Chen
*
, B. Ge, D. Liu, C. Wu, W. Xu, W. Chu, G. Babu, P.M. Ajayan, L. Song

*
, Atomic 

Cobalt Covalently Engineered Interlayers for Superior Lithium-Ion Storage, Adv. Mater. 30(32) (2018) 

e1802525. 
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Using the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF), the coordination structures of the 

metal sites in several nitrogen-doped carbon supported metal isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts 

have been identified. Through XANES, EXAFS and the corresponding fitting results, the metal (M, 

including Co, Ni, Cu, Mn and Pd) sites are confirmed to be in the form of M-N4 structure. 

 “Recently, Li's group used DA mixed with metal acetylacetonate to prepare single-atom 

metal/NC porous nanospheres, in which the metals selected were Co, Ni, Cu, Mn, and Pd. The X-ray 

absorption fine structure (XAFS) and high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (HAADF-STEM) analyses conformed that all of the metals exist in the form of 

positively charged isolated single atoms coordinated with four nitrogen atoms. As an example, the 

single-atom Co/N–carbon exhibited excellent stability under ORR conditions and comparable ORR 

activity to Pt/C.” is written by Professor Yao Zheng from The University of Adelaide, Australia in 

their review paper with figures (Journal of Materials Chemistry A (6)2018, 21827-21846). 

This work offers not only an important, facile and general way to synthesis 

isolated-single-atomic-site catalysts, but also provides an alternative high-performance 

electrocatalyst for the oxygen reduction reactions. In this work, the synchrotron radiation facility 

helped the team to unveil the atomic structure of the metal isolated-single-atomic-site 

catalysts.“However, the atomic structure of metal active sites under realistic reaction condition is 

different from that observed ex situ. Therefore, it is necessary to unveil the atomic structure under 

operando condition, so as to tune the coordination structure of the metal site and obtain 

high-performance isolated-single-atomic-strucutre. Operando synchrotron radiation facility will sure 

help to unveil the atomic structure of metal active sites during the realistic reaction condition.” 

 

Article: 

Aijuan Han†, Wenxing Chen†, Shaolong Zhang, Maolin Zhang, Yunhu Han, Jian Zhang, Shufang Ji, Lirong 

Zheng, Yu Wang, Lin Gu, Chen Chen, Qing Peng, Dingsheng Wang*, Yadong Li*, A Polymer Encapsulation 

Strategy to Synthesize Porous Nitrogen-Doped Carbon-Nanosphere-Supported Metal Isolated-Single-Atomic-Site 

Catalysts, Advanced Materials 30(2018), 1706508. 
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Ordered Porous Nitrogen-Doped Carbon Matrix with Atomically Dispersed 

Cobalt Sites as an Efficient Catalyst for Dehydrogenation and Transfer 

Hydrogenation of N-Heterocycles 

Catalytic dehydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of N-heterocycles are 

essential and important processes for organic transformations. Therefore, the dehydrogenation and 

transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of N-heterocycles have received more considerable 

attention from the opinion of organic hydride hydrogen-storage systems, because the 

dehydrogenation of N-heterocycles is more feasible compared to that of cycloalkanes through 

decreasing the endothermicity of the reactions. Additionally, acceptorless dehydrogenation of 

N-heterocycles for releasing H2 provides a highly efficient process to prepare heterocycles, such as 

indole, quinoline and their derivatives. Although some homogeneous and heterogeneous metal 

catalysts have been developed, most of them either can merely perform transfer hydrogenation or 

hydrogenation, or can just catalyze the opposite dehydrogenation. Nay, those catalysts are mainly 

homogeneous noble-metal catalysts. Nevertheless, the catalysts, which can perform both 

dehydrogenation of N-heterocycles and the contrary transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of the 

dehydrogenated N-heterocycles, are very rare.  

SACs have attracted the extensive concern of scientific researchers because of their maximum 

atom utilization, superior reactivity and selectivity. With development of synthetic methodology, 

plentiful SACs were fabricated successfully. They not only exhibit excellent performance in 

electrocatalysis, but also show highly catalytic activity for organic transformations, because they can 

potentially succeed to the merits of homogeneous and heterogeneous analogues. As known to all, the 

catalytic performances of heterogeneous catalysts are highly dependent upon support materials.The 

optimal support materials can shorten diffusion pathway and provide sufficient interface area 

accessible to reactants. Therefore, extensive applications of SACs still needs to develop rational and 

general synthetic methods based on support materials. 

Quite recently, we developed a template-assistant-pyrolysis (TAP) method for synthesis of 

SACs. The reported SACs were studied on electrocatalysis. Compared with the widely studied 

electrocatalysis, SACs were seldom explored for organic reactions, let alone catalyzing 

dehydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of N-heterocycles. Herein, we report 

an ordered porous N-doped carbon catalyst with isolated single Co atomic sites (ISAS-Co/OPNC). 

With SBA-15 as sacrificial template, ISAS-Co/OPNC was successfully fabricated, and the structure 

was identified by combining aberration corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning 

transmission electron microscope (AC HAADF-STEM) and X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 

measurements. Interestingly, ISAS-Co/OPNC can perform both dehydrogenation of N-heterocycles 

to release H2, and the opposite transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of N-heterocycles to store H2 
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with formic acid or external hydrogen as hydrogen source. The catalytic activities of 

ISAS-Co/OPNC for dehydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation are better than the 

reported homogeneous and heterogeneous noble-metal catalysts (Table S2 and S4). For comparison, 

Co-porphyrin and CoNPs/NC were selected as control catalysts and exhibited low activity for 

dehydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation of N-heterocycles. It is evident that ISAS-Co/OPNC can 

serve as a fascinating catalyst for dehydrogenation and transfer hydrogenation or hydrogenation of 

N-heterocycles. This work is published on Angewandte Chemie. 

 

 

Electronic Structure Engineering to Boost Oxygen Reduction Activity by 

Controlling the Coordination of Central Metal 

Non-precious metal nitrogen-doped carbon (M/CN) catalysts, as potential substitutions for 

Pt-based electrocatalysts, have been paid high attention. However,  plenty of M/CN catalysts still 

show higher overpotentials or some other deficiencies both in alkaline and acidic media, despite of 

recent significant improvements. Kinds of strategies have been attempted focusing on either the 

metal active center or substrate to improve the ORR activity of M/CN materials, such as increasing 

the density of metal active center, improving the capacity of the transported properties of 

ORR-relevant species and so on. Unfortunately, M/CN materials still bear grand challenge for 

achieving the substitution of Pt-based electrocatalysts in industry. 

Article: 

Yunhu Han+, Ziyun Wang+, Ruirui Xu, Wei Zhang, Wenxing Chen, Lirong Zheng, Jian Zhang, Jun Luo, 
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Dehydrogenation and Transfer Hydrogenation of N-Heterocycles, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 11262 
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Modulating the electronic structure of metal center is considered as a highly effective strategy 

for enhancing the catalytic activity of M/CN materials. With electron modulation, the redistribution 

of spin and charge densities accompany and result in the catalytic performance enhancement. There 

are two ways to influence the electronic structure of metal active site. One is directly tuning the 

coordinated atom species of metal active center. Another way is the long-range interaction with 

heteroatoms on substrate of metal active center impact the electronic structure. Therefore, a question 

arises: Are there a material that adjusting the near-range coordinated environment and the long-range 

interaction with heteroatoms of active center simultaneously modify the electronic structure of active 

center to realize the significant improvement of catalytic performance?  

We first fabricated an atomically dispersed FeCl1N4/CNS catalyst by a thermal-migrating 

method. The as-obtained catalyst exhibits an exceptionally outstanding ORR activity by realizing the 

chlorine coordination of central metal. It has the highest half-wave potential E1/2 = 0.921 V in 0.1 M 

KOH solution, which is 79 mV more positive than that of the commercial Pt/C (E1/2 = 0.842 V) and 

is the best among the reported to date for non-precious metal electrocatalysts. Furthermore, it is 

mentionable that FeCl1N4/CNS possesses a highly excellent kinetic current density (Jk) of 41.11 mA 

cm-2
 at 0.85 V in alkaline media, which is also the highest among the reported values for 

non-precious metal electrocatalysts. More importantly, it also showed outstanding methanol 

tolerance and excellent stability, showing no obvious current change in the presence of 1.0 M MeOH 

and little ORR polarization curve shift after 10000 cycles. It is one of the most excellent 

non-precious metal ORR electrocatalysts to date. Experiments and density functional theory (DFT) 

have demonstrated adjusting the electronic structure of active center by modulating the near-range 

interaction with the coordinated chlorine and the long-range interaction with sulfur of Fe active 

centers can achieve high improvement of ORR property. This work is published on Energy Environ. 

Sci. 
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Activity study of different carbides for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 

Iron, as an abundant element in nature, works as the active component in many catalytic 

systems. Iron carbides catalyze Fischer-Tropsch reaction which converts syngas (CO+H2) into liquid 

fuels and fine chemicals with different carbon chain length. Deep study in performance of different 

carbides contributes to develop highly active catalyst. Li Yongwang group of Institute of Coal 

Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences and Synfuels China Technology Co., Ltd. investigate the 

activity comparison of several carbides including Fe2C, Fe7C3, and Fe5C2. They find that Fe7C3 

possesses the highest reaction activity in terms of apparent intrinsic activity, and put forward a 

strategy for preparing Fe7C3. Their research has been published on April 6th, 2018 in ACS Catalysis.  

There are few studies about Fe7C3, mainly because it is quite a challenge to prepare the phase as 

Fe7C3 compromises the competing formation of Fe2C and Fe5C2 under low or high temperature. An 

approach is conceived to prepare Fe7C3 by treating highly dispersed ultra-small iron oxide particles 

with pure CO at moderate temperature. The pure CO endows a high carbon chemical potential. The 

moderate temperature is used to mainly suppress the Fe2C. The ultra-small particles are favorable for 

carbon diffusion kinetically thus leading to formation of Fe7C3. This strategy broadens the formation 

window of Fe7C3 and avoids the disadvantage of long time needed in previous studies. Iron carbides 

Article: 
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are prepared by different pretreatments, and their contributions to activity are analyzed based on 

Fe5C2 phase in terms of surface active sites. It is suggested that Fe7C3 possesses the highest intrinsic 

activity (apparent TOF 4.59×10-2 s-1) and is an excellent active phase for Fischer-Tropsch reaction.  

Under the collaboration with BSRF, the XANES and EXAFS spectra of catalysts are measured 

in 1W1B beamline. The phase compositions and coordination structures are analyzed to reveal the 

properties of catalysts, providing the basis for building structure-performance relationship involved 

in the reaction.  

 

Figure  FT-EXAFS spectra and fitting results of catalysts 

 

Ethyne-Reducing Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) to Control Fabrications of 

Co@C Core/shell Nanoparticles as Catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis can convert syngas derived from coal, natural gas and biomass into 

clean liquid fuels and value-added chemicals. Catalysts have important effects on the activity, 

product selectivity and stability. Catalysts with high activity and good stability are always the hot 

topics in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis research fields. Researchers from Institute of Coal Chemistry, 

Synfuels China Co., Ltd., Aston University and Queen’s University Belfast reported a Co@C 
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core/shell nanoparticle catalyst preparation method using cobalt metal-organic frameworks 

(Co-MOF-74) as precursors and ethyne as reductant. The structural properties and Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis performances of Co@C catalysts were investigated in depth and the relevant research has 

been published on June 20th, 2018 in ACS Catalysis.  

In this research, Co-MOF-74 with one-dimensional channels provides a cobalt carboxylate 

precursor with cobalt in atomic dispersion. Chemical vapor deposition of ethyne is used for 

controlling the reduction of the cobalt nanoclusters in the Co-MOF-74 into cobalt nanoparticles and 

the spontaneous formation of the porous carbon shells on the cobalt cores. The Metallic cobalt cores 

formed are up to 4-6 nm with the crystal phase varying between hexagonally close-packed (hcp) and 

face-center-packed (fcc). The porous carbon shells change from amorphous to graphene with ethyne 

deposition temperature increasing from 400 to 600 oC. The core/shell Co@C nanoparticles exhibit 

high catalytic activity in selectively converting syngas into hydrocarbons (4.0-5.2 gHC/g-Cat/h) at 

260 oC and 3.0 MPa. In addition to the crystal size and phase, the coordination numbers of the cobalt 

to oxygen and to other cobalt atoms on the surface of the cobalt nanoparticles and permeability of the 

porous carbon shell have been related to the catalytic performance in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis.  

 

Co K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectra of Co-MOF-74 and core/shell 

Co@C catalysts were collected at beamline 1W1B of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(BSRF), Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. In Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis, the cobalt coordination structures in Co@C catalysts reconstruct between Co-O and Co-Co 

complexes. The Co-Co and Co-O complexes exist on the surface of cobalt nanoparticles and reach an 

equilibrium state under the experimental conditions, where the Co-Co and Co-O coordination 

numbers are kept at ~6.0 and 4.0, respectively. In this equilibrium state, the catalysts exhibit optimal 

stability from activity and selectivity aspects.  

This research provides a new reducing MOF approach for the fabrication of core/shell Co@C 

catalysts. The factors influencing the catalytic stability of Co@C catalysts were disclosed from the 

local structures of cobalt nanoparticles. This work provides fundamental knowledges for the research 
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and development of effective Fischer-Tropsch synthesis catalysts. Synchrotron sources have helped 

the team to unveil the micro-structures of cobalt nanoparticles. In the following work, in-situ XAFS 

characterization of operando catalysts could provide valuable information of active phases. 

 

Isolated Pt Atoms Loaded CdS with Photocatalytic H2 Evolution Properties 

Photocatalytic water splitting into hydrogen has been considered as an elegant strategy to 

realize renewable energy sources with zero-pollution emissions. Platinum (Pt), is generally believed 

as most efficient co-catalyst for hydrogen evolution. Reducing the size of precious metals to isolated 

atom affords an ideal approach to realize the maximum atom efficiency. However, constructing 

atomically isolated catalysts remains challenging for the easy aggregation of metal atoms either 

during the processes of synthesis or the subsequent treatments. Recently, Team of Synthetic Inorganic 

Chemistry at State Key Laboratory of Structural Chemistry, Fujian Institute of Research on the 

Structure of Matter, CAS, led by Prof. Jian Zhang and Prof. Lei Zhang, has successfully realized the 

decoration of isolated platinum atoms onto the surface step of CdS nanowires, generating a greatly 

enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen evolution performance. Their research has been published in Nano 

Energy. 

The single-atom co-catalyst with high stability can significantly boost electron-hole separation 

efficiency in chromophore units. It exhibits significantly enhanced hydrogen evolution performance, 

which is nearly to 7.69 times higher that of Pt-NP-CdS and 63.77 times that of bare CdS NWs, 

representing an emerging and greatly efficient photocatalytic system for hydrogen evolution.  

Article: 
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The isolated Pt atoms on the surface step of CdS for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution. 

To shed light on the local coordination environment of isolated Pt atoms in Pt©CdS, extended 

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrometry at Pt L3 edge was performed using both 

Fourier transform and a wavelet transform (WT). In the k3-weighted Fourier transform spectra of 

Pt©CdS, there are Pt-S contributions at a distance of ~1.9 Å for Pt©CdS, which is different from the 

Pt-Pt contributions at a distance of ~2.6 Å for Pt foil. EXAFS curve fit reveals the coordination 

number of the nearest sulfur atoms around the isolated platinum atom is 4.0 with the distance of 2.32 

Å, further confirming the four-coordinated tetrahedron configuration of Pt centers in Pt©CdS 

Directional migrations of photogenerated excitons from the conduction band of CdS to catalytic 

platinum centers have been witnessed by transient absorption spectroscopy, leading to the supply of 

long-lived electrons for highly efficient photocatalytic hydrogen evolution. Density functional theory 

calculations further confirm that the excellent catalytic performance is associated with positively 

charged platinum sites with partially vacant 5d orbitals, which change distribution of charge density 

and facilitate higher excited carrier density.  

Our results introduce important concepts of step engineering in understanding the isolated 

atoms, and provide new avenues toward single-atom design. We are also certain that the strategy of 

employing single atoms as co-catalyst will bring a promising way to realize the cost-effective 

utilization of noble metals and pave a new way for hydrogen evolution and related energy conversion 

systems. Synchrotron sources have helped the team to unveil the isolated Pt atoms structures. More 

brilliant synchrotron beams would surely help to examine more fine structures and further 

understand structure-function relationship. 
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Evolution of carbon and phosphorus elements during preparation of antibiotic 

mycelial fermentation residue based biochar and Pb immobilization mechanisms 

Recycling of antibiotic mycelial fermentation residue (AR) into biochar is an emerging research 

hotspot. The evolution of carbon and phosphorus of biochar materials represents their capacity to 

immobilize heavy metals (such as Pb). The pyrolysis process is an extremely complicated reaction, 

the evolution of carbon and phosphorus of biochar materials still has not been understood. The 

research group of Professor Zhang Shicheng and Zhu Xiangdong in Department of Environmental 

Science and Engineering, Shanghai Key Laboratory of Atmospheric Particle Pollution and 

Prevention, Shanghai Institute of Pollution Control and Ecological Security at Fudan University 

intensively studied the changes of carbon and phosphorus during biochar preparation. This work has 

been published in Chemical Engineering Journal.  

Their research group found that both activation temperature and gas type can significantly 

influence the transformation of LR carbon and phosphorus containing groups. At high temperatures 

(> 600 oC), the activation gas significantly controlled changes in carbonate and available phosphorus; 

however, this process was less successful at low temperatures (< 600 oC). This study explained the 

form of phosphorus by BSRF, two main components in the AR based biochar were hydroxyapatite 

and aluminum phosphate. This two functional groups will provide adsorption site for the Pb 

immobilization via ion exchange adsorption. CO2 gas clearly inhibited the degradation of carbonate, 

but promoted consumption of the carbon matrix and released organism-combined phosphorus. The 

Pb immobilization was controlled by the content of carbonate and available phosphorus. Their results 

suggest that CO2-activated biochar exhibited the stronger Pb than N2-activated biochar, due to its 

more sites (carbonate and available phosphorus) for Pb stabilization. The highest Pb immobilization 

capacity in aqueous solution of studied biochar is 454 mg/g. 
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Alumina-Supported CoFe Alloy Catalysts Derived from 

Layered-Double-Hydroxide Nanosheets for Efficient Photothermal CO2 

Hydrogenation to Hydrocarbons 

CO2 emissions from the burning of fossil fuels are the main cause of global warming. 

Light-driven catalytic conversion, which converts carbon dioxide as a reactant into useful fuels or 

chemicals, could not only slow the pace of global warming under mild conditions but also ease the 

fossil fuel crisis. Finding an efficient catalyst is the core and difficulty of this process. A team from 

the supramolecular photochemistry center at the institute of physical and chemical technology, 

Chinese academy of sciences, has designed a catalyst derived from Layered-Double Hydroxide 

material to efficiently convert CO2 into hydrocarbons under light drive only. The research was 

published in Advanced Materials on January 18, 2018. 

The team obtained a series of cobalt-iron catalysts supported by alumina in different phases by 

hydrogen treatment of CoFeAl layered double hydroxide at different temperatures. After CO2 

hydrogenation test under illumination, the catalyst treated under 650℃  can convert CO2 to 

long-chain hydrocarbons efficiently with C2+ selectivity of 35%, and the CO2 conversion rate can 

reach 78.6%. Following a series of characterization results showed that the catalyst after 650℃ 

hydrogen treatment for amorphous alumina loaded CoFe alloy, and catalysts under low temperature 

treatment containing iron oxide and cobalt oxide can only convert CO2 to CH4 and CO. Furthermore, 

the DFT theoretical calculation confirmed that the C-C coupling is more likely to occur on the 

surface of CoFe alloy, which was consistent with the experimental results. 

Article: 
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Synchrotron radiation source in Beijing was used to further characterize the above different 

phase states catalysts. Through the analysis of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) as the 

reduction temperature from 300℃ to 650℃, states of Co and Fe all transformed from cationic state 

to metallic state, obvious characteristic peaks of Co0 and Fe0 appeared in catalyst under 650℃ 

hydrogen treatment. Corresponding X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra for CoFe-650 

and other CoFe-x catalysts reduced at or above 600℃ revealed the formation of new Co-Fe bonds, 

consistent with CoFe alloy nanoparticle formation previously confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction 

(XRD), the catalyst structure is further determined. 

“Most recently, Chen et al. demonstrated, for the first time ever, the synthesis of C2+ 

hydrocarbons via light-induced hydrogenation of CO2 using a CoFe-based photothermal catalyst.” 

“Experimental cost is comparatively lower than other techniques. Metal alloy particles can be used 

as catalysts and due to photothermal effect heat is generated and that will help to form CO2 reduction 

reaction.” Geoffrey a. Ozin, professor of university of Toronto, Canada, and Young Soo Kang, 

professor of Sogang university, South Korea, gave sufficient recognition to this work in Energy & 

Environmental Science published on April 1, 2019 and ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering 

published on April 15, 2019 respectively. 

This study is the first to efficiently convert CO2 molecules into long-chain hydrocarbons under 

the action of light drive alone with mild reaction conditions, avoiding the harsh reaction conditions 

such as high temperature and high pressure in traditional catalysis. In this study, the synchrotron 

radiation light source provided direct and powerful characterization information, which helped the 

research group confirm the specific composition of a series of catalysts and provided the basis for 

subsequent analysis and identification. 
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Co-based Catalysts Derived from Layered Double Hydroxide Nanosheets for the 

Photothermal Production of Light Olefins 

Light olefins (ethylene, propylene and butylene, etc.), as the raw material for the synthesis of 

many chemical products (polymers, drugs, solvents, cosmetics, detergents and so on), represent a 

fundamental pillar of today’s chemical industry and are widely demanded. Traditionally, light olefins 

are produced by the catalytic cracking of high molecular weight hydrocarbons or as coproducts of oil 

refining. Limited oil reserves motivate that development of alternative, non-cracking technologies 

towards light olefins. Amongst the indirect routes for olefin synthesis, the direct conversion of 

syngas (CO and H2) into light olefins via the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) is considered one of 

the most practical approaches. Over the past decades, Ni, Ru and Fe, Co-based catalysts have been 

widely researched and used industrially for FTS. The product selectivity afforded by each of these 

metal catalysts in FTS differs considerably, owing to their unique electronic structures. Typically, Ni 

and Ru-based catalysts promote CO hydrogenation to alkanes, resulting in the production of methane 

and higher saturated hydrocarbons, respectively. Conversely, CO hydrogenation over Fe-based 

catalysts leads to the production of light olefins. However, the aforementioned metal catalysts 

inevitably suffer from coke formation, sintering and progressive deactivation under the high reaction 

temperatures of FTS (for Ni-based catalysts the reaction is ~300℃, whereas Fe-based catalysts 

operate at 300-350℃. Ru is too expensive to be used industrially as a FTS catalyst). Co-based 

catalysts present many advantages for FTS, such as high selectivity to liquid hydrocarbons and lower 

selectivity toward oxygenated products under moderate operation conditions (210-260℃ under 1-3 

MPa), excellent resistance to oxidation and coking, as well as good temperature stability. Further, 

cobalt is an earth-abundant element, making it ideal for industrial FTS catalyst development. In the 

past few years, Co-based catalysts have been investigated for the FTS to olefins reaction (FTO), but 

the overall performance was deemed not good enough for potential industrial applications. Very 

recently, Sun and co-workers reported that C-modified cobalt nanoprisms (specifically {101} & 

{020}-faceted cobalt carbide (Co2C)), were able to convert syngas to valuable chemicals such as 

short-chain olefins with very high C2-4
= selectivity (~60.8%). However, undoped metallic Co 

catalysts for achieving a high C2-4
= selectivity has rarely yet to be reported. 

Compared with the traditional thermal FTS reaction which requires significant energy input 
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(typically fossil fuel energy), solar-driven FTS offers significant advantages as a lower carbon 

footprint technology. In the past few years, solar-driven CO and CO2 hydrogenation have been 

reported utilizing photothermal or plasmonic effects. These works inspire the rational design of solar 

driven catalysts for FTS, especially the production of light olefins. Layered double hydroxide (LDH) 

nanosheets, owing to their versatility in chemical composition (containing various divalent and 

trivalent cations such as Fe, Co and Ni) and well-controlled morphologies, represent a smart platform 

as precursor for the synthesis of various highly dispersed metal-supported catalysts. Recently, 

Zhang’s group obtained a series of novel Co-containing photothermal catalysts by partial H2 

reduction of a ZnCoAl-LDH nanosheets precursor at temperatures between 300-700℃. 

 

In order to better study the phase of the catalyst at the different reduction temperatures, the 

structure of Co-x (x represents reduction temperature) was more accurately analyzed by Beijing 

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). It is obtained by BSRF that the phase of the oxide cobalt 

gradually changes to the metal phase cobalt when the reduction temperature is increased. The Co-450 

catalyst comprised metallic Co and Co3O4 nanoparticle heterojunctions on a zinc oxide-alumina 

support, and demonstrated remarkable FTO performance (~36.0% C2-C4 olefins vs. ~5.9% C2-C4 

paraffins with an olefins/paraffins (o/p) ratio of 6.1) under UV-vis irradiation. This work introduces a 

completely new approach for engineering efficient, solar-driven catalysts for the production of light 

olefins from syngas. BSRF as a means of advanced characterization will play a large role in the field 

of catalysis. 
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Reductive Transformation of Layered-Double-Hydroxide Nanosheets to Fe-Based 

Heterostructures for Efficient Visible-Light Photocatalytic Hydrogenation of CO 

Light olefins (C2-C4) are a key building block of today’s chemical industry and widely used for 

synthesis of polymers, drugs, and other speciality chemicals. Generally, light olefins are synthesized 

by the hydrogenation of CO through the Fischer–Tropsch (FT) reaction or MTO reaction from 

methanol. Although high selectivity to olefins can be achieved by optimized catalyst, but often 

require high temperature (above 400℃) and high pressure (1-3 Mpa) harsh reaction conditions, this 

will undoubtedly increase the cost of the reaction. Therefore, a one-step process from syngas to 

olefins under milder reaction conditions is highly desirable. A team from the supramolecular 

photochemistry center at the institute of physical and chemical technology, Chinese academy of 

sciences, has designed a series of Fe-based heterostructures derived from Layered Double Hydroxide 

material to efficiently drive the reaction of CO hydrogenation to olefins, and the related result was 

published in Advanced Materials on September 6, 2018. 

This team obtained a series of iron-based heterostructure photocatalysts by treating ZnFeAl 

layered double hydroxide with hydrogen at different temperatures. Eventually, catalyst treated under 

500℃ exhibited an excellent performance of CO hydrogenation, with hydrocarbon selectivity of 

89%, light olefin selectivity of 42%, and the selectivity of CO2 as low as 11%. The subsequent 

characterization results showed that the catalyst obtained at 500℃ was a heterostructure of iron and 

iron oxide supported by aluminum oxide and zinc oxide, with a large number of Fe-FeOx interfaces. 

However, in the catalyst lower than this temperature, FeOx was the main composition of catalyst and 

CO2 was the main product. Further theoretical calculation results show that olefin hydrogenation is 

more difficult and more likely to desorption at Fe-FeOx interfaces, resulting in the distribution of 

products with high olefin selectivity. By comparing the reaction process of the ground state and the 

excited state in this model, it is known that photocatalysis is more likely to inhibit the generation of 

CO2 and promote the generation of olefin than thermal catalysis, which is consistent with the 

experimental results. 
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Synchrotron radiation source in Beijing was used to further characterize the above catalysts 

under different reduction temperatures. Through the analysis of X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES), the status of iron showed similar characteristic peaks to FeOx, which indicated that FeOx 

is composed of samples with reduction temperature below 400℃. When reduction temperature is 

higher than 400℃, an obvious characteristic peak of metallic Fe appeared, which means the 

appearance of Fe0, Fe and FeOx are components of these samples. At the same time, according to the 

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra, when the reduction temperature rises to 400℃, 

there is an obvious Fe-Fe bond, which increases with the increase of the reduction temperature, while 

the weakening of the Fe-o bond means that the reduction temperature increases and more Fe 

elements are reduced. The zinc element has always existed in the state of ZnO in different reduction 

temperature samples. The results are consistent with X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) results, fully 

indicating the composition of the catalysts. 

“It shows a green and sustainable approach for the photocatalytic production of highly valuable 

chemical fuels.” “Artificial photosynthesis using abundant natural resources such as H2O and CO2 to 

produce hydrogen and value-added fuels has been considered as the most promising solution to 

address this issue.” Yanqin Wang, professor of east China university of science and technology, and 

Tian-hua Zhou, professor of Fujian institute of material structure, Chinese academy of sciences, 

respectively gave sufficient recognition to this work in Cell published on December 13, 2018 and 

Rare Metals published in May, 2019. 

In this study, only visible light was used to drive the CO hydrogenation reaction and high 

selectivity of light olefins products was obtained with avoiding the harsh reaction conditions of high 

temperature and high pressure in traditional catalysis. It provides a feasible new pathway for the use 

of photoenergy fuel and chemical products. The characterization of the synchrotron radiation light 
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source clearly indicates the structure and composition of the catalyst and gives the existence state of 

the key component Fe, which provides a solid basics for the subsequent theoretical explanation. 

 

Silica-Protected Ultrathin Ni3FeN Nanocatalyst for the Efficient Hydrolytic 

Dehydrogenation of NH3BH3 

Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) find application as catalysts in many areas of importance to 

chemical industry, including ammonia synthesis, hydrodenitrogenation, hydrodesulfurization and 

hydroprocessing. Recently, interest in TMNs has spread into the energy sector due to their special 

electronic structures and metallic character. The latter allows TMNs to be exploited as low cost 

electrode materials in various energy conversion and storage devices, including fuel cells, metal-O2 

batteries and electrochemical water splitting systems. Nickel-iron nitride (Ni3FeN) is one of the more 

promising TMNs for these applications, and is readily obtained by thermal ammonolysis of 

NiFe-layered double hydroxide (LDH) nanosheet precursors. Ni3FeN nanoparticles with a lateral size 

of ~100 nm and thickness ~9 nm showing outstanding performance as electrodes for electrochemical 

overall water splitting were successfully prepared. However, during the thermal ammonolysis step 

used to synthesize Ni3FeN-NPs, strong aggregation of the Ni3FeN nanoparticles occurred. This 

aggregation during synthesis is expected to negatively impact the performance of Ni3FeN in catalytic 

applications, by lowering the exposed surface area and thus the availability of active sites. To date, 

the synthesis of ultrasmall TMNs with higher exposed unsaturated coordination sites has proved very 

challenging and a major obstacle to the performance optimization of Ni3FeN in energy-related 

applications. 

Tierui Zhang’s gruop in Technical Institute of Physics and Chemistry CAS (TIPC, CAS) report 

the successful synthesis of ultrathin Ni3FeN nanosheets, introducing a novel mesoporous silica 

protection step during their synthesis to prevent undesirable Ni3FeN aggregation. Briefly, 

NiFe-layered double hydroxide nanosheet precursors of lateral size 20-30 nm and thickness ~3 nm 

were firstly coated by a layer of mSiO2 and then subjected to thermal ammonolysis at 500°C for 10 h. 

The obtained product (denoted as Ni3FeN@SiO2) contained Ni3FeN nanosheets of identical size to 

that of the NiFe-LDH precursor, embedded in a mSiO2 matrix. The silica protection strategy thus 

completely prevented Ni3FeN aggregation during the harsh thermal ammonolysis processing step. 

Due to the smaller particles size and higher abundance of exposed active sites, Ni3FeN@SiO2 
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2018, 30, 1803127. 
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demonstrated a much higher activity for the hydrolytic dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane (AB) 

compared to Ni3FeN-NPs synthesized by direct ammonolysis of the NiFe-LDH precursor. 

 

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure results collected from BSRF at the Ni and Fe K-edges 

established that multi-vacancies (VNi and VFe) were present in the ultrathin Ni3FeN nanosheets of 

Ni3FeN@SiO2, which enhanced the adsorption of AB (evidenced by density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations) and ultimately AB hydrolytic dehydrogenation performance. 

Above results were published on Advanced Energy Materials (Silica-protected ultrathin ni3fen 

nanocatalyst for the efficient hydrolytic dehydrogenation of NH3BH3) 

 

Sub-3 nm Ultrafine NiFe-Layered Double Hydroxide Nanosheets for 

Electrochemical Water Oxidation 

Electrocatalytic water splitting via the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) is a promising technology for generating hydrogen from water, and widely 

considered a cornerstone technology in the development of future hydrogen economies. The overall 

efficiency of the electrocatalytic water splitting process is generally limited by slow kinetics of OER, 

a complex four-electron redox process involving O-O bond formation that typically requires a high 

overpotential. RuO2 and IrO2 are currently the state-of-the-art materials for OER, though the high 

cost and low earth abundance of Ru and Ir motivates the search for low cost alternatives. Layered 

double hydroxides (LDHs), due to the flexible chemical composition, show great potential in 

electrocatalysis. However, the LDH nanosheet catalysts reported to date generally possess lateral 

platelet dimensions greater than 30 nm. These platelets are too large to dramatically improve the 

catalytic performance due to the limited availability of edge and corner sites which are typically 

highly reactive sites due to coordinative unsaturation. Thus, how to prepare ultrafine LDH with 

highly exposed coordinatively unsaturated edge or corner active sites are still desirable. 
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Tierui Zhang’s gruop in Technical Institute of Physics and Chemistry CAS (TIPC, CAS) 

reported the successful synthesis of ultrafine monolayer NiFe-LDH nanosheets (size 2.3 nm, 

thickness 0.65 nm with a narrow platelet size distributions, denoted as LDH-UF). Further, they show 

that these materials display superior OER activity compared with monolayer NiFe-LDH nanosheets 

of larger lateral size, as well as the good catalytic stability. 

 

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure results collected from BSRF and density functional 

theory calculations revealed that the LDH-UF possess a higher concentration of cation and anion 

vacancies compared with the monolayer NiFe-LDH nanosheet precursor or bulk NiFe-LDH, which 

gave the LDH-UF semi-metallic character. The high conductivity of LDH-UF, along with an 

abundance of exposed surface sites (especially sheet edges), all contributed to the ultrafine 

nanosheets displaying enhanced performance for electrocatalytic water oxidation relative to 

monolayer LDH nanosheets. 

Above results were published on Advanced Energy Materials (Sub-3 nm ultrafine monolayer 

layered double hydroxide nanosheets for electrochemical water oxidation). 

 

Molecular-Level Insight into Selective Catalytic Reduction of NOx with NH3 to 

N2 over a Highly Efficient Bifunctional Va‑MnOx Catalyst at Low Temperature 

Removal of nitrogen oxides (NOx) by catalytic technology has been one of the main fields of 

interest in environmental catalysis. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx with ammonia (NH3) 

is considered to be the most efficient and widely used technology, and the key is catalyst. However, 

SCR catalysts suffer from low activity and selectivity to N2 at low temperature, which in part may be 

attributed to our limited understanding of the reaction mechanism. A team from School of Chemistry 
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and Chemical engineering of University of Jinan designed and prepared bifunctional Va‑MnOx 

catalysts, and deeply studied the NH3-SCR activity, structure and compositions, as well as reaction 

mechanism. An unambiguous molecular-level mechanism is presented for an improved 

low-temperature SCR activity. Their research has been published on April 23th, 2018 in ACS 

Catalysis. 

The team found that Va‑MnOx composite oxides with different contents of Mn2O3 and 

Mn2V2O7 can be obtained simply by a sol-gel method. The SCR activity of Va‑MnOx composite 

oxides, especially at low temperature, were much higher than those of individual components, and 

the N2 selectivity was improved in comparison with Mn2O3. In particular, V0.05-MnOx shows NOx 

conversions above 90% between 120 and 240 oC, and the N2 selectivity was always above 80%. The 

results of X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS)，temperature programmed reduction with H2 

(H2-TPR), NH3-temperature-programmed desorption (NH3-TPD), transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) and contrast experiments suggest that the strong synergistic effect between the proximate 

Mn2O3 and Mn2V2O7 crystallites is the main reason. Furthermore, in situ infrared spectroscopy 

(in-situ IR) during adsorption and reaction processes combined with density functional theory (DFT) 

calculation determined the reaction mechanism of the Va‑MnOx catalysts at a molecular level. NH3 

is initially activated by Mn2O3 to form an NH2 intermediate. Transfer of NH2 to the proximate 

Mn2V2O7 then takes place, which facilitates the capture of gaseous NO leading to the formation of 

NH2NO over Mn2V2O7, thereafter NH2NO is efficiently converted to the preferred N2 rather than the 

undesired by-product, N2O. As a result, both high activity and high N2 selectivity are achieved over 

the bifunctional Va-MnOx catalysts at low temperature. 

 

XAFS experiment (at BSRF) proved that the V species is only existed in the Mn2V2O7 phase in 

Va-MnOx, excluding the dopant of V in Mn2O3 which could improve the properties and consequently 

the SCR activity. Combined with other characterizations and DFT calculation, it was revealed at a 

molecular level that the low temperature activity and N2 selectivity of the catalyst were significantly 

improved by the proximity of the bifunctional Mn2O3 and Mn2V2O7. 

Dr. Panagiotis G. Smirniotis from University of Cincinnati, USA, cited the paper on their newly 

published review paper “A Review of Low Temperature NH3-SCR for Removal of NOx, Catalysts, 
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2019, 9, 349”, and commented: Recently, Xin et al. designed bifunctional Va-MnOx (where a 

represents the molar ratios of V/(V+Mn)) catalysts composed of Mn2O3 and Mn2V2O7 phases that 

significantly improved both NOx conversion and N2 selectivity in comparison with Mn2O3 at 

low-temperature.  the Mn2O3 phase of the catalyst could activate NH3 into NH2 intermediate, 

which then transferred to the Mn2V2O7 phase of the catalyst and reacted with gaseous NO into 

NH2NO. Finally, the generated NH2NO intermediate on the Mn2V2O7 phase exclusively decomposed 

to the N2 rather than the undesired byproduct, N2O, which is formed due to the deep oxidation of 

adsorbed NH3 on Mn2O3. 

The research provides a new idea to understand the reaction mechanism and develop the novel 

catalysts at low temperatures. In this work, XAFS station of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(BSRF) have helped the team to identify the composition of Va-MnOx catalysts. “It is of great 

significance to explore the intrinsic reaction mechanism of SCR catalysts for the improved 

low-temperature activity. This work revealed the reaction mechanism of bifunctional 

low-temperature Va-MnOx catalysts at a molecular level, and provided theoretical guidance and 

design ideas for the research and development of new high-efficiency low-temperature SCR catalysts. 

For composite oxide catalysts, their structural compositions and atomic coordination environment are 

relatively complex, XAFS is undoubtedly a very powerful means to explore these complex 

structures”, explained by Zhaoliang Zhang, the team leader and the professor of School of Chemistry 

and Chemical engineering, University of Jinan. 

 

Selective Catalytic Reduction of NOx with NH3 over Short-Range Ordered 

W-O-Fe Active Sites with High Thermal Stability 

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are major air pollutants, which contribute to environmental issues such 

as acid rain, photochemical smog, atmospheric oxidant ozone increase and haze and harm human 

health. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx with NH3 has proved to be an efficient means of 

reducing NOx emission. However, the disadvantages of the commercial V2O5-WO3/TiO2 catalysts 

including the toxicity of vanadium, the narrow operational temperature window, and the deterioration 

of the structure and constituents after high-temperature aging, restricts its wider application. 

Development of new SCR catalysts with high efficiency and thermal stability is of great significance 

for NOx pollution control. A team from School of Chemistry and Chemical engineering of University 

of Jinan designed and prepared WaFeOx composite oxides, and deeply studied the NH3-SCR activity, 
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structure and composition, as well as active sites. The short-range ordered W-O-Fe structure was 

confirmed to be active sites responsible for the excellent SCR activity. Furthermore, the W-O-Fe 

structure was retained on the surface of a crystalline phase even after aging at 800oC, which 

guaranteed SCR activity at higher temperature. Their research has been published on February 9th, 

2018 in Applied Catalysis B: Environmental. 

The team found that poorly-crystalline WaFeOx composite oxides can be obtained simply by a 

co-precipitation method. NO conversions and intrinsic activity (reaction rate) of W0.13FeOx (W 

weight percentage content: 0.13%) were much higher than those of other samples. The results of 

X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS)，temperature programmed reduction with H2 (H2-TPR), 

NH3-temperature-programmed desorption (NH3-TPD), X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) and high angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron 

microscope (HAADF-STEM) suggest that the intrinsic activity, the amount of short-range ordered 

W-O-Fe structure and the acid amount of WaFeOx catalysts were positively correlated, confirming 

the enhanced activity is primarily related to the enhanced acidity derived from the strong interactions 

in the short-range ordered W-O-Fe active sites. 

   

 

 

XAFS experiments (Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility, BSRF) proved that a large amount of short-range 

ordered W-O-Fe structures existed in poorly-crystalline WaFeOx composite oxides, and the amount is positively 

correlated with the intrinsic activity of the catalysts. Furthermore, the assignment of the activity of WaFeOx to 

Fe2O3 and Fe2WO6 microcrystals and the synergetic effects between them has been excluded. Therefore, the 
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short-range ordered W-O-Fe structure was derived to be active sites. 

The research provides the scientific clues to clarify the structure-activity relationship of SCR 

catalysts and develop new SCR catalysts with high thermal stability. In this research, XAFS station 

of BSRF have helped the team to confirm the active sites of WaFeOx catalysts. “Our previous work 

(Environ. Sci. Technol. 2012, 46, 9600-9605. 2012 Highlights, BSRF and ESI highly cited papers) 

confirmed that the short-range ordered structure could be the active site of SCR catalysts, however it 

is easily deactivated by high temperature due to its metastability, which seriously restricts the 

application of high- efficiency amorphous catalysts in SCR technology. This work reported the 

short-range ordered W-O-Fe active sites with high thermal stability, which is expected to remedy the 

poor tolerance of amorphous catalysts to severe operating conditions in practical applications. The 

results also confirmed the existence of short-range ordered W-O-Fe active sites in Fe-based 

composite oxides, proving the universality of short-range ordered active sites in composite oxide 

SCR catalysts after the confirmation of Ce-O-Ti active sites at XAFS station (BSRF) in 2012. Thus, 

XAFS is a powerful means to study the active sites and structure-activity relationship in complex 

amorphous composite oxide catalysts”, explained by Zhaoliang Zhang, the team leader and the 

professor of School of Chemistry and Chemical engineering, University of Jinan. 

 

K-based catalysts for soot combustion as beating “cattle” (Soot) across 

“mountains” (O-M) 

Soot catalytic combustion is the requisite technology for meeting China VI limits for emission 

from diesel heavy-duty vehicles. Noble metals are main components, in which alkali metals such as 

potassium (K) are considered as assistants to improve the contact between the soot and catalyst. 

However, the previous work suggested that K species are active sites (Journal of Catalysis, 2010, 271: 

12; Environmental Science & Technology, 2010, 44: 8254; Scientific Reports, 2014, 4: 4725). A 

team from College of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering of University of Jinan has gained deep 

insights in the acitve role of K ions in soot combustion. Their research has been published on 

September 15th, 2018 in Applied Catalysis B-Environmental. 

The team designed and prepared cryptomelanes with K cations confined in the tunnel 

(KxMn8O16). After washing with water to remove K species at the external surface, K cations would 

be isolated physically with soot. At this situation, KxMn8O16 shows excellent activity and thermal 
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stability. Furthermore, the K contents nearly correlate linearly with the intrinsic activity. Another 

similar tunnel-structured KyTi8O16 was successfully demonstrated with significantly boosted soot 

oxidation activity through Ti is rather inert compared with Mn. Although the activity is lower for 

KyTi8O16 than that for KxMn8O16, these facts confirmed that K ions are not only promoters but also 

active species. On the other hand, the stability is significantly improved due to K ions confined in the 

structure pores of catalysts, which avoids K loss in the atmosphere containing water vapor. 

X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS) measurements were performed on Beijing synchrotron 

radiation facility (BSRF, Beijing, China). The K and Mn K-edge XANES spectra confirmed that the 

confined K cations in the tunnels of cryptomelane interact weakly with Mn, namely, they are rather 

free K species. However, the Ti K-edge XANES and EXAFS spectra show the strong interaction of 

K cations with TiO2, suggesting that K ions are immobilized in the lattice of KyTi8O16, i.e. 

immobilized K species. Furthermore, the d-sp orbital hybridization of K ions in KxMn8O16 was 

deduced leading to electron-rich K atoms. Accordingly, the electron transfer is feasible from K to 

gaseous O2, and thus activating gaseous oxygen. However, the same situation was not observed for 

KxTi8O16. This is the reason of activity difference for KxMn8O16 and KxTi8O16. 

Dr. Piotr Legutko from Jagiellonian University, Poland, cited the paper on their newly published 

paper “Topics in Catalysis, 2019, doi: 10.1007/s11244-019-01132-x”, and comments that: The main 

problem with alkali metals is the efficient control of their mobility, which is a crucial factor in the 

case of catalytic activity but simultaneously it can also be problematic from the viewpoint of catalyst 

stability. One of the possible solutions to avoid uncontrollable loss of alkalies is the stabilization of a 

given alkali metal within a transition metal oxide structure. 

 

The research paves a path to develop high-activity and hydro-resistant K-based soot combustion 

catalysts. Therein, BSRF helps unveil the mystery of active sites for K-based soot combustion 

catalysts. “In thermally-stable hollandite-type KxM8O16, K cations do not contact with soot directly, 

but interact with O-M and through which activate gaseous oxygen leading to soot combustion, in 

other words, K-based catalysts beat “cattle” (Soot) across “mountains” (O-M). This broke the routine 

view that K is only a promoter. In addition, more bright synchrotron beams would surely help to 
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define the hyperfine feature of K active sites.” explains Zhaoliang Zhang, the team leader and the 

professor of College of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, University of Jinan. 

 

Probing orbital-level surface chemical interactions of 2D TiO2 with NEXAFS 

Surface effects of nanomaterials refer to the regulations of surface states to their physical and 

chemical properties. Revealing the general electronic principles dominating nanosurface science can 

promote fundamental understandings in nanoscience, surface science, nanoclusters, surface 

fluorescence, etc. However, it is challenging to experimentally probe the orbital-level interactions of 

surface chemistry. This is because surface adsorbates can only locally perturb the bonding states and 

electronic structures of the top-layer atoms, and these locally tuned electronic signals can be 

interfered by the unchanged signals of the inner atoms. The extremely large surface-to-volume ratios 

of 2D materials maximize the effects of surface states on their properties and electronic states, thus 

are ideal model systems of nanosurface chemistry. 

 

Figure 1. Probing the ligand-induced orbital redistributions of 2D TiO2 by ethylene glycol 

ligands with NEXAFS. 

Using 0.4-nm thin TiO2 nanosheet as a model platform, Dr. Guolei Xiang from Beijing 

University of Chemical Technology and Dr. Xun Wang from Tsinghua University developed an 

approach to experimentally study the orbital-level interactions of nanosurface chemistry with 
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NEXAFS. They found that the band gaps and optical absorption of 2D TiO2 could be tuned by 

varying the coverages of ethylene glycol (EG) ligands. As shown in Figure 1a and 1b, the band gaps 

increase with the increase of EG ligands. They further studied the underlying electronic mechanism 

through soft X-ray absorption on Ti-L and O-K edges, in collaboration with Dr. Jiaou Wang at BSRF. 

They found that the presence of surface EG ligands could decrease the intensity of t2g sub-band and 

the width of eg sub-band. The results mean that the extensions of 3d atomic orbitals of surface Ti 

atoms in the lattices were weakened, instead, they were localized into surface chemical bonds. 

By combing experimental probing, DFT calculation and theoretical analysis, an electronic-level 

theory, nanoscale cooperative chemisorption (NCS), was proposed to reveal the tuning effects of 

surface ligands on the electronic structures and properties of nanomaterials. As shown in Figure 2, 

the critical electronic process lies in the ligand-induced cooperative orbital redistribution, which 

polarize the surface valence atomic orbitals from extended energy bands into localized surface bonds. 

This is a general electronic principle of ligands to manipulate the properties and electronic structures 

of nanomaterials. Such ligand-induced cooperative orbital redistributions can narrow energy bands, 

localize surface atomic orbitals, which could further shift the edges of energy bands, tune the band 

gaps and optical absorption. And the localized electronic states can further increase surface reactivity 

of nanomaterials, and enhance the strength of chemisorption, leading to saturated surfaces. 

 

Figure 2. The scheme of nanoscale cooperative chemisorption. 
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Comparative assessment of the chronic effects of five nano-perovskites on 

Daphnia magna: a structure-based toxicity mechanism 

Recently, perovskite nanomaterials (PNMs) have been applied to a broad range of uses. 

However, the fate and risk of PNM release into aquatic environments are completely unknown. A 

team from Beihang University conducted research on the behavior of PNMs and their toxicity to 

aquatic organisms. Their research has been published on January 1st, 2018 in Environmental Science: 

Nano.  

In this research, five representative PNMs (LaFeO3, YFeO3, BiFeO3, LaMnO3 and LaCoO3) 

were synthesized and their physicochemical characteristics were compared to determine toxic 

mechanisms based on chronic exposure to the aquatic invertebrate Daphnia magna (D. magna).The 

chronic tests shows that the five raw PNMs with different compositions induced different toxicity 

responses in D. magna. Compared with other four PNMs, LaCoO3 induced the most significant 

impact on D. magna body size and mortality rate. As for other four PNMs, although significant 

levels of accumulation of PNMs were observed in D. magna, they did not induce any significant 

increase in mortality (<20%). During the 21d, only YFeO3 induced sub-lethal effects in D. magna 

molt behaviours, which is possibly due to the attachment of YFeO3 to the carapax region. 

The distribution of nanoparticles in vivo is very important to reveal its toxicity mechanism. 

Synchrotron radiation X-ray fluorescence (SR-XRF) confirmed LaFeO3, YFeO3, BiFeO3, and 

LaMnO3 were exclusively distributed in the daphnids gut. However, the distribution of LaCoO3 were 

distinct, La and Co in D. magna were not colocalized and individual Co located in the entire 

abdominal region. There is a possibility that the signal in the gut region where La and Co were both 

detected were ingested LaCoO3 and the pronounced Co signal observed in the abdominal region 

corresponded to the uptake of free Co ions originated from exposure medium. The observed toxicity 

following chronic exposure is likely to be induced by the free Co ions in the exposure medium which 

may be due to the existence of oxygen vacancies in the crystal structure of LaCoO3.  

In addition, the authors also found that gum Arabic(GA) has an effect on the toxicity of PNMs. 

compared with raw PNM suspensions, GA-LaFeO3 increased mortality while inducing no observable 

sub-lethal effect in D. magna; GA-BiFeO3 induced a higher degree of mortality, as well as causing 

significant growth inhibition (p<0.05) of D. magna and significantly inhibiting cumulative offspring 

number; GA-LaMnO3 also induced increased mortality and reduced fecundity. Overall, GA-LaFeO3, 

BiFeO3 and LaMnO3 suspensions induced higher toxicity levels than their equivalent raw dispersions. 

This finding could be explained by the characterization of PNMs suspensions in the absence and 

presence of GA. GA increased stability of PNM suspensions result in increased residence time and 

the actual concentration in the water column and therefore increased exposure to D. magna. In 

addition, GA was also found decrease the toxicity of LaCoO3 to D. magna and this could be 
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explained by the decreased the concentration of free Co ions. 

 

Remarkable Performance of Single-Atom-Catalyst in Lithium-Sulfur Batteries 

Lithium-sulfur batteries have theoretical specific energy (2600 Wh kg-1), which is much higher 

than that of traditional lithium-ion batteries，and, therefore, attracts vast attention and is considered 

as one of the earliest prospect secondary batteries. Also, the element of sulfur makes the 

energy-storage system very commercial value due to sulfur’s abundant reserves, low price, safe, 

non-toxic, environmentally friendly. However, lithium-sulfur batteries are still faced with some 

challenges, (1) the intermediate products (e.g., polysulfides), will cross over the membrane of the 

cell and deposited on the lithium metal anode, and caused the degradation of the battery; (2) the poor 

conductivity of its discharge product Li2S leads to its hard to activation in the cell. A team from 

Beijing Institute of Technology used a single-atom catalyst for the first time to achieve the fast 

conversion of polysulfides and subsequently activation of Li2S in Li/S batteries, and their work has 

been published on 2018 in ACS Materials & Interface.   

The team identified single iron catalyst ex in the porous nitrogen-doped carbon materials with 

exclusive metal-nitrogen coordinated active sites by using Mössbauer spectroscopy and near-edge 

x-ray absorption fine structure spectrum.  

 

Three configurations in the single-atomic iron active sites are identified: (1) D1, corresponding to 

Fe(II)N4/C (low spin), which is an iron(II) center coordinated to four pyrrolic N-groups connected to 
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the surface of the carbon support; (2) D2, signaling to Fe(II)N2+2/C (intermediate spin), which is a 

typical iron(II) center in crystalline iron-phthalocyanine; (3) D3, assigned to high-spin FeN4-centers 

found in different porphyrins. It should be noted that no Fe or iron carbide or another metal oxide 

impure phase in the catalyst. 

The research confirmed that single iron catalyst could not only accelerate the polysulfide redox 

kinetics but also be the active site for the grown nanoscale and amorphous Li2S. Single-atom-catalyst 

provides a low-cost effective avenue for the development of high-energy, high-power, and long 

lifespan Li-S batteries. Dr. Wen Yang, the team leader and the associate professor of the school of 

chemistry and chemical engineering, works together with Prof. Renjie Chen on the project of 

high-energy Li/S batteries. 

 

Noble-metal-free electro catalyst with Fe-Co Bimetallic Active sites for Boosting 

Oxygen Reduction Reaction 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have attracted much attention as a clean and 

efficient power source. However, currently, the commercialization of PEMFC is severely hampered 

by the expensive platinum-based catalyst used for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).  

Today, most iron–and-nitrogen doped carbon catalysts (Fe/N/C) for oxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR) reveal a complex composition containing multiple crystalline iron species. The presence of 

crystalline iron species not only diminish of the turn of frequency (TOF) of the catalyst, but also 

decrease the active site density (ASD). Besides, new catalytic active sites should be introduced in 

nitrogen-doped carbon materials to increase their catalytic activity and stability. A team from Beijing 

Institute of Technology reported the presence of bimetallic atomically dispersed active sites, such as 

Fe-N6 and Co-N4 in heteroatom-doped carbon, exhibit superior electrochemical performance 

compared to catalysts with single metal active sites. 

The team identified single iron catalyst are presented in the porous nitrogen-doped carbon 

materials with exclusive metal-nitrogen coordinated active sites by using Mössbauer spectroscopy 

and near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectrum.  
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The local environmental surroundings of the simultaneously incorporated iron and cobalt 

bimetallic atoms into the framework of heteroatom-doped carbon materials are figured out by 

XANES and EXNFS. Bimetallic active sites exists as an isolated atom and in coordination with 

nitrogen in a form of porphyrin-like active sites. The coordination number (CN) for (Fe-N/O) in 

catalyst is evaluated to be 5.9, while with CN for (Co-N/O) is 4. However, the author did not figure 

out whether there are Fe-Co bonding in the configuration of bimetallic active sites. 

This work will enable elucidation of a direct correlation of the ORR activity with the active sites, 

and thus provide guidelines for rational design of high performance catalysts for ORR in PEMFC. 

Future work will focus on the enhancement of metal loading amount in the noble-metal-free catalyst. 

Dr. Wen Yang, is the team leader and the associate professor of the school of chemistry and chemical 

engineering, Beijing Institute of Technology. 

 

High-Efficient, Stable Electrocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution in Acid Media by 

Amorphous FexP Coating Fe2N Supported on Reduced Graphene Oxide 

Hydrogen energy has emerged as one of the most promising energy carriers owing to its 

advantages of high energy density and environmentally benign nature. Therein, electrochemical 

water splitting is a promising and cost-effective way for renewable production of hydrogen energy. 

Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is a main cathodic process for electrolysis of water. Popularly, Pt 

has been regarded as the state-of-the-art electrocatalysts for HER in acid media, but its high cost and 

insufficient reserves straightly limited their widespread applications. In consequence, intensive 

efforts have been devoted to exploring powerful nonnoble metal-based catalysts, although a majority 

of them are always subjected to large overpotentials and inferior stability, especially in acidic media. 

Article: 

Qiao Zhang, Junhu Wang, Peiwen Yu, Fei Song, Xue Yin, Renjie Chen, Hailiang Nie, Xiaoling  Zhang and Wen 

Yang*. Porous carbon electrocatalyst with exclusive metal-coordinate active sites for acidic oxygen reduction 

reaction, Carbon,132 (2018), 85-84. 
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A team from Heilongjiang university has gained insight into the HER performance of amorphous 

FexP coating Fe2N supported on reduced graphene oxide. Their research has been published on 

Augest 2th, 2018 in Small. 

 

A simple low temperature phosphating method was adopted to synthesize the amorphous FexP 

coating Fe2N supported on reduced graphene oxide. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) carried 

out in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) and Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(SSRF) helps to confirm the existence of amorphous iron phosphide. The presence of iron phosphite 

layer not only improves the stability of iron nitride in acidic electrolyte, but also provides more 

catalytic active sites for the material. The density functional theory calculations combined with work 

function results confirm that the material has platinum-like catalytic characteristics. As HER catalyst, 

P-Fe2N/rGO catalyst could achieve a low onset overpotential, small tafel slope and remarkable 

stability in acid electrolyte. 

 

Photochemical Solid-Phase Synthesis of Platinum Single Atoms on 

Nitrogen-Doped Carbon with High Loading as Bifunctional Catalysts for 

Hydrogen Evolution and Oxygen Reduction Reactions  

The precious metal platinum has been currently regarded as one of the best electrocatalyst for 

several important chemical reactions, such as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR) and methanol electrooxidation that are applied in various energy storage and 

conversion devices. However, the high cost and rare reserve of the metal seriously restrict its 

large-scale commercialized application in these above fields. To address this issue, reducing the size 

Article: 

Peng Yu, Lei Wang*, Ying Xie, Chungui Tian, Fanfei Sun, Jingyuan Ma, Miaomiao Tong, Wei Zhou, Jinghong 

Li, Honggang Fu*, High-Efficient, Stable Electrocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution in Acid Media by Amorphous 

FexP Coating Fe2N Supported on Reduced Graphene Oxide, Small, 2018, 14, 1801717. 
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of active Pt nanoparticles to clusters or even single atoms may offer a smart way to achieve the 

maximum utilization and minimum consumption of the metal. More importantly, as platinum is 

atomically divided into isolated single atoms anchored on supports like carbon materials and 

transition metal oxides, the Pt single-atoms would exhibit surprising catalytic properties. 

Herein, a team, from Beijing Key Laboratory of Electrochemical Process and Technology for 

Materials of Beijing University of Chemical Technology, has propose a photochemical solid-phase 

reduction method to fabricate well-defined isolated Pt atoms on a nitrogen-doped porous carbon 

(Pt1/NPC). Using this simple and fast synthesis strategy, the formed Pt atoms are well dispersed on 

the carbon without clusters or nanoparticles. The loading of the Pt is up to 3.8 wt.% relative to the 

carbon. The Pt1/NPC catalyst displays an ultrahigh electrocatalytic activity for hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The improved electrocatalytic activities of the 

Pt1/NPC catalyst are ascribed to the favorable chemical and electronic structure of the Pt–N4 

coordination, raised by a strong electron transfer from the isolated Pt atoms to the coordinated N 

atoms in this catalyst. The Pt1/NPC can be employed as bifunctional catalysts for fuel cells and 

hydrogen production. The research has been published on July 31st, 2018 in ACS Catalysis. 

 

The team studies the chemical coordination structure by the obtained X-ray absorption spectra 

(XAS) of Pt1/NPC catalyst, recorded at the beamline 1W1B of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (BSRF, China). Figure A shows the normalized XANES spectra for the sample at the Pt 

L3-edge. As observed, the obtained whiteline (WL) intensity of the sample is significantly higher 

than that obtained by a Pt foil (inset of Figure A), revealing more unoccupied 5d orbitals (5d5/2 or 

5d3/2) of the isolated Pt relative to the metallic Pt foil. Moreover, the fourier transforms (FT) curves 

of the EXAFS oscillations were plotted to analyze the local atomic structure of the single-atom Pt. 

As shown in Figure B, the Pt foil displays a distinct Pt–Pt bonds at approximately 2.59 Å, 
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corresponded to the metallic Pt. For comparison, the Pt1/NPC presents no such characteristic peaks 

derived from the Pt–Pt bonds but exhibits a dominant peak at about 1.93 Å, assigned to Pt–N bonds. 

It reveals the isolated Pt atoms should bond with N atoms. Moreover, the additional Pt L2-edge 

spectra can give more information about the formation of the Pt–N bonds at electronic-orbit level. As 

depicted in Figure C-D, the Pt single-atoms also present a much higher WL intensity compared with 

the Pt foil at the Pt L2-edge. And also, there are clear Pt–N bonds and disappeared Pt–Pt bonds for 

the Pt1/NPC. These results are almost consistent with the L3-edge results (Figure A-B). However, the 

recorded WL intensity of Pt foil at L2-edge is very weak while the intensity of the isolated Pt in the 

Pt1/NPC is extremely strong, as shown in Figure C. It illustrates that the isolated Pt have much more 

vacant 5d3/2 orbits, compared with that of the metallic Pt with filled Pt 5d3/2 orbits by accepting 

electron transition from Pt 2p1/2 orbits. So, the increased unfilled Pt 5d3/2 orbits of the Pt single-atoms 

may be associated with the formation of Pt–N coordinations in the Pt1/NPC. To provide a strong 

evidence for the formation of the Pt-N4 bonds in the Pt1/NPC, the XAS data were fitted by using 

Pt-N4 structure model shown in Figure B inset. The obtained R-space fitting curves and parameters 

are shown in Figure B. The fitted curves for the first shell of Pt atoms, obtained at the R-space range 

from 1.5 to 3.5 Å, are in accordance with the experimental data shown in Figure B, revealing the 

formation of the Pt-N4 bonds in the Pt1/NPC. Synchrotron radiation technology has helped us to 

understand the chemical coordination structure of the active center from the atomic level, which is an 

effective means to characterize the physical and chemical structure of nanomaterials. 

 

Undercoordinated Site-Abundant and Tensile-Strained Nickel for 

Low-Temperature Methanation 

Methane serves as a clean energy carrier and a potential feedstock for high-value chemicals. 

Due to the finiteness of natural gas, producing synthetic natural gas (SNG) from the more abundant 

coal-derived syngas (a mixture of CO and H2) has become a current research focus. In industry, SNG 

is mainly produced by methanation of syngas on Ni-based catalyst. Thermodynamically, CO 

methanation is favored at low temperature. However, the existing Ni-based catalysts are kinetically 

inefficient below 500 K. Theoretical calculations indicate that the dissociation barrier of CO is 

decreased on the undercoordinated crystal phase of Ni, and tensile strain can further promote the 

dissociation of CO. Unfortunately, fabricating such a catalytic material remains a great challenge for 

conventional synthetic strategies. Prof. Qiao’s group from Shanghai Key Laboratory of Molecular 

Article: 

Tuanfeng Li, Jingjun Liu,* Ye Song and Feng Wang*, Photochemical Solid-Phase Synthesis of Platinum Single 

Atoms on Nitrogen-Doped Carbon with High Loading as Bifunctional Catalysts for Hydrogen Evolution and 

Oxygen Reduction Reactions. ACS Catalysis 8 (2018) 8450-8458. 
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Catalysis and Functional Materials at Fudan University, in collaboration with Prof. Zong’s group 

from RIPP, SINOPEC, recently fabricated a rapid quenched skeletal nickel (RQ Ni) catalyst by 

means of rapid quenching technology (Fig. 1) and applied it to low-temperature CO methanation, 

which displays excellent catalytic performance. The work has been published on January 2nd, 2018 in 

ACS Catalysis. 

 

Fig. 1 Scheme for fabrication of the RQ Ni catalyst. 

The researchers studied the microstructures of RQ Ni and Raney Ni using the X-ray absorption 

technique of 1W1B-XAFS experimental station on Beijing synchrotron radiation facility (BSRF). 

Fig. 2 (left) presents the non-phase-corrected radial distribution functions transformed from the 

k3(k) data of the Ni K-edge of RQ Ni, Raney Ni, and the Ni foil as a reference. For RQ Ni catalyst, 

the main Ni–Ni coordination peaks appear at a distance longer than those for Raney Ni and the Ni 

foil (in set in Fig. 2 (left)). Meanwhile, the peak amplitudes of both RQ Ni and Raney Ni are much 

weaker than that of the Ni foil, reflecting the presence of fewer Ni neighbors. Experimental k3(k) 

data and fitted curves of the RQ Ni, Raney Ni and Ni foil are also presented in Fig. 2 (right). For the 

Ni foil, the CN and R values of Ni–Ni are 12.0 and 2.48 Å by simulating the extended X-ray 

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data. The R value of Ni–Ni is 2.49 Å for Raney Ni, which is 

substantially shorter than 2.52 Å for RQ Ni. Furthermore, both RQ Ni and Raney Ni are highly 

populated with the undercoordinated sites (UCSs), as manifested by small CNs of Ni–Ni of 5.30 and 

6.78, respectively. All the above results reveal that the RQ Ni catalyst prepared by the rapid 

quenching technique bears more UCSs and tensile strain, which shows promise as an excellent 

low-temperature CO methanation catalyst. 
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Fig. 2 The RDFs after Fourier transformation of the Ni K-edge k3-weighted χ(k) data of RQ Ni, 

Raney Ni, and the Ni foil. The inset is the position of the first Ni−Ni coordination shell of RQ Ni, 

Raney Ni, and Ni foil (left) and the experimental k3(k) data (○) and fitted curves (–) of the RQ Ni, 

Raney Ni, and the Ni foil (right). 

In low-temperature CO methanation, the highly undercoordinated and tensile-strained RQ Ni 

catalyst exhibits high specific activity and CH4 selectivity. The activity of RQ Ni was higher than 

those of Raney Ni and supported Ni catalysts, the Al2O3-supported Pd and Pt noble metal catalysts, 

and only next to the Ru/Al2O3 noble metal catalyst, which agrees with the consensus that Ru 

represents the most active metal for CO methanation. However, the CH4 selectivity of >99% over 

RQ Ni is much higher than that over the Ru/Al2O3 catalyst. Combined with the characterizations and 

DFT calculations, we attribute the excellent catalytic performance of the RQ Ni catalyst in 

low-temperature CO methanation to the synergy between the UCSs and tensile strain to decrease the 

CO dissociation barrier, which is the rate-determining step in CO methanation. During the 

characterization, synchrotron-radiation X-ray absorption spectroscopy is powerful in elucidating the 

microstructure of the RQ Ni catalyst and the structural-activity relationship in the low-temperature 

CO methanation. 
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Article: 

Hao Wang, Ke Xu, Xuanyu Yao, Danhong Ye, Yan Pei, Huarong Hu, Minghua Qiao,* Zhen Hua Li,* Xiaoxin 

Zhang, and Baoning Zong* Undercoordinated Site-Abundant and Tensile-Strained Nickel for Low-Temperature 

COx Methanation. ACS Catalysis 8(2018), 1207–1211. 
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The systematic design and construction of high-efficiency electrode materials for 

overall water splitting 

Electrochemical water splitting is considered as a promising method for catalytic conversion of 

novel enegy sources because of low-cost feedstock, facile technology, high-purity products and 

non-contamination electrolysis, effectively decrasing the utilization of fossil fuels in the world. 

However, it will be a key issue for this research field to design and construct highly active, stable, 

cheap and readily available electrode materials. Currently, researchers have developed a large 

quantity of electrocatalysts based on non-noble metal materials for overall water splitting to reduce 

the overpotentials, decrease energy consumption as well as improve the catalytic stability of 

electrode during electrocatalysis. Prof. Xun Wang group from Key Lab of Organic Optoelectronics 

and Molecular Engineering, Department of Chemistry, Tsinghua University have systematically 

designed and fabricated superaerophobic nanotube-array electrode comprised of transition-metal 

sulfides for overall water splitting, achieving high-efficiency electrocatalytic water splitting for 

hydrogen production. This work has been published in Nature Communications on 22nd June, 2018. 

 

The electrode materials for overall water splitting reported recently are mainly manufactured 

through compositional or structural modulation. But it is of great significance to enhance 

electrocatalytic performance of overall water splitting by systematic design and simutanous control 

of material compositions, eletcronic states, morphology and geometric structures as well as surface 

properties. Prof. Xun Wang group firstly prepared nanowire arrays of Fe, Co, Ni ternary layered 

double hydroxides as precursors and templates and then successfully synthesized hybrid nanotube 

arrays comprised of Fe, Co, Ni sulfides and 1T’ MoS2 in DMF solvent with (NH4)2MoS4 as reactant 

by Kirkendall cavitation.  

In this hybrid nanotube-array system, 1T’ MoS2 and the synergistic effects of Fe, Co, Ni ions 

enhance the intrinsic activity of catalytic sites for hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution reaction 

(HER and OER) respectively. Meanwhile, excellent electrical conductivity of 1T’ MoS2 greatly 

improves electron transfer during electrocatalysis, accelerating the kinetics of water splitting reaction. 

The high roughness of hybrid nanotube arrays contributes to discontinuous three phase contact line 

of gas bubbles, electrolyte and electrode, which decreases the contact area between gas bubbles and 

electrode and thus leads to small adhesive attraction of electrode to gas bubbles. During gas 

evolution, the leaving gas bubbles have much smaller size than that on plane electrode, which 
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benefits to the full contact between active sites and electrolyte and thus facilitates mass transfer of 

the reactants. Besides, high porosity and uneven surface of the hybrid nanotube arrays extremely 

increase the number of active centers, further promoting the efficiency of water splitting. 

 

The structural characterization of 1T MoS2 in the hybrid nanotube arrays has been achieved by 

XAFS configuration in 1W1B station of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). It can be 

observed that the Mo-Mo bond length of MoS2 in the hybrid nanotube arrays decreases from 3.16 Å 

to 2.79 Å compared to that of standard 2H MoS2 foil, which reaches the characteristic peak position 

of 1T MoS2. This result indicates MoS2 in the hybrid nanotube arrays can be assigned to pure 1T 

MoS2. Meanwhile, synergistic effects of Fe, Co, Ni ions have been characterized by sXAS 

configuration in 4B7B station of BSRF. Compared with bimetal counterparts, the trimetal hybrid 

nanotubes have obviously higher peaks of trivalent ions at higher energy in L3 regions. Therefore, 

synergistic effects of Fe, Co, Ni ions can modulate the electronic states of metal ions. The trivalent 

ions have much higher activity for OER than bivalent ions, further suggesting this metal-metal 
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interaction enables the enhancement of intrinsic catalytic activity. 

The hybrid nanotube arrays exhibit extremely low overpotentials at 10 mA/cm2 of 58 mV and 

184 mV and high current density of 200 mA/cm2 can maintain for more than 80 hours for HER and 

OER respectively. In a two-electrode configuration of overall water splitting, the cell voltage of 

1.429 V can hold the current density of 10 mA/cm2 over the hybrid nanotube arrays and there is no 

degradation at 50 mA/cm2 for more than 100-hour continuous operation. 

 

The electrochemical stability of 1T MoS2 in the hybrid nanotube arrays has been in situ 

characterized by XAFS configuration in 1W1B station of BSRF. At three different potentials for 

HER and OER respectively, the hybrid nanotube arrays were polarized continuously and the XAFS 

data were collected simultaneously at Mo K edge. As a result, Mo-Mo bond length has not changed 

during electrocatalysis, indicating the excellent electrochemical stability of 1T MoS2 in the hybrid 

nanotube arrays. 

This work has developed an available strategy to systematically optimize the electrode material 

for gas evolution reaction. The enhancement of electrocatalytic performance for overall water 

splitting has been achieved in the aspects of intrinsic activity of catalytic sites, the number of active 

centers, electrical conductivity and mass transfer. Moreover, this research proposes a method to 

stabilize 1T MoS2 through hybrid material system, which opens up a new way for the practical 

application of 1T MoS2. 
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Experimental Determination of Excited-State Interplanar Distance at Excimer 

Equilibrium Geometry of Anthracene 

Organic light-emitting materials show the potential applications in the field of light-emitting 

diodes (LED), solar cells, bioimaging and stimuli response, etc, in which the excited-state geometry 

determines the photoelectrical properties of organic light-emitting materials. However, the 

experimental measurement of excited-state geometry is one of the research difficulties in organic 

light-emitting area. From the potential energy curve of excimer, the interplanar distance between two 

molecules determines the luminescent properties of excimer, and excimer can be formed by 

excitation of the dimer at ground state. Therefore, the excited-state geometry of excimer can be 

reduced to the interplanar distance between two molecules, which provides a shortcut and possibility 

to study the excited-state geometries of organic molecules. Zou’s and Yang’s research groups carried 

out an in-depth study of the excited-state geometry of anthracene dimer and their research result has 

been published on August 6th, 2018 in the Journal of Advanced Optical Materials  

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) method can make the molecular geometry and packing 

mode be clearly observed at ground state, which cannot directly give the excited-state geometry. 

Time-resolved single-crystal XRD method pushes the study of excited-state geometry to a new level, 

in which the dimer geometry is measured upon sample just at excited state. However, it is difficult to 

measure the interplanar distance of organic small-molecule excimer (lifetime in nanoseconds) 

because time-resolved single-crystal XRD method requires the strong diffraction signal and long 

lifetime (phosphorescence, lifetime in milliseconds) of sample. This research results show that the 

crystal with a discrete anthracene dimer stacking shows the unique photophysical behavior under 

pressure by virtue of diamond anvil cell (DAC) apparatus: emission wavelength is indenpendent of 

presssure below 1.70 GPa and gradually red-shifted above 1.70 GPa. 

Article: 

Haoyi Li, Shuangming Chen, Ying Zhang, Qinghua Zhang, Xiaofan Jia, Qi Zhang, Lin Gu, Xiaoming Sun, Li 

Song, and Xun Wang. Systematic design of superaerophobic nanotube-array electrode comprised of 

transition-metal sulfides for overall water splitting. Nature Communications, 2018, 9, 2452. 
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Taking advantage of the unique photophysical behavior, it can be inferred through the 

theoretical calculation of the potential energy curve of anthracene excimer that the excited 

anthracene dimer can relax itself to the equilibrium geometry of excimer which results in the 

unchanged emission wavelength no matter where the dimer under pressure is excited between 

ground- and excited-state distance; when the pressure further increases, excited-state interplanar 

distance is compulsorily restricted not to relax itself to the equilibrium geometry of excimer which 

leads to the red-shifted emission spectra. Thus the interplanar distance at the beginning of fluorescent 

redshift (1.70 GPa) exactly corresponds to that of excimer equilibrium geometry. Thus, the excited 

state π-π interplanar distance at excimer equilibrium geometry would be determined, if the π-π 

interplanar distance under the pressure of 1.70 GPa was measurable by experiment. 

By virtue of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) apparatus, the diffraction patterns 

of crystal were collected at different pressure points. The result shows that the unit cell of crystal is 

compressed in anisotropic mode and two anthracene units in dimer become closer in crystal under 

high pressure. Thus the excited-state interplanar distance is determined to be 3.33 Å based on the 

equilibrium geometry of anthracene excimer at 1.70 GPa. 

It is a novel method to study the excimer equilibrium geometry taking advantage of the unique 

photophysical behavior of the crystal with discrete anthracene dimer stacking under pressure. They 

introduce a steady state method to study the excited-state geometry, different from the transient 

time-resolved XRD method. The obtained excited-state intermolecular π-π distance in experiment 

will further provide a reference benchmark for the essences for excimer formation, geometry and 

photophysics.   
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Microwave‐Assisted Rapid Synthesis of Graphene‐Supported Single Atomic 

Metals 

Single atom catalysis (SAC) represents a research frontier in catalysis and have attracted 

tremendous research interests in the past few years for their combined merits of both homogeneous 

catalysts and heterogeneous catalysts, including maximized atom utilization efficiency, high activity, 

high selectivity, easy separation from products and solvents. As a distinguished class of SAC, 

graphene supported SAC (G-SAC) has additional advantages such as high surface area, high 

electrical conductivity and excellent (electro-)chemical stability and therefore has been widely 

applied in electrocatalysis applications. The development of effective synthetic approaches to 

G-SAC is the key prerequisite to explore and realize its application in catalysis. However, the most 

widely adopted synthetic strategy of G-SAC is thermal pyrolysis, which is time- and 

energy-consuming and at the same time will cause the aggregation of atoms at high temperature. 

Consequently, it is of critical importance to develop alternative strategies with high efficiency and 

simplicity. To this end, the UCLA research groups of Xiangfeng Duan and Yu Huang developed a 

microwave-assisted rapid (2 seconds) synthesis of various types of G-SAC. This method is 

advantageous compared to conventional ones as it is simple, general, highly efficient and scalable. 

The results were published in the journal of Advanced Materials.  

Article: 

Haichao Liu, Yuxiang Dai, Yu Gao, Hongcheng Gao, Liang Yao, Shitong Zhang, Zengqi Xie, Kai Wang, Bo 

Zou,* Bing Yang,* and Yuguang Ma. Monodisperse π-π Stacking Anthracene Dimer under Pressure: Unique 

Fluorescence Behaviors and Experimental Determination of Interplanar Distance at Excimer Equilibrium 

Geometry. Advanced Optical Materials 6(2018), 1800085. 
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Figure 1 The synthesis and characterization of G-SAC. (a) Schematic illustration of preparation 

route to Co-NG-MW. (b) ADF-STEM image of Co-NG-MW. (c-h) XAFS characterization.  

For the synthesis, the researchers firstly mixed metal salts and amino group functionalized 

graphene oxide. Due to the strong interaction between metal ions and amino groups, the metals ion 

can be uniformly distributed in graphene oxide. After being freeze dried, the mixture was 

microwave-treated at 1000 W for 2 seconds, during which nitrogen incorporation, reduction of 

graphene oxide and embedding of single atoms were realized in one simple step. Cs-TEM and XAFS 

characterizations confirms that the metals (Co, Cu and Ni) were evenly distributed in the graphene. 

In particularly, the Co atoms exhibited excellent activity and stability when used as electrocatalysts 

for hydrogen evolution reaction with onset overpotential close to zero and Tafel slope of 80 mV dec-1. 

This work provides new avenues towards the synthesis of G-SACs and might be used to further 

increase the metal loading content.  

By making use of XAFS techniques from BSRF, the atomic dispersion of metals, the metal 

oxidation state (Co:≈+1; Ni:≈+1; Cu:+1~+2), electronic structure, coordination structure (e.g., 

coordination atom, coordination number and bonding length, etc.) were analyzed in detail. 

Interestingly, the coordination environment of microwave-derived G-SAC was found to be highly 

defective and disordered compared to those from conventional pyrolysis method. The future work 

will be directed to establish the correlation between synthetic conditions and atomistic structure, 

which will be highly valuable in realizing the rational design and synthesis of G-SACs as well as the 

controllable tuning in catalytic properties. 
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Article: 

Huilong Fei, Juncai Dong, Imran Shakir, Yu Huang, Xiangfeng Duan, et al. Microwave‐Assisted Rapid 

Synthesis of Graphene‐Supported Single Atomic Metals. Advanced Materials, 2018, 30, 1802146. 
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2018 Project of BSRF  

1W1A-Diffuse X-ray Scattering Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018 Diffuse X-ray Scattering Station (BSRF-1W1A) provided two dedicated and one parasitic 

running cycles of synchrotron radiation to users from the institutes of Chinese Academy of Sciences 

and the domestic universities. The users finished their wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXRD), X-ray 

reflection (XRR), grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction 

(GIXRD) experiments using the facility and the beamtime at Diffuse X-ray Scattering Station. Their research 

projects covers various fields, including wide-bandgap semiconductor thin films, iron-based superconductors, 

polymer thin films, organic thin-film devices, nano-porous materials, and so on. 

BSRF-1W1A ran two dedicated running cycles and one parasitic running cycle, providing beam time for 

63 research groups. Based on the experiment at BSRF-1W1A, users have published 55 papers in 2018, among 

which 22 papers on 1st zone SCI jourrals. Some users achieved good experimental results published in high 

impact academic journals (Science, Advanced Energy Materials, Energy Environ. Sci., Nature 

Communications, etc.). 

(2) Improvement of experimental instruments and techniques 

In 2018, the beamline staffs updated or added some hardware to 1W1A station, such as high 

temperature sample stage, circulating water cooler, air compressor, exhaust fan, etc.  A intellectual 

Spec-EPICS -Pilatus -Autofilter combination system is in construction, for improving data collecting 

efficiency and providing automatic protection for the Pilatus 100K detector. New equipments, such 

as the weak current amplifier, photodiode and mechanic frames were ordered, designed and installed. 

Organic optoelectronic materials characterization platform was upgraded, with a motor-driven slide 

rail of Mar345 detector added and rear detector system renewed. 

   

(a)                              (b)                          （c） 

Fig.1 Upgrading of BSRF-1W1A experimental station: (a) photodiode for dector protection; (b) acceptance test of weak current 

amplifier; (c) lifting and switching slide of Mar345 detector. 
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(3) Research highlights 

In 2018, we cooperated with a group of Beijing University of Science and Technology to carry 

out temperature-variation XRD experiments at 1W1A. We jointedly completed reciprocal space 

mapping, carried out phase transition studies of structure at different temperatures, and measured the 

large axis ratio of single lattice constant PbTi3/PbO composite epitaxial films. Very excellent results 

were achieved: The axial ratio of PbTi3/PbO composite epitaxial films increased from 1.065 to 1.238, 

the polarization intensity doubled, and the ferroelectric transition temperature increased from 490C 

to 725C. This result is already of application value in industry, and the design method of this 

material has inspired the researches of similar materials science. 

  

 

Fig.2 Two materials with similar structure but different lattice constants are formed into lattice-matched epitaxial 

films.Substances in small lattices are bound to be subjected to tensile stresses in large lattices, leading to large strains. [L. Zhang, 

et al., Science 361, 494-497] 

1W1B-XAFS Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, there are two cycles of dedicated synchrotron radiation beamtimes for users. The total 

beamtime of XAFS experimental station was 130 days and 117 research projects were supported, 

among which 83 days and 85 projects were arranged in dedicated mode, 47 days and 32 projects 

were in parasitic mode. The equipment ran stably, safely and efficiently. Users were mainly from 

universities and institutes all over the country. Main research fields include catalytic, environmental, 

energetic and material sciences, especially in the area of single-atom catalysts. 

(2) Application and improvement of XAFS techniques 

 The definitive structural identification of single-atom catalysts by combining XANES 

and EXAFS 
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Xiangfeng Duan et al. have reported a general approach to a series of monodispersed atomic 

transition metals (for example, Fe, Co, Ni) embedded in nitrogen-doped graphene with a common 

MN4C4 moiety, identified by systematic X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) analyses and direct 

transmission electron microscopy imaging. The unambiguous structure determination allows density 

functional theoretical prediction of MN4C4 moieties as efficient oxygen evolution catalysts with 

activities following the trend Ni > Co > Fe, which is confirmed by electrochemical measurements. 

Determination of atomistic structure and its correlation with catalytic properties represents a critical 

step towards the rational design and synthesis of precious or nonprecious SACs with exceptional 

atom utilization efficiency and catalytic activities. The paper has been published as a cover article in 

Nature Catalysis volume 1, pages 63–72 (2018). 

  

Fig.1 Nature Catalysis: General synthesis and definitive structural identification of MN4C4 

single-atom catalysts 

 The application of XAFS in the structural characterization of single-atom catalysts 

Single noble metal atoms and ultrafine metal clusters catalysts tend to sinter into aggregated 

particles at elevated temperatures, driven by the decrease of metal surface free energy. Yadong Li and 

Zhi Li (both corresponding authors from Tsinghua University) et al. have reported an unexpected 

phenomenon that noble metal nanoparticles (Pd, Pt, Au-NPs) can be transformed to thermally stable 

single atoms (Pd, Pt, Au-SAs) above 900 °C in an inert atmosphere. The atomic dispersion of metal 

single atoms was confirmed by aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy and 

X-ray absorption fine structures. The dynamic process was recorded by in situ environmental 

transmission electron microscopy, which showed competing sintering and atomization processes 

during NP-to-SA conversion. Further, density functional theory calculations revealed that 

high-temperature NP-to-SA conversion was driven by the formation of the more thermodynamically 

stable Pd-N4 structure when mobile Pd atoms were captured on the defects of nitrogen-doped carbon. 

The thermally stable single atoms (Pd-SAs) exhibited even better activity and selectivity than 
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nanoparticles (Pd-NPs) for semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. This discovery established a convenient 

top-down route to obtain single-atom catalysts from nanoparticles, which may even be applied to 

reactivate sintered industrial noble metal nanocatalysts by redispersing them into single atomic sites, 

providing valuable insights for preparing high-performance thermally stable catalysts. (Nature 

Nanotechnology volume 13, pages 856–861, 2018). 

 

Fig.2 Nat. Nanotech.: Direct observation of noble metal nanoparticles transforming to thermally 

stable single atoms 

 The application of XAFS in electrochemistry 

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) plays an important role in the commercialization of many 

energy storage and conversion systems such as fuel cells and chlor-alkali electrolyzers. Pt and its 

alloys are currently the most efficient ORR catalysts. However, the prohibitive cost and scarcity of Pt 

dramatically hamper the widespread application of these ORR-involved energy devices. To solve this 

tough problem, intensive research efforts have been devoted to the preparation of alternative, lowcost, 

and high-performance metal-free and non-precious-metal (NPM) catalysts. Generally, 

nitrogen-coordinated metals supported on carbon (Me/N/C, Me = Fe and/or Co) catalysts have been 

considered to be the most promising candidates to replace Pt-based catalysts. A variety of Me/N/C 

catalysts have been developed, some of which even display comparable ORR activity and stability in 

an alkaline electrolyte to the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts, but the ORR performance of Me/N/C 

catalysts in acidic media is still unsatisfactory. 

In order to improve the ORR activity in acidic media, Hai-Wei Liang and Shu-Hong Yu group 
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have reported a facile so-called SiO2-protected shell mediated pyrolysis strategy based on 

polypyrrole-coated carbonaceous nanofibers (CNF@PPy), which can significantly restrict the free 

migration of iron species and the growth of inorganic Fe-based nanoparticles during the pyrolysis 

process and thus facilitate the formation of highly active Fe–Nx sites. They collected the Fe K-edge 

XAFS spectrum on the 1W1B beamline of BSRF, and proved the structural stability based on 

XANES and EXAFS analyses. Compared to the catalysts prepared without SiO2-protection, the 

prepared p-Fe–N-CNF catalyst exhibited much enhanced ORR performance in terms of the onset 

potential, half-wave potential, and electron transfer number. The paper is published on Energy 

Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 2208-2215. 

  

Fig. 3 Energy Environ. Sci.: SiO2-protected shell mediated templating synthesis of Fe–N-doped 

carbon nanofibers and their enhanced oxygen reduction reaction performance 

(3) Summary of users’ papers 

Based on BSRF-1W1B XAFS beamline, 167 papers have been published by the staff and users in 

2018, among which 102 papers belong to the top I journals, including 1 paper in Nature 

Nanotechnology, 2 in Nature Catalysis, 3 in Energy & Environmental Science, 9 in Adv. Mater., and 

so on. The average impact factor reaches an all-time high 9.6. 

1W2A-SAXS station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, SAXS station was opened to users for two cycles in dedicated-mode operations. From 

June 17 to July 27, the first dedicated running of SAXS station provided 890h beamtime to 32 users’ 

projects from 25 institutions. From October 1 to November 11, the second dedicated running of SAXS 

station provided 931h beamtime to 36 users’ projects distributed in 26 institutions. The experimental 

modes included normal SAXS, WAXS, SAXS/WAXS, GISAXS, and GiWAXS. The experimental 

types included in-situ heating, in-situ growing, in-situ tension and millisecond time resolved 

scattering experiments. 
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(2) Improvement of instruments 

Based on the 1W2A SAXS station at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility, we deduced the 

formulae of the standard method and performed the absolute intensity calibration with glassy carbon 

(with good stability) and pure water (easy to obtain) as standard samples, and further determined the 

molecular weight of ovalbumin and the porosity change during anthracite pyrolysis. Then, the 

structural parameters related to the mass or density of sample, such as molecular weight, volume 

fraction (e.g. porosity of porous material) and electron density difference, can be obtained for users. 

A high temperature furnace, with a temperature of 1200 degrees, was developed for in-situ SAXS 

measurements on coal carbonization. With the device, coals can be carbonized without oxygen, and 

the structural changes can be detected using SAXS technique. Fig.5.1.5-1a is the internal structure of 

the heating furnace and Fig.5.1.5-1b is the photos of SAXS station when heating furnace was used 

for users 

 

Fig.1 Sketch of internal structure of heating furnace (a) and the photos of SAXS station when heating 

furnace was used for users (b). 

(3) Scientific results 

According to an uncompleted statistic, 57 papers were published with the SAXS experiments 

performed at our station in 2018, including 20 high level articles in one zone SCI, such as Adv. Mater. 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., Small, Macromolecules.et al. 

1W2B-Biological Macromolecule Crystallography and XAFS Stations 

(1) Operation 

During the dedicated beam time in 2018, the 1W2B station provided 1824 hours beam time to 

62 domestic research groups, with operation efficiency greater than 99% and sharing rate greater 

than 95%. The hosted research groups comprise of ten crystal diffraction groups, one small angle 

scattering group, four pump-probe time resolved experiment groups, forty-two X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy groups and five other discipline groups. The parasitic beam time was mainly allocated 

to the pre-research project of High Energy Photon Source. In 2018, SAXS experiment platform on 

the station passed the acceptance inspection. Multi-methods coupling research has been carried out 

continuously and in 2019 verification experiment will be conducted. 

(

a) 

(

b) 

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=qeIpfczGeLk9jTXnKediO3iEmHLuWgh7SICbTEarAZ6PFCYdjRND9EoKJGtHnOxXKMbrQATUXaMOCC1S3wXQbRyXdIvpwzI-Ocp05QvE6aO
http://www.baidu.com/link?url=J_JT2kX3c9avlefWGJPO-5bE-IzK3L2vu-n95iLuZDu1kbEn68SDePza8EmXJhd8Xen452WX8ey9tvLofYaiTmidpNcWCKsUIBAsT52BwrcIiz2tnpoYq5m5936Yk_GT3vEUQ40JeV-zZKTypV65__
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(2) Research Highlights 

According to users’ feedback, forty papers based on experiments performed on 1W2B station 

were published in 2018, including papers published on Nature Catalysis, Nano Energy and Advanced 

Materials. Research highlights mainly come from X-ray absorption spectroscopy experiments. 

1B3- X-ray Lithography Stations 

(1) Operation 

Two cycles of dedicated synchrotron radiation running were provided to the users in 2018. 7 

users were supported during the first cycle of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, and the 

beamtime was 863 hours. 9 users were supported during the second cycle of dedicated synchrotron 

radiation running, and the beamtime was 919 hours. A period of parasitic mode was provided for 3 

users, and the beamtime was 380 hours. 

(2) Station Maintenance 

A tungsten wire is installed in the light path of the X-ray lithography station to comfirm the 

position of the synchrotron radiation light. At least 2 persons were needed for the modulation of 

synchrotron radiation light with one driving the tungsten wire and the other watching the position of 

the tungsten wire and the current value. A camera was set in FOE for monitoring the position of the 

tungsten wire, and the current meter and tungsten wire driver were rearranged, which made it much 

convenient for the modulation of synchrotron radiation light that one person can perform. 

 

Fig.1 The picture of current meter of tungsten wire and tungsten wire driver. 
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Fig.2 Monitor of the position of tungsten wire. 

(3) Research progress 

Fabrication of micro structures for Terahertz (THz) vacuum electronics amplifiers 

High power and wide bandwidth miniature Terahertz (THz) vacuum electronics amplifiers have 

very important applications in the military and civil fields. However, the fabrications of low 

attenuation high accuracy beam-wave interaction high frequency structures (HFS) are the key 

technologies to manufacture the THz devices. In order to solve the difficulties of fabrications of the 

micro structures with the electronic pass and the THz wave channel together, a novel method of 

X-ray LIGA technology is presented to fabricate the fine performances HFS by comparing with the 

method of the thread burying process. The X-ray LIGA has some advantages, such as the larger 

depth-width ratio, the minimum size reaching 0.2um, the surface roughness less than 30nm and the 

finer repetitions than other tools. The thread burying process, which has been developed for the 

particular requirement of THz micro structures, will put a organic thread in the resist in advanced 

before the normal LIGA process is used to make the resist and metal structures for the THz wave 

channel, and the organic thread will be removed after the electroforming of LIGA process to form the 

pass hole for electronics. The process covering both LIGA process and thread burying technology is 

almost finished by solving many technology problems and optimizing the technology parameters to 

produce the copper micro structures for the THz device. Photon 1 shows the micro structures with 

PMMA resist and an organic thread in the middle of resist structures on left and the metal structures 

with copper forming the THz wave channel and an electronics pass on the right. 
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Fig.3 Micro structures for THz device. The resist structures with burying thread in them on left. The 

copper structures with wave channel and an electronics pass hole on the right. 

4W1A-X-ray Imaging Station 

(1) Operation 

The x-ray imaging station implemented two dedicated synchrotron radiation operation for users 

in 2018. In the first round 878 hours’ effective beamtime were offered to 29 user’s proposals. The 

utilization rate of machine time reached 98.31%. In the second round 936 hours’ effective beamtime 

was offered to 27 user’s proposals. The utilization rate of machine time reached 100%. A variety of 

experimental techniques such as white-beam topography, diffraction enhanced imaging, 

nano-resolution imaging and imaging study in-situ heating and loading were provided for user’s 

scientific research. 

(2) Improvement of Experimental Instruments and Techniques 

 Network Storage of Big Data 

In order to meet the needs of fast transmission and storage of large data in experimental data 

acquisition, a new disk array is added to the experimental station. The device has 16GB fiber channel, 

12 4TB NLSAS disks, total disk space is 45TB, available storage space is 30.9TB, and can provide 

follow-up disk expansion and upgrade function. The actual test shows that the real-time network 

transmission speed is greater than 59MB/s (multiple computers transmit data at the same time), 

which meets the real-time transmission requirements of data acquisition in the experimental station. 

 Improvement of Micrometer Phase Contrast Imaging Experimental Platform 

In 2018, the micrometer phase contrast imaging experimental platform was upgraded. The 

original experimental platform is built on the biaxial diffractometer, but the disadvantage is that the 

energy can only be switched manually. The new experimental platform is based on two Kohzu 

KTG15D high-precision rotary tables with accuracy of 0.01 angular seconds. The automatic 

switching of imaging energy is realized by automatically adjusting the Bragg angle of the crystals 

and automatically translating the single crystal, the second crystal and the detector in the X direction. 

The range of energy adjustment is 5-25 keV. 
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Fig.1 New experimental platform and interface of control program for micrometer phase contrast 

imaging 

(4) Research highlights 

This year, total 28 research papers were published based on the research work of the experimental 

station. The researchers from Institute of Physics, CAS and City University of Hong Kong have been 

working together to study the microstructures of metallic glasses using synchrotron X-ray nano-CT 

technique. Three-dimensional nanoscale heterogeneous structure of Pd-, Zr-, Mg-based metallic 

glasses have been found. Also density fluctuations spanning from nanometer to micrometer scale are 

discovered in the metallic glasses, and the density fluctuation was affected by temperature and stress, 

showing the characteristics of density gradient, laminated and quadrupolar structure. Related 

research results were published in Acta Materialia, 155 (2018) 69-79. The researchers from Beijing 

University of Science and Technology studied the nanoporous magnesium materials by synchrotron 

X-ray nano-CT technique. It is found that there are a large number of nano-pore in the materials. The 

diameter of nano-pore is about 300 nm, and the porosity can reach 72%. Rely on the virtue of their 

nanoporous properties, Nanoporous magnesium materials show unique electrochemical 
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characteristics. Compared with other magnesium materials, it has better hydrogen production 

performance, and its hydrogen production speed can reach 311 ml/g/min at 50℃. It is one of the 

fastest hydrogen production materials at present. Related research results were published in Journal 

of Power Sources 395 (2018) 8-15. 

4W1B-Micro-X-ray Fluorescence Analysis Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, there are two runs of dedicated beamtime. A total beamtime of 1829 hours was 

provided with both the utilization and sharing rates approaching 100%; 36 research projects were 

performed, covering environmental sciences, life sciences, archaeology, mineralogy sciences, 

biomedicine, public safety and other scientific area, etc. During the two runs, high-flux microscopic 

fluorescence mapping technique was provided, and the X-ray spot size was 50 µm (V)×70 µm (H) at 

the sample position, with fixed energy at 15.5 keV. 

(2) Experimental techniques and method improvement 

 HEPS-TF: High resolution monochromator with (sub-) meV energy bandwidth 

The R&D of high resolution monochromator (HRM) with (sub-) meV energy bandwidth is an 

important part of the HEPS-TF project. The HRM consists of two channel-cut crystals arranged in 

(++) geometry and can achieve an energy resolution ΔE/E ~ 8×10-9 when E > 10 keV. For nuclear 

resonant scattering and inelastic x-ray scattering experiments, a high energy resolution with (sub-) 

meV should be achieved, with a scanning energy range of tens of meV. On Oct 29th of 2018, the 

high resolution monochromator as well as all other systems in HEPS-TF passed the process 

acceptance meeting; on Nov 19th, they passed the acceptance meeting of finance, equipment and 

materials and archives. 
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Fig.1 The high resolution monochromator with (sub-) meV energy bandwidth and the 

HEPS-TF process acceptance meeting 

 HEPS: Hard X-ray high energy resolution spectroscopy beamline (HX-HERS) 

HX-HERS beamline is one of the Phase I beamlines of the HEPS project. Its scientific purpose 

is to probe the hyperfine structure of nuclear levels, phonon density of states, and various elementary 

excitations in materials, which will not only find many applications in chemistry, geology, 

nanotechnology, magnetism, catalysis, and biology, to name of few, but also provide supports for the 

requirement of national strategy (e.g., special materials). The techniques supported by HX-HERS 

will include Nuclear resonant scattering (NRS), Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) and X-ray 

Raman scattering (XRS), having energy resolutions of 2, 100, and 1000 meV, respectively. In 2018, 

we have finished the Preliminary Design Report (including photon source and front end, the 

beamline optical design, key component design and technical parameters, mechanical design, 

experimental hutch and spectrometer design, installation and testing, controlling systems and so on), 

the budget estimation, and so on. 
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Fig.2 Layout of the Hard X-ray high energy resolution spectroscopy beamline 

 A von Hamos x-ray spectrometer for single-shot x-ray emission spectroscopy 

Hard x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) is a powerful tool to probe the electronic structure of 

matter, such as the core-level binding energies, the valence/spin band density of states and the ligand 

environment of a metal of interest. In contrast to the Rowland geometry, the von Hamos 

spectrometer geometry allows recording a wide energy range (~ tens of eV) x-ray emission spectrum 

at a single excitation energy, without scanning any beamline nor spectrometer component during 

acquisition. The development of von Hamos spectrometer is an important extension of the 

experimental methods and detecting capability of the XRD station at present, and it can also provide 

technical preparation for various high-energy resolution spectroscopies at HEPS in the future. In 

2018, we have finished the design, installation and testing of a 4-element von Hamos spectrometer, 

equipped with four cylindrical analyzers of 0.5 m radius. In addition, we performed preliminary XES 

experiments and successfully acquired the Kβ XES spectra for various Ni and Co standard references. 

In 2019, we will continue to improve the performance of the spectrometer, which is planned to be 

open to the user during the dedicated operation. 
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Fig.3 The four-element von Hamos XES spectrometer and the experimental Ni Kβ results 

(3) Research Highlights 

In 2018, users of 4W1B published 11 articles, 7 of which belong to the the first class of the JCR 

journal ranking made by CAS. The staff at 4W1B published 18 articles, and are the corresponding 

authors of 8 articles. (1) Comparative assessment of the chronic effects of five nano-perovskites on 

Daphnia magna: a structure-based toxicity mechanism. Perovskite nanomaterials (PNMs) have 

significant application potential, however the fate and potential ecological effects of PNMs released 

into aquatic environments are completely unknown. A group led by Prof. Wenhong Fan from 

Beihang University has evaluated the toxicity of five representative PNMs to the aquatic invertebrate 

Daphnia magna. Their results show that in raw PNM suspensions, LaCoO3 significantly inhibited 

daphnid growth and induced 100% mortality after 21 d. In contrast, no detrimental effects were 

observed in D. magna exposed to the other PNMs. μ-XRF mapping confirmed the distinctive 

distribution of LaCoO3, compared with the other PNMs, with oxygen vacancies playing a significant 

role in the toxicity of LaCoO3. This study provided a preliminary approach for investigating the 

environmental impact of PNMs and demonstrates the importance of nanomaterial characterization to 

determine the property–toxicity relationship to ensure the sustainable development of nanomaterials 

and was published in Environmental Science: Nano (Environ. Sci.: Nano, 2018, 5, 708–719). (2) 

Influence of Humic Acid on Pb Uptake and Accumulation in Tea Plants. A group led by Prof. Jiyan 

Shi from Zhejiang University has designed a hydroponic experiment combined with μ-XRF mapping 

analysis to understand the influence of humic acid in tea plants under lead stress. Their results 

showed that the quantitative relationship between humic acid and Pb is an important factor affecting 

the regulation of humic acid with respect to the accumulation of Pb in tea plants. Besides, excess 

humic acid might stimulate the accumulation of Pb in the root cell wall and transfer to the shoot 

organs through undifferentiated casparian band structure. This study could provide a theoretical basis 

for the scientific evaluation of the effect of humic acid on tea uptake and the accumulation of Pb and 
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the practical application of humic acid in reducing Pb pollution in the field and was published in 

Journal of agricultural and food chemistry (J. Agric. Food Chem. 2018, 66, 12327−12334). (3) Role 

of chelant on Cu distribution and speciation in Lolium multiflorum by synchrotron techniques. 

Chelants are known to enhance metal translocation in plants; however, the underlying mechanisms 

are still not fully understood. A group led by Prof. Xiang-dong Li from The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University has elucidate the distribution and speciation of Cu in ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) in 

both absence and presence of the biodegradable chelant [S,S′]-ethylenediamine disuccinic acid 

(EDDS). Their results showed that EDDS increased the Cu translocation factor from root to shoot by 

6–9 folds under CuEDDS in comparison with free Cu (50–250 μM). μ-XRF mapping revealed that 

EDDS alleviated Cu deposition in the root meristem of root apex and the junction of lateral root zone, 

and facilitated Cu transport to root stele for subsequent translocation upwards. This study suggest 

that EDDS improves internal Cu mobility through forming CuEDDS, thus decreasing the root 

sequestration of Cu, and ultimately facilitating Cu transport to plant shoots and was published in 

Science of the Total Environment (Science of the Total Environment 2018, 621, 772–781). 

4W2-High Pressure Research Station 

(1) Operation 

During the two rounds of the dedicated synchrotron radiation in 2018, High Pressure Station 

provided a total beam time of 1822.82 hours for 60 research groups from 29 universities and research 

institutes. With the station staff’s efforts, the beam time sharing rate reached 99.65%, and the 

operating efficiency was up to 100% in this year. 

Up to now, 49 papers have been published by the staff and users, and 7 papers belong to the top 

I journals. 

(2) Research Highlights 

 High Pressure Induced in Situ Solid-State Phase Transformation of Nonepitaxial Grown 

Metal@Semiconductor Nanocrystals 

Metal/semiconductor hybrid nanocrystals (NCs) under large lattice mismatch, in particular the 

case of monocrystalline semiconductor shell coated on metal core, are newly emerging nanomaterials 

with improved plasmonexciton coupling and stronger light-matter-spin interactions. For achieving 

wide solid-state applications, it is important to investigate construction stability and phase 

transformation of these nonepitaxial grown core/shell NCs under some special conditions, such as 

high pressure. Considering the large lattice mismatch induced interface strain between nonepitaxial 

grown monocrystalline semiconductor shell and metal core, Jiatao Zhang et al. have elaborately 

studied the phase transformation behaviors of nonepitaxial Au@CdS core/shell NCs solid under high 
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pressure by using the synchrotron radiation angular divergence X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) and 

Raman characterization techniques. Experimental results show that, compared to the behaviors of 

CdS NCs and Au nanoparticles under high pressure, the different phase transformation and structure 

evolution performance in such Au@CdS NCs indicated its good stability and the strong lattice 

interactions between Au core and CdS shell. All these unprecedented features suggest that 

nonepitaxial grown core/shell NCs have improved heterointerface and interactions which may open 

up new potential applications. This work has been published by Journal of Physical Chemistry 

Letters (2018). 

 

Fig.1 Lattice spacing distance changing of Au@CdS core@shell NCs depending on pressure. 

 Zero Linear Compressibility in Nondense Borates with a “Lu-Ban Stool”-Like Structure  

Generally, materials squeezed by hydrostatic pressure will always contract in all directions. In 

order to meet some special criterion of performance, however, this pressure-induced contraction 

should be avoided. In some extreme cases, materials are required to remain constant in length along a 

specified direction, exhibiting zero linear compressibility (ZLC, or linear incompressibility) behavior 

under hydrostatic pressure. However, discovering materials that exhibit zero linear compressibility 

(ZLC) behavior under hydrostatic pressure is extremely difficult. To date, only a handful of ZLC 

materials have been found, and almost all of them are ultra-hard materials with densified structures. 

To explore ZLC in nondense materials, a structural model analogous to the structure of the “Lu-Ban 

stool,” a product of traditional Chinese woodworking invented 2500 years ago, has been proposed by 

Zheshuai Lin et al. The application of this model to borates leads to the discovery of ZLC in AEB2O4 

(AE = Ca and Sr) with the unique “Lu-Ban stool”-like structure, which can obtain a subtle 

mechanical balance between pressure-induced expansion and contraction effects. Coupled with the 

very wide ultraviolet transparent windows, the ZLC behavior of AEB2O4 may result in some unique 

but important applications. The applications of the “Lu-Ban stool” model open a new route for 

pursuing ZLC materials in nondense structural systems. This work has been published by Advanced 
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Materials(2018). 

 

Fig.2  ZLC behaviors and ZLC mechanism in AEB2O4. 

(3) Experimental Techniques and method improvement 

The main improvements in this year are listed below: 

 Purchased related equipment of in-situ compression and pressure measuring system, and the in-situ 

compression technique will be tested in our beamline in 2019; 

 Upgraded the laser drilling equipment; 

 Pulse laser heating high pressure Raman technique is under commissioning; 

 the experimental method of measuring material heating effect under dynamic compression was 

developed; 

 Developed the dDAC with resistance heating. 

4B7A-Medium energy X-ray Experimental Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, 4B7A medium energy X-ray experimental station supplied efficient machine time of 

924 hours for users in the first stage of dedicated synchrotron radiation, in the period of which 20 

project topics were finished. In the second stage, this station supplied efficient machine time of 899 

hours for users and 30 project topics were finished. In addition, this station also supplied machine 
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time for 4 project topics of 4 users units in the period of parasitic mode of synchrotron radiation. 

(2) Research Highlights 

About 42 articles in which scientific activities were performed in 4B7A medium energy X-ray 

experimental station were published in 2018. These articles involve research areas of environment, 

energy, catalytic and X-ray optics fields etc. 

4B7B-Soft X-ray Experimental Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, 4B7B soft X-ray experiment station supplied efficient machine time of 881 hours for 

users in the first round of dedicated synchrotron radiation beam time, in the period of which 14 

project topics were finished. In the second stage, this station supplied efficient machine time of 923 

hours for users and 30 project topics were finished. 

(2) Research Highlights 

About 23 articles in which scientific activities were performed in 4B7B soft X-ray experiment 

station were published in 2018, including 9 papers in one zone SCI. These articles involve research 

areas of catalytics, nanomaterials, energy materials, methodologies and X-ray optics etc. 

 Uniaxial strain tuning of the Verwey transition in flexible Fe3O4/muscovite epitaxial 

heterostructures 

At present, the research of wearable flexible electronic device materials is mainly based on 

polymer substrate, which makes the coating material difficult to realize crystal form, which seriously 

hinders the development of flexible spintronics. High Curie temperature, 100% spin-polarized 

Fe3O4 has potential applications in flexible spintronics. The effect of dynamic strain on the phase 

transition of Fe3O4 was studied by directly growing Fe3O4 materials with different thickness on the 

base of Muscovite by Bai Hai Li Group, School of Science, Tianjin University. In the inward 

(outward) bending heterostructure, the Verwey transition temperature increases (decreases). The 

reversible modulation in the FeL-2 and 3-edge X-ray absorption spectra of the soft X-ray optical 

system is due to the charge reconstruction effect caused by the change of the valence state of the Fe 

ion in the tetrahedral center and octahedral center in different bending states. At the same time, the 

charge reconstruction effect enhances the net magnetic moment of the Fe3O4/ Muscovite 

heterojunction in the bending state.  

In this study, XANES measurements of the soft X-ray beam systems provide strong evidence 

that heterostructures with different bending directions have different Fe+2/ Fe+3 ratios, which is the 

main argument in this paper. 
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Fig.1 AS spectra at the FeL2,3 edge for the Fe3O4/mica heterostructures with different thicknesses, (a) 40 nm, (b) 80 nm, (c) 120 

nm, and (d) 240 nm. The empty lower triangle Pa represents the octahedrally coordinated B-site Fe2+ states. The empty diamond Pb 

represents the tetrahedrally coordinated A-site Fe3+ states. The empty upper triangle Pc represents the octahedrally coordinated B-site 

Fe3+ states. （W.C.Zheng et al., Applied Physics Letters,2018,Vol 113,14,142403） 

4B8-VUV Station 

4B8 beamline (Fig.5.1.13-1) is optimized for VUV spectroscopy measurement, especially for 

steady-state fluorescence, photocurrent and temporal photoresponse of devices to VUV light, and 

synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) . It is operational under both synchrotron dedicated 

and parasitic mode. Remote access is available for the fluorescence measurement. 

 (1) Beamline and Running 

Beamline parameters: 

Wavelength range：                125-360 nm  

bandwidth：                       0.8 nm   

Intensity:                         1010-1011 photons/s/  

In 2018, 4B8 beamline provided 1622 hour dedicated beamtime and 180 hour parasitc 

beamtime to 29 users.  And users published 26 papers. 

(2) Research Highlights 

Prof. Feng Huang’s group found that two-dimensional MgO, obtained via conformal anneal 

synthesis method, had ultrasensitive photoresponse to VUV light. It can identify an extremely weak 

VUV signal, with a high EQE. The results provide an idea for developing integrated VUV devices 
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and has been published in the journal of ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces. 

 

Fig. 1  Schematic of the CAS process for 2D MgO synthesis and  I−V curves of  the 2D MgO device (ACS Appl. Mater. 

Interfaces 2018, 10, 20696−20702) 

By employing the low-temperature synchrotron radiation-based VUV fluorescence spectroscopy, 

Liang et al. from SUN YAT-SEN University investigate the luminescence properties of 

Ce3+,Pr3+-doped BaY2Si3O10 and the involved energy transfer processes in the system, the 

relevant paper has been published in the journal of Inorg. Chem. 

 

Fig.2  Low-temperature VUV spectra and the schematic energy transfer process in the Ce3+-Pr3+-codoped material. (Inorg. Chem. 

2018, 57, 8414−8421) 

4B9A -XRD station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, XRD station opened to users for two dedicated-mode opening periods and one 

parasitic-mode opening period. In the first opening period (from June 17 to July 27), XRD station 

provided users with 864h of beam time to 25 research projects. In the second opening period (from 

Oct. 1 to Nov. 11), total 900h of beam time were provided to 32 research projects. The experimental 

measurements included high/low-temperature powder X-ray diffraction, X-ray powder diffraction 

with Mythen detector, and X-ray absorption spectroscopy. 
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(2) Improvement of experimental equipments 

The method of powder diffraction experiment using single module of Mythen detector is 

developed. The program of space position and angle calibration of Mythen detector is compiled，

and the program of calibration data fitting is completed. The program of diffraction data acquisition 

of Mythen detector is compiled. The program interface is shown in the following figure: 

 

Fig. 1 The interface of calibration program (left); The interface of acquisition program (right). 

(3) Scientific research achievements 

Based on the experimental measurements on the XRD station, a total of 16 papers were published by 

users in 2018. The typical research results are as follows: 
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4B9B-Photoemission Spectroscopy Station 

(1) Operation 

In 2018, 4B9B station was available in the dedicated and parasitic modes. For the first and 

second dedicated time, it totally took 1858 hours to carry out 40 research projects. For the parasitic 

time, 596 hours was provided for 6 users’ projects. 

(2) Scientific 

There are 33 research papers that have been published using the experimental set-up of 4B9B 

station in 2018, 32 of which are from the users and 1 of which are from the staff. Totally of them are 

indexed by SCI. X. Xing et. al from University of Science & Technology Beijing reported “Giant 

polarization in super-tetragonal thin films through interphase strain” (Figure 5.1.16-1 and 5.1.16-2), 

which was published in Science [Science 361, 494 (2018)]. E. H. Sargent et. al from University of 

Toronto reported “Theory-driven design of high-valence metal sites for water oxidation confirmed 

using in situ soft X-ray absorption”, which was published in Nature Chemistry [Nature Chemistry 10, 

149 (2018)]. Y. Du et. al from University of Wollongong reported “Band Gap Modulated by 

Electronic Superlattice in Blue Phosphorene”, which was published in ACS Nano [ACS Nano 12, 

5059 (2018)]. 

 

Fig.1 Atomic-resolution microstructure of epitaxial PbTiO3/PbO films; Figure 5.1.16-2 Ti L2,3-edge and O K-edge x-ray absorption 

spectroscopy of PT (I), PT (II), and PT (III) thin films, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the PT (I) and PT (II) thin films. 
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2018 Major Events 

Seminar of soft and medium X-ray spectroscopy techniques 

was held in April 2018 in Beijing 

 

Workshop on Ultrafast X-ray Studies on Dynamic Irreversible 

Processes was held in April 2018 in Beijing 
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Annual Users Conference of BSRF was held in August 2018 in 

Yanjin City, Jilin Province 

 

Review meetings of Beamlines at HEPS were held in August 

2018 in Beijing 
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The 9th bio-Medical Application of Synchrotron Radiation 

(bMASR) was held in October 2018 in Beijing 
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Beamline Specs 

4B9B- Photoemission Spectroscopy 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 15 - 1000 eV 

Resolution (ΔE/E):  ~1500 

Flux (photons/s): > 1×1010 

Beam Size (H×V): < 2×0.8 mm2 

 

 

4B9A-XRD 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 4 -15 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E): 3×10-4 @ 9 keV 

Flux (photons/s): 11010 @ 8 keV 

Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2 

Angular resolution: 0.9 arc-second 

 

 

 

4B8- Vacuum Ultraviolet 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 125-360 nm 

Band width: 0.8 nm 

Flux (photons/s): 2.0×1010@180 nm 

Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2 
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4B7B- Soft X-ray Optics 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 50eV-1700 eV 

Resolution (E/△E): ~1000 

Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ Fe L edge 

Beam Size (H×V): conducting sample: 1×0.1mm2 

nonconducting sample：4×2 mm2 

 

 

4B7A- Mid-energy Spectroscopy 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: Si (111): 2050 eV-5700 eV 

InSb (111): 1750 eV-3400 eV 

Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ S K edge 

Resolution (E/△E): ~7000 @ S K edge 

Beam Size (H×V): 3×1mm2 

 

 

 

4W2- High Pressure Structure 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 10-25 keV（Monochromatic light） 

5-35 keV（White light） 

Resolution (ΔE/E): 7×10-4 @20 keV 

Flux (photons/s): 1.2×109@20 keV  

Beam Size (H×V): 26×8 µm2 
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4W1B- X-ray Fluorescence Microanalysis 

 

【Beamline Specs】 

 

 

 

Focus Mode Quasi monochromatic light Monochromatic light 

Energy Range 8 - 15 keV 5 - 18.5 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E) < 7× 10-2 < 5.5x10-4 

Flux (photons/s) >1× 108 @ 15keV >1x1010 @ 15keV 

Beam Size (H×V) 10 µm 30、50、100 µm 

XRF Detectability Dozens of ppm 1ppm 

 

 

4W1A- X-ray Imaging 

 

【Beamline Specs】 

 

 

 

Imaging Mode Energy Range Flux (photons/s) 
Spatial 

Resolution 

Beam Size 

(H×V) 

Phase contrast 

imaging 
6~22 keV ~1010 @ 8 keV ~10 m 20×10 mm2 

nano-resolution 

Imaging 
5~12 keV ~108 @ 8 keV 

30 nm 10×10 m2 

50 nm 15×15 m2 

100 nm 60×60 m2 
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1B3- X-ray Lithography 

【Beamline Specs】 

Lithography: 0.5-2 nm  

 

 

 

3W1A-Macromolecular crystallography 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 6 - 16 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E): 4×10
－4  

Flux (photons/sec): 1011    

Beam Size (HxV): 0.8× 0.6 mm2 

 

1W2B-Macromolecular crystallography 

and XAFS 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 5 - 18 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E): Better than 4×10
－4 

Flux (photons/sec): 1012 

Beam Size (HxV): 1× 0.6 mm2 
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1W2A-SAXS 

【Beamline Specs】 

Angular resolution: 0.5 mrad 

Energy Range: 0.154 nm 

Resolution (ΔE/E): ~10-3 

Flux (photons/sec): ≥1×1011  

Beam Size (HxV): 1.2 × 0.3 mm2 

 

 

1W1B-XAFS 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 4 - 25 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E): < 3 × 10
-4

 @ 9 keV 

Flux (photons/sec): > 3×10
11

 @ 10 keV  

Beam Size (HxV): 0.9 × 0.3 mm
2
 

 

 

 

1W1A- Diffuse X-ray Scattering 

【Beamline Specs】 

Energy Range: 8.05 keV，13.9 keV 

Resolution (ΔE/E): 4.4  10-4 @ 8.05 keV 

Flux (photons/sec): >1×10
11

 @ 8.05 keV 

Beam Size (HxV): 0.7 × 0.4 mm2 

 


